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This EXCERPT is from a personal link list for categories of: POLITICS, CRIME, WAR.
The link list was originally compiled because some references I foound did not show
up in subsequent searches, even though they are still there if the URL is entered.
THIS EXCERPT about BOLIVIA has been made PUBLIC to disseminate links to information
about the Nov, 2019 coup in Bolivia. Links biased toward either "side" are included.
The main purposes are to:
* Increase public knowledge about the 2019 Bolivian coup and its aftermath,
* Link to material that may be useful to independent media and human rights org's.
* Provide valid links that may no longer show up in search engine results.
* Show what WAS available, in case some material is blocked, restricted, or removed.
-

Links in this document do NOT indicate if I LIKE or RECOMMEND any linked material.
Most of the material in the links list has been at least partially read or viewed.
Also is archive. Politics & news are more likely to become dated than other items.
Some links (& related viewer comment summaries) purely for historical purposes.
Links for previously watched videos may be followed by a timeline for the content.
If any authors object to summaries or excerpts of their articles or viewer remarks
being included, let me know & such mateial will be deleted during the next update.
- My E-mail address can be found at www.versacorp.com and www.eclipsechaser.com
- Distributing links listed here allowed ONLY if NOT used to harm indigenous people.
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5.4 Bolivia: (See below):
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5.4.1 Bolivia, Political, BEFORE 11/2019 Coup:
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Bolivia: Campo de batalla (Bolivia battlefield)(ProtestersBattling) 1:26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1Ka1vUlQFI (191106,AgencieEfe) !!
(La Paz (Bolivia), Nov. 7: Bolivian city of La Paz & its neighbor El Alto recorded)
(incidents between defenders and opponents of president of Bolivia, Evo Morales,)
(in new day of riots in crisis that country is going through after the elections.)
(ViewerRem: FL: I am afraid to expel these coup d'état from the country of your..)
(CP: Police bought by Camacho and table, unfortunate, looking for their interests,)
(humiliating and outraging the most humble. IC: we endure but finally the dictator)
(evo left the country, now to rebuild from scratch what socialism left.)
(wm: My country Bolivia because it is suffering I want to calm the situation.)
(RF: 100 fascists bother every time there is a Cabildo of the Bolivian oligarchy,)
(around Government Palace. The fascist of Camacho and the rightist of Meza are)
(fighting. The racists are threatening the electricity of rural areas of Oruro.)
Bolivia: Christianity: Bolivia Finally Gives Evangelicals Same Rights as Catholics.
With new law, president Evo Morales comes through on his promise of greater
religious freedom. / Evangelicals in Bolivia received a major religious freedom
boost this week from the same administration that banned evangelism last year. /
Months after Evo Morales criminalized proselytizing—before swiftly reversing
course—the Bolivian president reached out to Christians to help draft legislation
to recognize evangelical churches and institutions. This week, he made it official.
With this law, all churches have the same rights,” said Morales. There is equality.
https://www.christianitytoday.com/news/2019/april/bolivia-gives-evangelicalscatholics-equal-rights.html (190416,ChristianityToday)
Bolivia: Christianity: Bolivia Makes Evangelism a Crime. / Evangelicals ‘deeply
worried’ about socialist government’s changes to penal code.
https://www.christianitytoday.com/news/2018/january/bolivia-makes-evangelismcrime.html (180121,ChristianityToday)
Bolivia: Christianity: Bolivia's president reverses evangelism ban after Christian
outcry. / Bolivia's president has cancelled the country's ban on evangelism, which
was put into law last month. / President Evo Morales announced on Twitter that the
gov't will repeal the penal code that criminalised evangelism and put restrictions
on religious freedom... / President Morale's U-turn on the ban came after an outcry
from Christians. / A prayer march in Santa Cruz, Bolivia./ According to Evangelical
Focus, there were protests & some held a special day of prayer and fasting...
https://premierchristian.news/en/news/article/bolivia-s-president-reversesevangelism-ban-after-christian-outcry (180123,ChristianNews)
Bolivia: Christianity: New Law in Bolivia Aims to Control Churches, Impose Beliefs,
Protestant Leaders Say. / 8/28/2013 Bolivia (Morning Star News) – Protestant church
leaders in Bolivia are trying to revoke a new law they say aims to “impose contrary
beliefs” & “denies us right to be a church.” / Asserting Law351 is unconstitutional,
National Association of Evangelicals of Bolivia (ANDEB) will file suit this week
before Plurinational Legislative Assembly demanding that it be revoked; Christian
leaders argue its re-registration requirements restrict the “rights and religious
freedoms of churches.”
https://www.persecution.org/2013/08/30/new-law-in-bolivia-aims-to-control-churchesimpose-beliefs-protestant-leaders-say/ (130828,Persecution.org)
Bolivia: Coup Planning: series of 16 audios in which opposition leaders call for
a coup against Evo Morales were leaked through various social platforms.
https://www.reddit.com/r/neoliberal/comments/dut3aw/bolivia_series_of_16_audios_
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in_which_opposition/ (1911xx,Reddit,BenBernanke)
(Notes: Text lists subject matter of all 16 audio recordings.) This link:
https://m.en24.news/news/2019/11/10/bolivia-audios-leaked-from-opposition-leaderscalling-for-a-coup-against-evo-morales.html
...is to EN24 archive of the recordings that is not always availlable.
[My Comment: Audio 1 CLAIMS it "illustrates the commitment of US senators Marco]
[Rubio, Bob Menendez and Ted Cruz in the coup plan in Bolivia." However, it does]
[NOT actually have identifiable voices of any of these Senators. Their names are]
[only mentioned by the people being recorded. And none of them sound like LFC.]
[Therefore, the veracity of this particular source may be questionable.]
Bolivia: Coup Plot: Leaked Audios Confirm Involvement of Opposition Leaders, ExMilitary and US in Coup Plans. (Opposition politicians held talks w/U.S. senators)
(to destabilize Bolivia and organize a general strike after Evo Morales' victory.)
https://www.globalresearch.ca/bolivia-audios-linking-civic-ex-military-us-coupplans/5694142 (191106,globalresearch)
Bolivia: Democracy in Bolivia has two faces: ambivalence as Evo Morales seek4th term
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/17/bolivia-election-evo-morales-seeksfourth-term (191017,Guardian) NotVid
Bolivia: Evo Morales declares victory after contentious vote count as protests rage
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/bolivia-evo-morales-election-results-2019-declaresvictory-today-protests-count-halted-24-hours-2019-10-25/ (191025,CNSNews) NotVid
Bolivia: Fighting for Democracy: A Lesson From Bolivia (from before 2019 elect) NtVd
https://newrepublic.com/article/150529/fighting-democracy-lesson-bolivia (190808nr)
Bolivia: Human Rights: Under Morales, 2018-2019: Human Rights Watch (_) NotVid
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/bolivia (2019,HumanRightsW)
(Excerpt: Human rights defenders continue to face harassment, including from)
(government officials, which undermines their ability to work independently.)
(Some of report has disproprtionately high emphasis on gender change issues.)
Bolivia: Indigenous peoples in Bolivia (Wiki) NotVid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_peoples_in_Bolivia (191226,Wikipedia)
Bolivia: Morales says 'coup in progress' as rivals dispute vote (_) 2:34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwsgezIHYoI (191024,AlJazeeraEng.PrevGovLootNatRes)
(Democracy is not coming out w/sticks or burning bldgs, or not recognizing results.)
(ViewerRem: s: CIA's candidate lost. CIA goes next step. CENTER of all evil on plnt)
(BR: Cia backed coup! LgLv bolivia LL morales. CP: Oh look, he was absolutely right)
(DV: INVADER race in all LatAm is traitorous group ready work f/CIA against natives)
(Fm: [RtWing} Young dumb youth easilly tricked.... Same old story all over again...)
(GG: You know the CIA is in there meddling in support of the right wing US puppet.)
(OAS is a neoliberal bankster organization. Its completely illegitimate.)
Bolivia: Oil and Gas Revenue Sharing in Bolivia / María Lasa Aresti (NotVid)
https://resourcegovernance.org/sites/default/files/documents/oil-and-gas-revenuesharing-in-bolivia_0.pdf (April 2016. Natural Resource Governance Institute) NotVid
Revenue Sharing Case Study
Bolivia: Opposition holds protest against Morales's re-election bid 1:49
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmGAKgkjDDs (190821,Ruptly,RT.OnlyHundredsVsThous)
Bolivia: Violent protests continue in La Paz as Morales declares victory 1:23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_GPz0QcrEs (191025,Ruptly,RT.RawVideo.NoNarration)
Bolivia: WTF is going on in Bolivia? (Michelle Ellner, just before coup) 4:11
https://www.codepink.org/bolivianews (Codepink site) / https://youtu.be/BBfYZ1xmkUY
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBfYZ1xmkUY&feature=youtu.be) (Video link) 191030 D
LatAm: Operation Condor: Latin American alliance that led to disappearances & death
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_YEKdzjSDA (151122,CGTNAmerica.ChineseChannel)
(It was a secret terror campaign that began in South America in the 1970’s and led)
(to disappearances, torture and a long killing spree. Called Operation Condor, or)
(Plan Condor, the intelligence network comprised of military dictatorships allowed)
(nations to share information to help suppress their rivals.)
(Correspondent Joel Richards travels to some of the sites associated with Operation)
(Condor and speaks to survivors of the terror for "Americas Now.")
(0:20 Memorials w/victim names. 0:40 Called "war on terror". Target fgn nationals.)
(ViewerRem: TG: This doesn't mention the CIA once. And only mentions the U.S.)
(twice very timidly. What a coincidence that the king in this game of pawns is)
(swept under the rug as to not offend the nice Anglos watching.)
(e: US did everything possible to kill Allende/put Pinochet in power-please,say it.)
(MyNote: Notable because Murillo's 2019 Bolivian squads ALSO target fgn. nationals.)
Latin America: Should the US get out of Latin America? | Head to Head 47:31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42PymQ1Cpek (141205,AlJazeeraEnglish.Debate) !!
(4:20 Guatemala Gen. Rios Mont jailed for genocide, Reagan visited in 82.Killed200k)
(Coup against Chavez in 2002 was from his order that military fire on population.)
(8:45 No need for foreigh gov'ts to try undermine US gov't. The US media does that.)
(10:00 Totalitarians win an election, then is last free election in that country.)
(ViewerRem: TM: The U S needs to get out everywhere, not just Latin America.)
(VC: To listen to so many justifications to overthrow LatAm leaders while embracing)
(oh-so-democratic Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, etc. is like a bad psychedelic experience.)
(AS: Well Done Mehdi Hasan. Imperialism exposed.)
Latin America: What is happening in Latin America? (Michelle Ellner, Codepink) 10:13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3feRQpBVgY (191025,Codepink.ReactToNeolibCorrupt)!D
(Neoliberal & far right gov's crash local economies, blame left in other coutries.)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5.4.2 Bolivia, Politics, Coup of 2019:
(May move to "war" chapter (11) if violence escalates)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Solidarity with the Indigenous Peoples of Bolivia! (2019)
And in your just cause of restoring a government that represents you!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¡Solidaridad con los pueblos indígenas de Bolivia!
¡Y en su justa causa de restaurar un gobierno que lo represente! ¡Viva Bolivia!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Bolivia: Coup: A Coup in Bolivia, Yet Again (Jacobin, by Thomas Field) NotVid
https://jacobinmag.com/2019/11/coup-bolivia-history-evo-morales-jeanine-anez
(EXCERPT: Bolivia is currently ruled by an unelected president, Jeanine Anez,)
(whose government is now responsible for nearly two dozen deaths and hundreds of)
(injuries after Evo Morales’s overthrow. The situation is dire — but this is far)
(from the first time the country has seen a coup in defense of Bolivia’s elites.)
Bolivia: Coup: Abby Martin on Julian Assange, Bolivia Coup,Bernie Sanders,Gaza 50:56
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSX8HoO5o_8 (191121,acTVismMunich.11m2.5MPalestPris)
(6:05 Bolivia: Says CIA backed Coup. After fact, found no final vote irregularies.)
(8:30 Carlos Mesa worked at USA "Inter-American Dialogue" regime change think tank.)
(Subsidized by banks/oil comp. Uses civil society groups to foment regime change.)
(9:00 Six graduates of Ft. Benning School of Americas (SOA) training complicit.)
(9:35 CLAIMS Leaked audio recordings show direct collaboration between Bolivian)
(opposition & Senators Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz, plan running coup out of US Embassy)
(in Bolivia. Martin also CLAIMS Trump Admin & Pompeo say Monroe Doctrine is being)
(reclaimed. Has Left BIAS. No audio produced that shows any participation of Cruz.)
Bolivia: Coup: ABC and SBS fail in their reporting on Bolivia coup D NotVid
https://independentaustralia.net/politics/politics-display/abc-and-sbs-fail-intheir-reporting-on-bolivia-coup,13368 (191201,IndependentAustralia(IA)DanialSafi)
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Bolivia: Coup: Activists denounce rapes and attacks on children in Bolivia NotVid
https://www.en24.news/en/2019/11/30/activists-denounce-rapes-and-attacks-onchildren-in-bolivia.html (191130,EN24.news) Argentine delegation. Small Excerpt:
(VIOLATIONS, AGGRESSIONS AND TORTURES: Specifically, the Argentine delegation)
(pointed to "numerous cases of rape and sexual assault on girls, boys and)
(adolescents," and said there are three children with "special abilities")
(who are illegally detained.) / (He also reported that "numerous testimonies")
(reported torture to adolescents and older adults.)
Bolivia: Coup: After Morales: Bolivia faces uncertain future as violence rages 1:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbgxVPNVIDk (191122,France24Eng)
(Funeral procession for El Alto victims attacked by military.)
Bolivia: Coup: After Morales: Power vacuum as security forces side w/opposition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWXW2hKgGhQ (191111,France24Eng.EarlySemiNeut) 42:41
(6:55 DavidGormesano: Began Friday 8 Nov when police withdrew from steets.)
(VwRem: ET: Have you somehow failed to notice that the OAS is a mere usa puppet?)
(HL: This "debate" is fake. Enough said. No reason to waist more time on fake news.)
(PK: no one mentioned Russians except CIA mouth Sebastian urinates everywhere.)
(S: Military Coup for the benefit of the USA who wants control of Bolivian Lithium)
(EP: If it looks like a coup and sound like a a coup it’s a coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: Aftermath of tear gas on protesters (ElAltoMarchAftArriveLaPaz) 8:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkWGtdVrK8k (191126,Codepink,MedeaBenjamin)
(Many elderly gassed and are sick. 1:05 Gas in buildings too. 2:15 Police on motcyc)
(Marchers wanted to show people that victims shot in back. One witness saw two.)
(2:45 Police & military out of control. 4:00 THIS IS "DEMOCRACY" IN BOLIVIA TODAY.)
(4:45 The police turned against their own people. From 1 day to the next aft 13 yrs)
(These kinds of things didn't happen under Morales. Police wearing "Delta" symbols.)
(Viewer Remarks: FH: Thanks for the reporting may many people witness these crimes.)
(x3: Made in the USA. RA: Yes. Looks like they are using AG Barr's Anticipatory)
(Criminal Detection Program [on loan from FBI] which must have returned a finding)
(that the Peaceful Crowd was on verge of becoming violent - quite possibly within)
(next twelve months - so they attacked in advance of imagined future threat. MAGA!?)
Bolivia: Coup: al menos 9 muertos por represión policial en Senkata Bolivia 11:46
(at least 9 dead by police repression in Senkata Bolivia)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0F1GNL5-vjY (191120,teleSURtv)
(Bolivian protesters in vicinity of Bolivian Fiscal Oil Field (YPFB), in Senkata,)
(in city of El Alto, were repressed on Tuesday by police officers and military)
(helicopters. At least nine people lost their lives at the hands of state forces.)
(teleSUR is funded in whole or in part by multiple Latin American governments.)
(Viewer Remarks: Dios mio ayuda a nuestros hermanos bolivianos,esa señora es una)
(crimilidad no quiere bien para Bolivia ayudemos latino america.)
(Viewer Remarks (Translated): MP: My God, help our Bolivian brothers, that lady is)
(a crime, she doesn't want well for Bolivia, let's help Latin America.)
(Damn men who praise w/words, & with facts KILL their PEOPLE. Añez is a murderer,)
(looter, usurper, history will judge you. Mexicans demand justice fr/people of Bol.)
Bolivia: Coup: Alto Comisionado de la CIDH - La situación de Bolivia es alarmante Masacre en Bolivia (Bolivia: High Commissioner of the IACHR - The situation in
Bolivia is alarming - Massacre in Bolivia.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqPjmAiyRQE (191129,NoticiasBolivia) 2:32
(The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, IACHR, will propose in its next)
(report, that in the face of the social and political crisis in Bolivia, a group)
(of experts should be established to investigate the violent events that occurred)
(after the resignation of former President Evo Morales.)
(ViewerRem (Trans): MG: I WISH EVERYTHING IS F/GOOD IN BOLIVIA & FOR PRESIDENT EVO)
(MORALES. IT IS NOT JUST THAT THOSE KILLER USURPERS KEEP EATING SO MANY BARBARIE!)
(PD: The vice president of Bolivia should run in the new elections.)
(mr: It is worst genocide ever in the history of BOLIVIA d this KILLER porn actress)
(CD: Jail to all corrupt, Camacho, Meza, añez & army general, & police gen,f/treach)
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(JL: That is why they took the press to slaughter & commit genocide to indigenous)
(people and the Bolivian people. The coup leaders will be taken to international)
(justice in the hague. All the police, general military starting with William)
(Kalimam & those who are still massacring. Also including The coup plotters will be)
(brought to justice. The coup plotters have no future. The whole world repudiates)
(them, rejects. They would be better off stopping the mascres and genocide...)
Bolivia: Coup: Anez: ENTREVISTA EXCLUSIVA A JEANINE AÑEZ POR LA BBC (Spanish) 11:28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN_3pTc6Z1g (191118,XriztianRoy)
(Summary [Translated]: For the interim president of Bolivia, Jeanine Áñez, Evo
Morales is responsible for the crisis in her country. / On her third day at the
Government Palace of La Paz, Áñez already changed the entire high military military
command of the country, took an oath from her ministers & announced the priorities
of her administration: to renew the electoral authorities throughout Bolivia and
to give power to a new president from "fair and transparent elections." /
From Mexico, Evo Morales described her as "self-proclaimed president" and to
consummate the coup d'etat that, according to him, ended her term of almost 14 yrs.
Áñez responds that he [Morales] is the real responsible for the crisis that
triggered his resignation after the fraudulent elections on October 20.
(ViewerRem [Translated]: RC: And why did Bolivia progress so much? They erased it,)
(omitted it, or forgot to ask that question The Blonde Stone Heart.)
(SL: Open your eyes Brendan many wolves dressed in or eyes for them the dorctrine)
(they predict is hypocrisy. The basis of democracy is honesty.)
(JV: Jeanine Anez. You do not get to nail Evo Morales. You dont understand anything)
(AM: Now you say I don't discriminate that liar will one day have judgment with God)
Bolivia: Coup: Anez: Meet Bolivia's New Evangelical Fascist "President" Jeanine Anez
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWRjncG5Nw4 (191117,Historic_ly) 1:15
BBC interviews Bolivia coup government leader Añez. She lays out her opposition to
secularism, her commitment to the faith, and some confused thoughts re: MAS' 2/3rds
majority in Parliament. ("..manefestation of faith towards God, towards our creed.")
(ViewerRemarks: TP: Yikes. AN [Translated]: The racist Jeanine Añez, along with)
(Camacho who use the bible and are an important part of the fundamentalist)
(evangelical groups of the evangelical sects of the United States, will pay very)
(hard for the attempt to force the bible in Bolivia to replace the traditional)
(culture & beliefs of the indigenous people like Pachamama, Achachila and Wiphala.)
(Very similar to what the Spaniards did when they arrived in Latin America with)
(the sword and the cross, replacing and crushing the traditional beliefs of the)
(indigenous people and imposing the Catholic belief.)
Bolivia: Coup: Áñez plantea indemnizar a los familiares de fallecidos durante
protestas- NOTICIERO Áñez proposes compensate relatives of deceased during protests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLgVmLx1KnU (191208,RTenVivo,RTlive) 30:01
(0:20 - Evo Morales highlight intervent of Uruguay in Mercosur, when req activation)
(of democratic clause due to institutional rupture in Bolivia. Resigned president)
(says that this is how the coup plotters are censured in his country.)
(5:10- In Colombia, Government & National Committee of Paro return to dialogue to)
(try to approach positions regarding the current crisis.) (Outgoing president of)
(Argentina, Mauricio Macri, gives a speech on the balance of his management.)
(- In United States, more than 27 million people cannot afford medical insurance.)
Bolivia: Coup: Anez's right-wing capitalist govt filled w/gringos, thieves,traitors)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6gu9cPb7VQ (191124,MintPressNews) 1:33
("They have killed a lot of people across Bolivia, and many bodies have been hid.")
(ViewerRem: NC: It isn't the government you have to change, it's evil individuals)
(with power that tell gov'ts (left & right) what to do that have to be eliminated.)
(..change of gov't (w/o adr. people calling shots) will keep repeating everywhere.)
(t: The Comité pro Santa Cruz is a right wing extremist organization.)
(They control EVERYTHING in Santa Cruz. This is NOT their first coup d'etat.)
(Google Torrez a left wing president murdered in Buenos Aires.)
(MyRem: What needs to change is not just gov't, but also rich people behind policy.)
Bolivia: Coup: Anti-coup protest in La Paz (Cars w/caskets. Peopel Not carry) 16:40
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxrQ3wSWo-M (191126,CodePink.MedeaBenjamin)
(3:50 March led by families of the dead. 4:11 Many unaccounted for: 9 disappeared.)
(4:35 Chant: If Anez does not leave, there will be no peace. SanFranSquare.)
(9:30 Will not stop protest until Anez leave. Anez call humble people terrorists.)
(Will not let gov't be taken over by this elite fascist coup. 10:45 Org in 1 day.)
(Government builings and square by them closed off. Was always open under Morales!)
(ViewerRem: RA: More YT monkey around w/their counters. 8 likes. 1 dislike. Views:0)
(No one viewed video, but at least 9 expressed what thought about it. The GooGulls)
(no longer care to hide their prejudices * unfair practices. Hubris achieved.)
Bolivia: Coup: Anti-Coup Protests Grow in Bolivia (FtS 18-11-2019) 26:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMMUQ9BTAsI (191118,TeleSUR English)
(End 4:00. Short version of 18 Nov. TeleSUR "Reject Decree" broadcast linked below.)
Bolivia: Coup: Argentine delegation in Bolivia confirmed [defacto Gov't crimes] NtVd
https://www.en24.news/en/2019/12/01/the-argentine-delegation-in-bolivia-confirmeddelit.html (191201,EN24.news) Excerpt/Detail:
(- The multidisciplinary team of Argentine delegation in Bolivia denounced, based)
(on evidence and testimonies collected in recent days, that the de facto government)
(is committing "Crimes against humanity" since the assumption of Jeanine Anez.)
(- At a press conference, and despite the threats of Minister Arturo Murillo, the)
(members presented the conclusions of their rugged visit to the Andean country.)
(The delegation talked about “Systematic violations of human rights” after having)
(corroborated crimes such as "forced disappearance of persons", "situations of)
(torture in public spaces", "rapes and sexual crimes" and "lack of procedural)
(guarantees for detainees", among other crimes that account for "the situation of)
(terror ”with which they found there.) / (- The delegation said it had evidence of)
("explicit support" of foreign countries in the coup that overthrew Evo Morales.)
(The 11 crimes denounced by the delegation:)
(1. Two massacres in Senkata and Sacaba: First with nine dead and second with six.)
(2. Disappearances of people: (Supposed to be detained, but no trace of them.)
(3. Tortures, rapes and sexual crimes: (By armed forces and security forces.)
(4. Attacks against rulers, legislators, officials and their families (by coup)
(5. Selective persecution of leaders of social movements: (Alto+Chapare homes dest)
(6. Preparation of blacklists of political & social leaders & denial rt to defense.)
(7. Repression of public demonstrations: ("indiscriminate use of firearms, tear gas)
(8. Manifest restriction of press freedom: (Harassed, etc., by coup regime)
(9. Promotion of racism and hate speech: (against opposition leaders & social mvmts)
(10. Inaction and cover-up of the judiciary: (judiciary subject to de facto gov't)
(11. Police and para-police harassment of international human rights delegations,)
(including espionage operations and illegal listening:")
FOR SAME BASIC STORY, ALSO SEE:
- Crimes Against Humanity Reported in Bolivia: Int'l Delegation (_) NotVid
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Crimes-Against-Humanity-Are-Reported-inBolivia-20191130-0006.html (191130,teleSUR English)
- Internat. Delegation to Bolivia Accuses Regime of Crimes against Humanity NotVid
http://www.periodico26.cu/index.php/en/world-news/item/19399-internationaldelegation-to-bolivia-accuses-regime-of-crimes-against-humanity (191201,Periodico26)
Bolivia: Coup: Argentine Delegation in Solidarity with Bolivia recently wrapped up
an observation mission on the human rights situation in Bolivia following the coup.
https://twitter.com/camilapress/status/1201578937140297730 (Camila @camilapress)
For Delegation's Report (in Spanish) see link below (in this link document) for:
*Declaración de la Delegación Argentina en Solidaridad con Bolivia"
Link repeated here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1C23Gl8D6SiE2kQoex5qLVCClND3cclmwEtH_hT8wGg0/edit
AND for the Delegation home page, see: https://twitter.com/DelegArgBolivia
Bolivia: Coup: Arriba a Bolivia delegacion delParlasur para analizar crisis política
(Bolivia delegation from Parlasur arrives to analyze political crisis) Spanish 6:57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_oFF49whZU (191127,teleSurTVvenez)
Bolivia: Coup: As Bolivia Loses Freedom and Democracy, Tulsi [Gabbard] Seeks to
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Restore Freedom and Democracy to USA (191113,OpEdNews.com)(UnknownIfSafe) NotVid
https://www.opednews.com/articles/As-Bolivia-Loses-Freedom-a-by-Henry-Samson-2016Election-Fraud_Augusto-Pinochet_Bernie-Sanders_Bolivia-191113-960.html (NotVid)
Bolivia: Coup: At Least 6 Killed As Political Turmoil Continues In Bolivia NotVid
https://www.npr.org/2019/11/20/781219670/at-least-6-killed-as-political-turmoilcontinues-in-bolivia (191120,NPR.KillingsAtElAltoPlant/RoadblockFewDaysAfterSacaba)
(Major Coup players: Jeanine Anez, Carlos Mesa, Luis Fernando Camacho. EXCERPT:)
(Morales: The dictatorship of Anez, Camacho and Mesa has already caused 30 deaths)
(and dozens of wounded with repression by the Police and the Armed Forces.)
Bolivia Coup: AUDIO REVELA COMO MINISTRO MURILLO GOLPISTA EN BOLIVIA CONSPIRA
CONTRA OPOSICION Y EL PUEBLO / AUDIO REVEALS AS MINISTER MURILLO COUP IN BOLIVIA
CONSPIRES AGAINST OPPOSITION AND THE PEOPLE. (Spanish audio starts at 0:30) 3:28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbXvmTctNEg (191128,AnonymousBolivia)
(ViewerRem (Translated) AT: It is implantation of evidence, as they [coup] are now)
(looking to kill everyone in different thoughts.)
Bolivia: Coup: Backers are burning the Wiphala flag (Videp + Posts) Twitter 0:30
https://twitter.com/The_Red_Nation/status/1193690391372955648 (191110,LarissaCostas)
(EXCERPT: Country caught in..horrors as far-right regime of terror consolid. rule.)
Bolivia: Coup: Battle for Bolivia (Inter-AmericanDialogue) Panel 1:27:13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqyjiMyjazw (191122,Inter-AmericanDialogue)
(One month after a disputed election, Bolivia remains in a state of convulsion.)
(Following weeks of protests and an OAS audit that showed electoral irregularities,)
(President Evo Morales resigned under pressure from the armed forces. An interim)
(gov't led by former senator Jeanine Áñez must now convene new elections within 90)
(days, but its short tenure has been marked by threats of recriminations against)
(Morales allies and deaths of nine protestors. Morales, now exiled in Mexico, has)
(promised to return to Bolivia, with Áñez warning he will face justice if he does.)
(What happened in Bolivia, & what will happen next? Will elections be convened as)
(required by Bolivian Constitution, and what is required to make them free & fair?)
(16:40 ONLY thing Interim government supposed to do/change is call new elections.)
(But MAS initially not meet. [No surprise, with threats against them.])
(30:00 Pro-OAS panelist (in center) is clearly behind the coup regime.)
(33:00 Panelst 2nd from right falsely claim protest armed, & army showed restraint.)
(41:55 Center panelist notes Pompeo said forces should respect peaceful protest.)
(Insisted on accountability for human rights violations. Including impunity decree.)
(42:40 Panelist 2nd f/left notes security forces have NO impunity if vio human rts.)
(43:40 Losing party in new elections [if happen] must immediately respect results.)
(45:50 The second people feel they have impunity, there is no longer rule of law.)
(47:10 Left panelest false claim protesters used dynamite. Says no indiv. impunity.)
(50:00 Left panelist say Chapare narcos use dynamite; MAS can't participate as MAS.)
(51:00 Left panelist (Michael, fr/regime) claims MAS will only get 20-25% of votes.)
(1:06:35 Left Gov't panelist on Camacho, Pumari: "They were essential in energizing)
(the population, young people to OVERTHROW the government." ADMITTED IT WAS A COUP!)
(1:10:12 Morales could return. As Chavez & Maduro did in Venezuela. Maduro purged.)
(1:12:00 Rt panelest: Camacho would be a polarizing president, which would be bad.)
(1:20:20 Left regime panelist villifies Grupo de Puebla in universities.)
(1:21:00 Left regime panelists says Cuban doctors were mostly "Cuban intelligence".)
Bolivia: Coup: Bernie Sanders on the Bolivian Coup (RealAmerica w/Ramos) 1:07
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqDANrt8yUc&list=PLFahowYOdh8iklIFTraecUeVdU138MWe&index=20&t=0s (191119, Sanders' Politics. WhenMilIntervIsCalledCoupApls)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia after Morales: Indigenous communities fear setbacks 2:34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKc2XzrqiGo (191202,AlJazeeraEnglish)
AND: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKc2XzrqiGo&vl=en (191202) 2:34
(0:50 Before, could not get into armed forces or police if dark skin or indig name)
(Provided free Spanish language education to indigenous people. One learned at 70.)
(1:20 Top jobs in interim admin has gone to country's traditional elites.)
(1:40 Crackdown on protest against highway, slow response to Amazon fires.)
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(1:55 Help, even for indigenous people, dependent on political/party allegiance.)
(ViewerRem: No news about Bolivia in the main stream media. .wonder why. ?)
(CH: What has happened in Bolivia is not about all the people, it's about a few who)
(want take total advantage of profits, resources, power. And control by whatever)
(means that will insure their narrative, good being replaced by demonic EVILNESS,)
(hope the Good Lord intervenes, for the better of the entire country.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia After Morales. What Lies in Store for the Country? NotVid
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/bolivia/2019-11-21/bolivia-after-morales
(191121 ForeignAffairs.com ) One of the few balanced articles. !!D
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia approves election bill excluding Evo Morales 2:21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAMiYtWPkj0 (191124,DWNews.CancelsOctoberResults)
(Gas plant Baricades removed after bill pass. 1:25 Anez won't give Morales amnesty.)
(ViewerRem: G: I don’t believe in democracy with that woman, not even 1%.)
(LS: If Western influence was not there, they would have prosperity and peace.)
(BB: And it begins. Zealot takes over. Expect more, as Theocracy used as Reasoning.)
(AM: Why are you calling law maker...these are illegal occupier of govt.)
(L: Dam*, the way the EU guy just spoke just screams interference or shadow ops.)
(ED: What is it called when an army asks you to leave elected office? Coup d'etat.)
(NS: They know that the inclusion of Mr. Morales will bring him back to power.)
(They are so afraid that he will continue to prevent them from plundering Bolivia.)
(MyRem: But it is a FAUX election, since it is AFTER the PURGE of ELECTED MAS party)
(members in Senate and many other government positions by "neutral" interim gov't.)
(Let's hope the Hague will have the same attitude toward Anez regarding amnesty!)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia Confirma el Origen Terrorista CastroChavista Y De Las FARC
en las Crisis de Latinoamerica. (Bolivia confirms the CastroChavista and FARC
Terrorist Origin in the Latin American Crisis.) News Conf by Arturo Murillo 10:29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLyiKeypqAU (191203,NoticiasEVTV,Zurdocalipsis7320)
(Summary: Claims found origin of crisis in Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Colombia,)
(etc. What do you want to say Pinera? What or who do you fear? To Russia or China,)
(f/being your main business economic partner? They also have hands in this, stained)
(with blood, have used their direct money to overcome you and keep all the lithium,)
(among other things. Recognize it in a good time and finish this, because they)
(will not save you, because only cutting your head will get what they want.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia coup d'etat? noviembre 2019 (Interview w/woman at nt.) 2:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxjP9F06zqI (191129, from 191111, guyazan)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia: en más de un mes de conflicto: (2:20AnezCrocodileTears) 2:32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__Unw4JZ_Rk (191122,DW Espanol)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia En Una Crisis Politica Blog 2, segunda parte (_) 6:11
(0:18 Right wing street meeting, probably in Cochabamba. 1:25 Caravan of Camacho &)
(right wing thugs in El Alto. 3:35 Far-right nationalist celebration in street.)
(4:05 Indigenous march in defense of Wiphala. 6:05 Military jet low over El Alto.)
(6:10 Police & Military in Obelisk.) (Parts of video narrated. All in Spanish.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia: enfrentamientos y muerte en Senkata 5:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWjfmXn0um8 (191120,CNNenEspanol) Spanish
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia files ICC case against Morales over 'crimes against humanity'
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/30/world/bolivia-files-icc-case-moralescrimes-humanity/#.XeSvhX-IbZ4 (191130, Japan Times [in English]) NotVid !!
(La Paz - Bolivia’s interim government will file a case in The Hague against former)
(Pres. Evo Morales for “crimes against humanity,” interior minister announced Fri)..
(Morales has in turn accused the interim government of “genocide” following the)
(deaths of 32 people, mostly his indigenous supporters, in post-election violence.)
(Meanwhile, Murillo expressed concern over presence in the country of an Argentine)
(human rights group. /
(“We recommend these foreigners who are arriving … to be careful,” said Murillo.)
(“We are looking at you. We are following you,” he said in the radio interview.)
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(“There is no tolerance for terrorism, sedition or armed movements. Zero tolerance”)
(/ The Argentine rights delegation tweeted: “While the de facto government accuses)
(us of being terrorists, we have started what we came to do, take testimony of the)
(different human rights violations that the Bolivian people are enduring.”)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia holds mass for peace (mixed gathering) 2:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kg65jC0Ep_Q (191122,from191117.AP Archive) Spanish
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia Is Descending Into Full-Blown Far-Right Military Dictatorship
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2019/11/bolivia-coup-evo-morales-mas-jeanine-anez
(191121 jacobinmag.com ) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia is falling into the grips of a brutal right-wing regime NtVid
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/11/19/bolivia-is-falling-into-gripsbrutal-right-wing-regime/ (191119,WashPost.Opinion,GabrielHetland,AstProf) EXCERPT:
(Presdient Evo Morales's forced resignation, in a military coup, has not led to)
(the) [so-called] "restoration of democracy" in Bolivia..but to rise of far-right)
(regime of terror. If anyone doubts this, horrifying recent events - the killings)
(of protesters, attacks on political opponents, a decree allowing armed forces to)
(kill at will and rising racism - should lay those doubts to rest.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia las PERRAS neoliberales de EU saquean banco central para
convertir en otra Libia a Bolivia [Coup leaders take $/gold res.f/central bank] 2:57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyaYgS_bAds&feature=youtu.be (191119,EcuadorSeResp)!
(Video shows convoy of MANY vans and armored cars speeding away from Cenral Bank.)
(In English: Bolivia, neoliberal bit**s of looting of the central bank of Bolivia)
(wh*res of Trump Un***d St**** to turn Bolivia into another Libya and throughout)
(South America, governments of the Un***d St**** are genocidal invading thieves.)
(VwRem: RR: Cannot understand t language but do understand theft. Thats what I see.)
(g: Can't consume the biased german News. You would have greater crowd over here.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia, Latest victim of U.S. "meddling" (VLOG w/graphics) 16:59
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcimM2eSXB4 (191124,JSnowTheFaithlessLogician) !!s
(From 2008 financial crisis to present time Bolivia Coup. 5:20 Bolivia WW Details)
(4:00 System that pursues never-ending growth by exploiting finite resources fails.)
(14:15 OAS under pressure from Rubio and Trump Admin. Tweets admitted US involved.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia politics: New US ambassador appointed 2:50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrihHp6QELw&list=PLzGHKb8i9vTzh8BjQin5NOLNLZ1lFcDCR
(191129,AlJazeeraEnglish) First ambassador to USA in 11 years: Oscar Serrate)
(0:50 Interim "caretaker" government radically changing foreign policy.)
(1:05 Claims that did not leave decisions to elected administration because "quick)
(action needed to prevent foreign interference. But MAS may revierse if elected.)
[MyNote: As though there was not any foreign interference behind the coup!]
(VwRem: MES: How can a coup government w/zero legitimacy appoint an ambassador?)
(ST: It confirms who staged the coup. JJ: Now a direct line to imperial overlords)
(A: Fascist unethical take over of Bolivia with no moral authority to govern.)
(Looking forward to seeing the people rise up.)(DT: LOL look at dumb Chinese trolls)
(here they lost their commie pres. in Boliva now wanna make weak statements ag. US.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia recupera paulatinamente el pulso tras más de un mes de crisis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mz-dLmREaPA (191125,AFP,afpes.LooksLikeMSM"news")
(Summary: Bolivia gradually regained its usual pulse Monday after more than a month)
(of social upheaval, after transit. gov't & social movements, many loyal to former)
(President Evo Morales, agreed to peace after agreeing to call a new election.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia, tras la asunción de Jeanine Áñez como presidente 3:31:12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUdfBmhdL68 (NoDate,Infobae.From12thEnVivo(LIVE)cov)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia unrest: Morales supporters reject interim President Anez 2:48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjLMjR78pnE (191114,AlJazeeraEnglish) !!D
(2:30 Demonstrators don't want to lose rights gained since Morales came to power.)
(ViewerRem: MS: If he lived like a rich guy then i'm a multimillonaire!!!)
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(d7: His house doesn’t look like wealthy person home to me. straight up propaganda.)
(YA: He has books, a bed and sink...we can see how corrupt Morales was! [Sarcastic])
(JA: Si what if he had some luxury? He did reduce poverty in his country.)
(My Comment: Photos show Morales quarters are not "luxurious", as opposition claims)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian Coup Is Not a Coup—Because US Wanted It to Happen NotVid
https://fair.org/home/the-bolivian-coup-is-not-a-coup-because-us-wanted-it-tohappen/ (191111,fair.org) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian Coup (Start of FUNERAL procession fr/Senkata, El Alto) 2:16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9g-CdQHw9E (191122,XenKallas Stream @MintPressNews)
(Vlogger who is very shaken by recent army attacks on previous funeral procession.)
(Her voice SHAKING. Live stream will be on @MintPressNews Only attack was by army.)
(1:49 Government put out false information that demonstrators would attack plant.)
(For updates, see: "4-Coup in Bolivia" [Or Coup in Bolivia 4], etc.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian ‘coup’ that wasn’t, The (191115,WashPost) NotVid
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/11/15/bolivian-coup-that-wasnt/
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian Lawmakers Reject Decree by the Country's de Facto Govt (FTS)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0genpXgGcc (191118,TeleSUR English.FrTSouth) 27:40
(Bolivian lawmakers REJECTED DECREE by defacto gov't that exempts police & armed)!!s
(forces from investig. into human rights abuses against anti-coup demonstrations.)
(Bolivia subject to international human rights treaties. UN Envoy now negotiating.)
(3:00 Bolivians in Sacaba demanded justice for 8 killed. 24 killed in last week.)
(Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) CONDEMNED defacto Gov't decree.)
(Demands Anes resign. 3:50 207 Cuban doctors left because Bolivian governmebt would)
(not guarantee their safety, after they were threatened by defecto government.)
(5:00 Massacre in Sacaba, near Cocha. Anes justified massacre as "normal" f/crisis.)
(Calls for Anez to resign.)(6:20 end of Bolivia coverage. Start of Chile coverage.)
(ViewerRem: t: 300 years of slavery about covers it. P1:UN=tool of new world order!)
(TR: Interim coup supporter Anez, is a criminal. Only thing Anez and her supporters)
(deserve, is to see democracy restored to Bolivia, from the inside of a jail cell.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian news outlets attacked, threatened amid unrest as Morales
resigns (ALL documented threats, break-ins, closures perpet. by ANTI-Morales side.)
https://cpj.org/2019/11/bolivia-news-outlets-attacked-threatened-arson-morales.php
(191111, CPJ, Committee to Protect Journalists cpj.org )
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian President Evo Morales resigns after election fraud/protests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ShBju8Ubhc (191110,CBSNews) 0:32
(MyRem: Mainstream media declarative on elect fraud, unlike media of oth countries.)
(VwRem: M5: We have no real journalism in America, MSM are stenographers, whatever)
(they are told, they present to you to believe, critical thinking is not necessary.)
(Prove all things,hold fast to which is good. Information Delivery Sys.is poisoned!)
(RG: Election fraud? They don't even bother to call them election fraud allegations)
(EA: Mabe if U.S stopped messing other countries economies...people wont migrate.)
(RG: COUP rich/elite of BOLIVIA & US govt. Wanted him out they only want rich/elite)
(familys in power, follow USA neo lib sys. that keeps poor/working class dirt poor.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian Protester: 'Coup government want to steal our lithium & gas'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HrotAvdFJQ (191124,MintPressNews.IntElizMarca)1:35
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian Senate leader insists on peace faced with opposition unrest
https://www.plenglish.com/index.php?o=rn&id=48766&SEO=bolivian-senate-leaderinsists-on-peace-faced-with-opposition-unrest (191108,PrensaLatina) CoupPrecursor NV
(In meeting last Sat in Santa Cruz, Camacho issued Pres Morales w/48 hour ultimatum)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian Senate voids ousted president Evo Morales' election victory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQl0rIvk4HA (191123,ETV.JustElectVoice.NewElect)_:_
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian senator declares herself acting president 7:47
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhPkQvgDNDA (191112,CNN)
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(Made President of Senate w/o adequate votes, so could claim next in succession.)
Bolivian senator Jeanine Anez has declared herself acting president a despite a
boycott by former President Evo Morales' allies that left the legislative chamber
short of the legal minimum of lawmakers required to appoint her. SupByCivicLeaders.
(ViewerRem: r2: They have a lot of lithium... Go figure. do: a female Juan guaido.)
(LP: "I am the Senate", Emperor Palpatine. GB: This doesn't sound corrupt at all...)
(PM: Let's not be blind. Future president of Bolivia is LITHIUM. EV: US installs)
(Christian fundamentalist, can’t make it more obvious that Trump/Pence behind this.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian senator declares herself interim pres, Morales slams ‘coup’
https://www.france24.com/en/20191113-bolivian-senator-declares-herself-presidentmorales-denounces-coup (191113,France24Eng) Article+Video (HeadOfSentate) 1:43
AND on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh5VfVvSmTo (191113,Fr24Eng)Neutral
(No Quorum for Senator's move. Rioting and police/Morales supporters clash in LaPaz)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivian U.N. Ambassador: “Racist Elite” Engineered Coup to Restore
Neoliberalism in Bolivia (191119 DemocracyNow.org ) Article + Video 34:42
https://www.democracynow.org/2019/11/19/bolivia_un_ambassador_sacha_llorenti_coup
EXCERPT on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAVqsLctkmE (191119,DN) 20:39
(2:15 Systematic persecution by interim Government, incl. Interior minister said)
(would hunt down members of MAS like animals. Min.CommunicSaidPersec.journalists)
(Dictatorship issued Supreme Decree that exempts military from legal responsib.)
(4:50 Houses of many social leaders burned down. Like going back to 70's.)(OAS Pawn)
(5:55 Well planned coup. Police & military have weapons. Police joined coup 1st.)
(2nd part of coup: After Morales said not run in new elections, Military said res.)
(8:05 Morales security team found was $50k bounty on his head. OpposNotLetPlaneLv)
(9:15 Anes said Government would make all payments promised to police before coup.)
(9:52 Witnesses of Sacaba massacre speak on camera, but not give names out of fear.)
(11:05 Nine dead, >100 injured. 11:30 Elite in east Bolivia wanted split country.)
(This entire class is behind Anez. 13:00 Neo-Libs want to privatize, dereg export.)
(14:00 Racist elite. Burned Wiphala flag in MANY cities.15:50 Anez fire ambassadors)
(19:20 Anez ried to fire Sacha Llorenti, Ambassador to UN who is being interviewed.)
(19:45 Anex gov't try to kill Morales if ret. Was protected by peasants in Cochab.)
(VwRem: ED: Now we can all see why people hate America.. People don't hate our way)
(of life or freedoms we enjoy, but they hate us because we destroy their countries.)
(KF: This is Spaniard coup d'etat these are European Spaniards caucasian. NotTrust)
(GD: Children of the world, monsters are very real. They're called fascists, bigots)
(BS: They meant to say ZioNazis. The last time THEY brought that bible 200 million)
(NATIVE Americans were dead. NAZIS are deeply embedded in Latin America.)
(MG: Eduardo Galeano once said: "they came with the bible, they asked us to close)
(our eyes, when we opened our eyes, we had the bible and they had our lands"...)
(AB: She literally says - I’m president now! Why ? Because I’m white and I say so.)
* AND, for SHORTER VERSION: Bolivian U.N. Ambassador: “Racist Elite” Engineered
Coup to Restore Neoliberalism in Bolivia (_) 20:34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAVqsLctkmE (191119,DemocracyNow!)
(1:10/4m Anez license to kill decree. 2:35 Int.Min. say: hunt down MAS like animals)
(5:30 Details about what happened before Morales resigned. Well planned coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivians carry coffins in thousand-strong funeral procession 0:59
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdXmvS5FtB0 (191121,APFNewsAgency.LaPaz)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivians Continue Mobilizations Against the Coup FTS 22-11 26:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qc8GtgXSyw (191122,TeleSUR English.TearGasFuneral)
(1:00 Anez crocodile tears on deaths while consolidating coup. Prosecutor aft Evo)
(3:00 In Colombia, plain clothes police infiltrated protests to turn them violent.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's Coup (LeMonde diplomatique, Renaud Lambert) NotVid
https://mondediplo.com/2019/12/02bolivia (191218,mondediplo.com) EXCERPT:
(Morales had kept whole thing together. Bolivias opposition had new line of attack:)
(They stopped calling Morales ‘illiterate Indian’ or a communist & accused him of)
(being a dictator clinging on to power... OAS has not brought new, detailed docum.)
(promised would prove electoral fraud, Añez ‘has surrounded herself with members of)
(military, politicians w/links to racist organisations & big employers’ represent-)
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(atives. None of them have been elected to the posts they hold. A textbook coup.’)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia’s Coup Government Is a Far-Right Horror Show (_) NotVid
https://jacobinmag.com/2019/12/bolivia-coup-evo-morales-jeanine-anez (191203Jacobin)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia’s Coup Is Still Happening (by Zeeshan Aleem) NotVid
(Everything you wanted to know about Bolivian politics, but were afraid to ask.
https://www.thenation.com/article/bolivia-coup-morales/ (191118,TheNation) Excerpt:
(Anez did what any aspiring Latin American autocrat would do: She swore herself in.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's former president arrives in Mexico 13:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpIKVGRzERg (191112,AlJazeeraEnglish)
(10:20 Fighter jets flew low over protesters El Alto. Analyst thought this meant)
(was risk military could take over, but temp. until new elections. MoralesLegacy.)
(ViewerRem: ec: I think indigenous Bolivians should become an independent country.)
(AM: Lithium is the new oil of this new economy! JO: Thanks for taking in our hero)
(SM: The military "suggested" that he step down? Are you kidding me? That's a coup!)
(F6: Look at who supported him... the indigenous, poor, the voiceless... Nuff said)
(AM: Americans got Bolivia! Another country went to the elitist greed.)
(T: I don't remember ever hearing about him being a horrible leader? What Happened?)
(JS: America needs lithium. RZ: America wanted Bolivia’s resources.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's guarimbas demolish President Evo Morales' home. We are
still trying to tally the number of homes, belonging to lawmakers of the MAS,
which have been burned and destroyed in recent days by terrorists of the right.
https://twitter.com/camilateleSUR/status/1193693917222277120 (191110,Camila)
( @camilateleSUR ) (Includes video Evo's house after was trashed.) ViewerRem:
(MM: Preview of what they will do to social institutions. CV: Exactly.)
(c: What a disgrace. Evo is clearly an inspirational figure and we can’t have that.)
(“Successful defiance” as I heard Chomsky call it, of the hegemonic power.)
(MS: My God, how little they are amazed, I wish they could see the luxuries of the)
(politicians of the right of Mexico, including the former presidents,..)
(S: ..fascist Bolivians are infarmed w/seeing here in Mexico everything that many)
(politicians have that do not even reach presidents,. Your home looks normal, many)
(people have these sports equipment and starting xq the trash can cost 40 pesos!)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's interim president's indigenous-free cabinet heightens
polarization (191114,Guardian)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/14/bolivia-president-jeanine-anezcabinet-indigenous (NotVid)
* Rightwing Christian Jeanine Áñez vows to ‘pacify’ country.
* Disrespect for indigenous Wiphala flag stokes outrage. EXCERPT:
(“We want to be a democratic tool of inclusion and unity,” said the 52-year-old)
(religious conservative, sitting at a table bearing a huge open Bible and crucifix.)
(But the transitional cabinet sworn into office on Wednesday night did not include)
(a single indigenous person, in a country where at least 40% of the population)
(belongs to one of 36 indigenous groups.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia’s leader accused of stoking divisions after Morales’ exit.
https://www.ft.com/content/8549edc6-0a72-11ea-bb52-34c8d9dc6d84 (19xx19,FinTms)NtVid
(EXCERPT: "The only thing this government was supposed to do was calm things down)
(and call elections, and that’s just about the only thing it has not done,” said)
(Oliver Stuenkel, assoc. prof. of int. rel. at Getúlio Vargas Found. in São Paulo.)
(Anez, a lawyer & former TV presenter, also signed a decree protecting armed forces)
(from prosecution for actions they commit in name of restoring public order. The)
(decree “sends a very dangerous message to military that they have carte blanche to)
(commit abuses,” said José Miguel Vivanco, lawyer & head of Human Rights Watch, NY.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia’s Military Coup | We the People (Narrated story) 24:15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJ8oq_fjJHc (191124,PressTVPrograms) !!s
(2:10 Bolivia and Venezuela have largest reserves of natural gas in Soutn America.)
(2:30 Gen Romero, Head of Bolivian Army, Military attache in Washington 2013-2016.)
(Chief of Police Gen. Vladimir C. was police attache in Washingron until Dec. 2018.)
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(3:00 Trump doesn't like a coup at home, but is supportive of coups abroad.)
(9:37 Trump grouse about lack due process, but had no problem w/its loss in Bolivia)
(Last 15 min mostly on USA impeachment inquiry. Cong.so ntraverted it ignored coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's opposition-supporting upper classes resent that "el indio"
had a house similar to that of oligarchs which today undermine democracy. @jnicogar
https://twitter.com/camilateleSUR/status/1193722632966955008 (191110,Camila)
( @camilateleSUR ) ViewerRem (Translated):
(VS: Miserable! He'll be back to find everything they are doing to BOLIVIAN People)
(MY: I hope you do not regret what you have done. That p / nothing is bulky. It is)
(a normal house of a president who worked for those who have less are better and)
(for Bolivia is located in the best country in Latin America in all. Poverty index,)
(inflation, growth and much more!) (Ar: Where is the condemnation of the world so)
(called great democracies ... blatant hypocrisy , Warmongering neoliberal western)
(governments and their MSM won’t tolerate anything but puppet client regimes.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's ousted president: US responsible for coup 6:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBqmvvE1ZBA (191129,PressTV) UNRELIABLE source.
(0:20 Morales stepped down to avoid violence. Says MAS will be in next election.)
(1:20 Person in Onrario. Mentioned murder of Salvador Iend in Chile. 2:00 Urugray)
(2:10 IMF, etc. 2:25 In 70's, 80's, US listed people to be killed, gave to army in)
(Paraguay. Mostly trade unionists, teachers, community leaders. Philip Agui books.)
(3:50 Long history of US involvement if affects multinatinal interests.)
(4:10 Right ring "Chr. zionists" and "Christian pentecostals" overthrew government.)
(5:20 Attacking indigenous people. Says attacking because "pagan" and not Chr.)
(ViewerRem: 0:34 Restore ties with Israel? Ah, the common thread, once again.)
[MyRem: Ontario person appears to be CONSPIRACY THEORIST, since Chr. not zionists.]
[Also, the coup regime is attacking CHRISTIAN indigenous people just like others.]
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's President Evo Morales Resigns (Pro-Socialist Bias) 15:06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFKylNc-Vg4 (191111,TheYoungTurks.TYT.Ana&Cenk)
(1:15 Clip about OAS from Democracy Now with Mark Weisbrot. Pressure from Rubio.)
(2:50 During Morales admin, 20% Bolivians lift out of poverty. Labor not as cheap.)
(4:30 US presidents have stacked court. Bloomberg Mayor 3x in spite of term limits.)
(7:00 Profit from commodities such as gas and oil went back to the people.)
(8:00 Repub's allowed Russia meddle in US elect, so why not meddle in LatAm cntry)
(9:50 In Bolivia, it's about pushing Morales out, and that's what they got.)
(10:40 Rubio tweeted about voting irregularities before they happened or were discl)
(Viewer remarks: They change by date. By 191129, comments are by anti-Morales BOTS.)
(P 111926: He was first elected in 2006, 3 years later he made the 2nd flag so it's)
(basically symbol of him. If you hate a dictator, cutting off a symbol of dictator)
(from your uniform is obvious thing to do. But nah, TYT sees it as racism.) BOT?
(ms 191126: Day in and day out, I am literally surprised at how dumb you two are.)
(FA 191126: Racist,..coup? Your just pulling everything out of your ass on this one)
(DW: Morales through blackmail and bribery (conjecture on my part) got the court to)
(give him a temporary exemption. He made a referendum, lost said referendum and got)
(court to over turn the referendum...)[THIS IS A BOT, SINCE IS VERBATM IN REPLIES.)
(JM 191126: dictators are bad except left wing ones is basically what you’re saying)
(PM 191124: Dam a lot of CIA ops in the comments... SB: nah...TYT..should be hanged)
(RC 191119: In Latin America we have a joke: - Why aren’t there coups in the USA?)
(- Because there are no USA Embassies there ND:Morales should have FOUGHT but he wk)
(FC 191119: The USA did stage the coup this is Qaddafi in Latin America THEIR IS)
(ALSO A MAJOR MEDIA BLK OUT ! in favor of the coup .. go to tele Sur on you tube)
(to see real media info it’s in Spanish tho ..ppl marching in the millions.)
[My Comment: TYT is making the wrong argument. They try to show Morales as a saint,)
(which lacks credibility. Also not credible to always refer to USA Russia hoax.)
(It was a coup, but this must be shown w/reasoned arguments. Not their strong suit.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's President Morales condemns attack on female mayor 2:42
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_sWnCA_uDY (191107,AlJazeeraEng.Qatar.MayorOfVinto)
(Anti-Morales protesters attacked female mayor, drag through streets, cut her hair.)
(ViewerRem: KW: The World we live in is screwed. bb: they act uncivilized.)
(R: Meanwhile in the US someone is offended by a peanut butter sandwich.)
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(My comment: This may be the beginning of coup. To test Morales regime's resolve.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's racist coup is trying to drown resistance in blood NotVid
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/editorial-bolivias-racist-coup-tryingdrown-resistance-blood (191117,MorningStar.Editorial) EXCERPT:
(Given that Anez is now notorious for tweet in which she declared La Paz “no place)
(for Indians”...hardly surprising she is unconcerned at shedding indigenous blood.)
(The coup in Bolivia has been explicitly racist, burning indigenous Wiphala flag..)
(.is nothing constitutional about either Morales’s overthrow or Anez’s investiture.)
(Of all the US-inspired reactionary takeovers in Latin America in recent years,)
(that in Bolivia is the most blatant.)
(There was no justification for the Organisation of American States claim that)
(there were problems with the vote. Even if it had been correct, nobody — the OAS)
(included — disputed Morales’s first-place position, only whether he had won by)
(enough to avoid a second round.)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia’s Socialist Party Considers a Future Without Morales NtVid !D
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2019-11-21/in-bolivia-new-leadersemerge-in-camp-of-ousted-morales (191121.USNews.AssociatedPress.DetailOfNewMASldrs)
Bolivia: Coup: Bolivia's warring parties strike deal for new elections to end deadly
unrest. https://www.france24.com/en/20191115-bolivia-s-warring-parties-strike-dealfor-new-elections-to-end-deadly-unrest (France24English) Video + Article 1:13
AND on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bduvohSgByk (191115,Fr24Eng)Neutral
Bolivia: Coup: Bonita Chola, The, On Bolivia & Indigenous Resistance (London) 52:31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoRbcK5fLOk (191121,Anticonquista,AngelaCamacho)!!s
(Racist gov't. Now, you are attacked if look indigenous, whether or not sup EMor.)
(17:00 Exposed racial lines in Latin America. That coup wants institute apartheid.)
(Shall white colonizer ologarchy class that historically oppress majority indigen.)
(22:00 This is happening because they ("ruling class") hate us. They want to kill.)
(39:30 Even within South American left, people with dark skin are looked down on.)
(Because of preconceived notions of oppressed people as incapable or incompetent.)
Bolivia: Coup: Camacho: Así es Luis Fernando Camacho, el líder opositor boliviano
que le dio un ultimátum a Evo Morales (This is Luis Fernando Camacho, the Bolivian
opposition leader who gave Evo Morales an ultimatum) (191105,CNNEnEspanol) Art+ 5:42
https://cnnespanol.cnn.com/2019/11/05/asi-es-luis-fernando-camacho-el-lideropositor-boliviano-que-le-dio-un-ultimatum-a-evo-morales/ (191105,CNN) EXCERPT:
(In the middle of a square crowded by thousands of people in Santa Cruz, at the)
(foot of Christ the Redeemer, Luis Fernando Camacho gave an ultimatum to the)
(president of Bolivia Evo Morales, calling him "tyrant" and telling him that he)
(had "48 hours to resign." (MS: 15548617) This happened on November 2, in the)
(middle of a massive mobilization in which Camacho, who is president of the)
(Pro-Santa Cruz Civic Committee, demanded the immediate resignation of Morales.)
Bolivia: Coup: Camacho renuncia al Comité Pro Santa Cruz: "voy a ser candidato"
De manera sorpresiva, Luis Fernando Camacho presentó su renuncia como presidente del
Comité Pro Santa Cruz. El argumento es que pretende buscar otro sueño más fuerte:
“ser Presidente de la República”, de acuerdo con la carta entregada este viernes.
(Camacho resigns from the Pro Santa Cruz Committee: "I will be a candidate".)
(Surprisingly, Luis Fernando Camacho presented his resignation as president of the)
(Pro Santa Cruz Committee. The argument is that he intends to seek another stronger)
(dream: "to be President of the Republic", according to letter delivered this Fri.)
https://erbol.com.bo/nacional/camacho-renuncia-al-comit%C3%A9-pro-santa-cruz-voyser-candidato (191129,erbol. https://erbol.com ) [Key words for selected parts:]
[Luis Fernando Camacho to be candidate for President of Bolivia.] Resig. Tweet:
(URGENT | The president of the Committee for Santa Cruz, Luis Fernando Camacho)
(Vaca, at a Board meeting, puts his resignation letter into consideration, the)
(same as in full and unanimously of the 24 sectors and the 288 institutions, they)
(accept it.) (My comment: Now it is obvious why Camacho participated in the coup!)
Bolivia: Coup: Camila Press (Journalist for MintPress News and TeleSUR)
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https://twitter.com/camilapress ( @camilapress ) Camila Escalante
Bolivia: Coup: Campesinos not Allowed to Protest by Coup-mongers 0:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkhHuu1a5co (191117,Historic_ly) In Spanisn
(SUMMARY: This Bolivian man emphasizes that when cityfolk protested to demand the)
(resignation of Evo, they were allowed to do so for days. Yet now, when countryfolk)
(demand the resignation of t racist coup government, they get gassed, shot, jailed.)
Bolivia: Coup: China-Bolivia – A Lithium Deal, No More? (Global Research) NotVid
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-bolivia-lithium-deal-no-more/5695530
(191121 globalresearch.ca ) Also covers Coup leaders raid on Bolivian Central Bank:)
(EXCERPT: A day after Evo Morales left Bolivia, the opposition, led by the self-)
(proclaimed racist President, Jeanine Anez, ransacked & looted Central Bank of its)
(gold & large cash reserves. The loot was seen to be transported to airport to be)
(flown out of country, presum.to US. Anez said she needed the money to buy weapons,)
(of course, from America to keep oppressing and killing indigenous protesters.)
(-After the long-prepared and US- orchestrated ‘civic-military’ coup on 10th Nov,)
(Bolivia is being ruled by self-appointed, illegal, temporary (they say),neofascist)
(government which is not only supported by United States - the “putsch-maker” - but)
(also by the abysmally shameful European Union, as well as by the Organization of)
(American States – OAS [boasting, the US pays 60% of OAS’ budget].)
Bolivia: Coup: Civilians discuss life under the coup government 5:58 !!!s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGwxIQ5JwFg (191120,Codepink.GoodBigPictureStory)
(Citizen: "It's going to happen tonight. We're on alert. We're in a group because)
(they are coming with tanks. They are armed with bullets. We're not armed.")
("We are not financed by drug trafficking, unlike Anez, Mesa, and Mr. Camacho,")
(who are financed by it.") ( Author: https://www.codepink.org/ Medea Benjamin)
(ViewerRem: x3: Please share. It's important that people know.)
Bolivia: Coup: Clashes continue between protestors and security forces in Bolivia
https://www.finalcall.com/artman/publish/World_News_3/Clashes-continue-betweenprotestors-and-security-forces-in-Bolivia.shtml (191202,FinalCall.com) NotVid
(EXCERPT: In a Nov. 21 statement, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo reiterated)
(“the United States supports t transitional government in Bolivia to achieve free,)
(fair, and inclusive elections.” / The top U.S. diplomat also maintained “violence,)
(repression, & political intimidation have no place in a democracy.” Mr. Pompeo)
(gave the comments, even as the indigenous people are being gunned down in the)
(streets by the very interim government the U.S. vowed to “support,” noted critics.)
(/ Mr. Pompeo added Bolivian security services must “respect rights” of peaceful)
(protestors, & “authorities must ensure accountability” f/any violations. However,)
(days before, interim gov't pushed legislation that exempted police/armed services)
(from legal accountability f/deaths & injuries of people while quelling resistance.)
Bolivia: Coup: Clashes leave 3 dead as security forces break fuel blockade NotVid
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/19/bolivia-clashes-police-army-breakfuel-blockade (191119,Guardian.NearLaPaz)
Bolivia: Coup: Claws of the empire again, The (Video with subtitles, no voice) 3:01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96J54fGKpis (191121,ElCiudadanoTV)
(16 audio recordings surfaced showing planning of coup before Octover election.)
(US involvement included Marco Rubio, Mob Memendez, and [possibly] Ted Cruz.)
(Also Manfred Reyes Villa, accused of corruption, mentioned as coup architects.)
(Operatives in Bolivia included Leopoldo Lopez, Luis Fernando Camacho, OAS rep.)
(Plan was to burn government party structures, hold strikes, attack Cuban Embassy)
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre 1: Bolivia protests: five killed in rally
calling for exiled Morales's return (At Mil. checkpoint in Scaba, near Cochabamba)
Witnesses say police opened fire on protesters near Cochabamba, where pro- and
anti-Morales supporters have clashed for weeks.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/16/bolivia-protests-five-killed-inrally-calling-for-exiled-moraless-return (191115,Guardian)
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Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massac. 1: Death toll mounts amid pro-Evo Morales protests
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-50441867 (191116,BBC)
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre 1: Footage emerging from Cochabamba, Bolivia
shows aftermath of massacre of indigenous protesters carried out by coup soldiers &
police. This will be ignored by western media. (191115,DanCohen,Twitter) Video 0:38
https://twitter.com/dancohen3000/status/1195463866261671944 (191115,DanCohen)
(Details: Horrifying image of the victims of the Cochabamba massacre. This is the)
(predictable result of the fascist coup that the US, @OAS_official and their)
(western media lackeys supported. Blood is on their hands. Via @Marco_Teruggi )
* RELATED VID: "They're shooting us like dogs! This is a dictatorship!" #Cochabamba
https://twitter.com/dancohen3000/status/1195465982959116291 (191115,DanC. TW 1:55
* RELATED VIDEO: 5 confirmed deaths in the #Cochabamba massacre (191115,DanCohen Tw)
https://twitter.com/dancohen3000/status/1195483290326720513 (191115,CanCoh) 1:34
Those Killed: -Omar Calle -Cesar Cipe -Juan Lopez -Emilio Colque -Unknown identity.
(ViewerRem: Guillermo Calle: My Cousin, Murdered.)
* RELATED POST: Self-proclamation w/support of police and army was a relevant step
in the coup, but right is weak. The right wing strike against Evo was lift, but the
general strike of peasants & miners started.Confrontation is about to start.#Bolivia
https://twitter.com/taseenb/status/1194483364314656768 (191112,taseenb,Tw) NotVid
* RELATED POST: Why a massacre in #Cochabamba? Coca growers of Cochabamba are Evo's
allies & he's been one of their union leaders since 80s. The powerful federation Evo
was president of is determined to bring him back from Mexico. Just a coincidence?
https://twitter.com/taseenb/status/1195596498089762818 (191115,taseenb,Tw) NotVid
* RELATED VIDEO: Powerful cocaleros federation joins the struggle. A.Rodríguez (VP):
"We reject the unconstitutional self-proclamation. We will be on the streets from
tomorrow. Our goal is to bring Evo back from Monday so he can end his term. He's
still has the 61%" (2014 election) #Bolivia
https://twitter.com/taseenb/status/1194832674118082560 (191115,taseenb)
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre: Massacre in Cochabamba: Anti-Indigenous
Violence Escalates as Mass Protests Denounce Coup in Bolivia (Extensive Info) 13:04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-d7VyD2_R0 (191118,DemocracyNow!)(MildLeftBias) !!D
(Mil. snipers from helicopters in addition to police. 5:05 Calls that Anez resign.)
(6:20 "License to Kill" Decree exempt.police fr.prosec.passed w/o public knowledge.)
(6:45 Targeting MAS senators for sedition. IAHRC: Human rights violations.)
(7:05 Shut down Coca grower Facebook pages and radio stations. Changing policy.)
(8:00 Anez no const succsssion. Her tweets mocked indig. people & their religions.)
(8:15 Transitional govt not to change policy, but named new military high command.)
(9:10 Louis Fernando Camacho's Anti-Indigenous rhetoric not disavowed by gov't.)
(Viewer Remarks: mg: Solidarity with the indigenous people in Bolivia!)
(d4: US backed coup in a Latin American country, supporting a right wing Christian)
(fundamentalist, killing indigenous and the poor... its the same story everytime!)
(DD: Separate the church and state Bolivia. Fight for your human rights.)
(DE: I'll have you realize Americans are complicit in this massacre in two ways.)
(1., Your tax dollars, and 2)., standing around doing nothing.)
(JQ: Thank you for calling it what it is A MASSACRE. not a 'clash' or 'altercation')
(or any of this 'both sides' BS. One side is armed to the teeth and the other is)
(peaceful and unarmed. This is what Christian extremism looks like smdh.)
(KK: Tell us what form of extreme fundamentalist "christianity" this woman follows.)
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre: Massacre in Cochabamba: Anti-Indigenous
Violence Escalates as Mass Protests Denounce Coup in Bolivia (Extens.Info) Vid+Art
(Transcript of most of above Democracy Now video.) D
https://www.democracynow.org/2019/11/18/bolivia_cochabamba_massacre_anti_
indigenous_violence (191118 www.democracynow.org ) 47:36 video has same 13:04 clip
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre: Morales supporters killed in clashes w/police
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9avWFCGnZ3U (191116,DWNews) 2:14
(1:40 Police blaming protesters. (My comment: Of course they would say that, after)
(the protesters are dead and can't speak for themselves!)
(ViewerRem: EP: This is so sad. It enrages me how this false government is killing.)
(CO: Western media is not calling this coup what it is, US and UK as usual have)
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(quickly recognised the self declared president. ax:democracy? it's all the lithium)
(MD: Police stand down to their beloved right wing crazies minority. for the coup.)
(But when majority protests they lay the hammer down. What a joke and a bad one...)
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre 1: Police fire on protesters (Video of) 0:17
Me llega este video de la tremenda represion policial que tiene ahora lugar en
Cochabamba (191115,JuanManuelKarg,Twitter) 0:17
https://twitter.com/jmkarg/status/1195448438906859520?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp
%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1195448717165420544&ref_url=https%3A%2F
%2Fwww.commondreams.org%2Fnews%2F2019%2F11%2F15%2Fwhat-dictatorship-looks-boliviansecurity-forces-open-fire-indigenous-protesters (191115.RelatedPostsShowVictims)
Bolivia: Coup: Cochabamba Massacre 1: 'This is What a Dictatorship Looks Like':
Bolivian Security Forces Open Fire on Indigenous Protesters in City of Cochabamba
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/11/15/what-dictatorship-looks-boliviansecurity-forces-open-fire-indigenous-protesters (191115,CommonDreams)
Bolivia: Coup: CODEPINK (Medea Banjamin and other Independent Women Journalists
https://www.codepink.org/ (Multimedia. Twitter, YT Chan. info *at* codepink dot org)
Bolivia: Coup: Complex picture of a political crisis (_) NotVid
https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/bolivia-a-complex-picture-of-a-political-crisis31777 (191129,TRTworld,BalaChambers)
Bolivia: Coup: Conferencia de Prensa, Bartolina Sisa Bolivia (From earlier) 3:15
(Press Conference, Bartolina Sisa Bolivia) National Confederation of Indigenous
Peasant Women from Bolivia Bartolina Sisa, Press Conference ($50kCompensDecree4100)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqcWVGCmu6c (191212,Awasqa: Green Network Project)
("Declaring state of emergency, to say we'll be in permanent mobilization.")
Bolivia: Coup: Coup-backed forces gas peaceful protesters (La Paz) 8:36
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkVGadl5pMc (191126,CodePink,MedeaBenjaminFrom21st)
(Summary: Medea Benjamin captures moment when coup-backed military & police forces)
(tear gas peaceful protesters as they march in honor of those murdered at Senkata.)
(Protesters did absolutely nothing to warrant use of tear gas. This is repression.)
(ViewerRem: FH: If you don't come to "Democracy", it will come to you.)
(Tens of thousands La Paz march 2d after Senkata murders. Bolivia media not cover.)
(2:30 Anez gave military and police green light to kill. Has taken over the press.)
(2:55 Dismissed MAS ministers and put in her own people. Calls marchers terrorists.)
(3:40 Press also calling protesters terrorists, whenever cover them at all.)
(5:10 Want bolies police hiding brought back. Numerous people unaccounted for.)
(5:40 Police fire tear gas 2 blocks away. 6:55 Some run from gas. 8:00 Gas arrives.)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup d'Etat en Bolivie la democratie qui s'installe En Marche 6:02
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zj7eg7bvwJA (191123,NousSommes.5:50EviVsAnez) !!!D
(Videographer SHOT by sniper even though almost a block away from military attacks.)
(Details: At 1:43 into the video, thee is the sound of a bullet ricochet near the)
(person taking the video, then you hear the "shot" from the gun an instant later.)
(The difference in time between arrival of the bullet and the sound means he was)
(being shot at by a sniper from at least 300 feet away. At 1:47 into the video, the)
(person taking video is SHOT by the sniper, but his camera [phone] keeps recording.)
(Since this is only 4 seconds after the ricochet, it is obvious he was NOT hit by a)
("random" bullet. Also, he obviously was NOT holding a weapon while taking video.)
(2:27: Indigenous person providing aid says: "He has a bullet in the stomach.")
(His extensive bleeding shown at 3:24. Could be hydrostatic shock from hydraulic)
(reaction, which indicates he was hit with large caliber or high speed bullet that)
(could have only have originated from a MILITARY weapon. Such a wound often fatal.)
(Later parts of the video show him being carried toward the hospital in a blanket)
([appeared to be DOA], and his father lamenting over him in a church.)
(3:36 His body in chuch: His father lamenting over him, filled with grief and rage.)
(4:33 Hospital 15 Nov. Person on stretcher is less wounded than shot person.)
(It appears that the person who was shot was carried via a blanket by 4 people.)
(5:10 Person who took video at hospital mentions Sacaba. 5:28 Another person dead.)
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(Note: Audio sounds similar to when military later attacked funeral proc.on 21 Nov.)
(My Note: So-called "Christian" coup leaders don't distinguish between indigenous)
(by religion, so oppresion is obviously based on RACE. "Religion" is just a cover.)
[Keywords for summary: Videographer in Bolivia shot by sniper.]
* (ALTERNATE URL for EXCERPT from video: DICTATURE EN MARCHE ! "BOLIVIE") 2:49
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvDiLYASStc (191129,JeromeHenry)(1:01 Person shot.)
(VwRem: v: It's dramatic, and the worst is that everyone does not care ....)
(A2: propaganda, the blood does not have that color lol it's a staging.)
(My Comment: This would be difficult to stage without significant resources.)
(In favor of stage: * Cameraman not flinch at 0:56 rocochet. Motion slow when shot.)
(Sound of ricochets at 0:20, 0:25 and 0:56 very similar. Seems none react to them.)
(In favor if it being real: Ground imaged by phone fits where person was when fell:)
(Note Wiphala flag on ground. * Phone appears to fall in direction consistent with)
(the way the person fell, and as fast as would in a person's uncontrolled fall.)
(Orientation of person on ground is consistent with the fall shown in the video.)
(* Bleeding is from part of person that would have been toward direction of sniper.)
(TRANSLATION French subtitles (of what woman saying) to English: Achocalla Bolivia.)
("It's about to record. This is what the media do not show how the police massacre)
(us, as if we were not the people. How they [the militia] have tried at the moment)
(to enter my house, I'm here I'm not doing anything, I'm with my family, nothing)
(more, I'm with my daughter, and these cursed have tried to get [my] home.)
(This damn militia that Camacho brought us, escorted by the police. And what do)
(they say? Kill them! They want to kill us as if we were worth nothing. That's)
(what they wanted, that's the democracy for Camacho and Mesa (The Putchist Right)".)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup Government (Bolivia’s) Targets Alternative Media as Crackdown
Turns Increasingly Violent (191125 https://globalreasearch.ca ) NotVid
https://www.globalresearch.ca/bolivia-coup-government-targets-alternativemedia/5695814 (Linked videos from Twitter embedded in article.) AND at:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/bolivia-coup-gov-targets-alternative-media-crackdownincreasingly-violent/262944/ ( http://www.mintpressnews.com ) 191122 NOtVid EXCERPT:
(The crackdown extends beyond media, as the new government has effectively declared)
(the deposed Movement to Socialism (MAS) party illegal, arresting MAS officials and)
(forcing others into hiding or exile in what new government minister Arturo Murillo)
(called a “hunting” down of political opponents. “They’re drowning the Bolivian)
(people in blood,” declared deposed Vice-President Álvaro García Linera from)
(Mexico, where he was granted asylum.) Embedded Wyatt Reed Tweet:
(Wyatt Reed: Wow. The whole time I've been in Bolivia I've heard about the)
("prensa vendida," aka the sellout press. Watch here as they harass an independent)
(journalist, keep him from doing the job they *should* be doing, then hand deliver)
(him to the army! Anyone who shows this gets shut down.) 2:20 Direct Twitter Link:
https://twitter.com/wyattreed13/status/1197675961380151297?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1197675961380151297&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2F
www.globalresearch.ca%2Fbolivia-coup-government-targets-alternative-media%2F5695814
Bolivia: Coup: Coup in Bolivia featuring Ben Norton (Ep 136) From 14 Nov. 47:08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7mN1QDYpRs (191201,AroundTheEmpire.AudioOnly) !!
(Guest: Ben Norton (Gray Zone). We discuss coup in Bolivia where recently reelected)
(president, Evo Morales, was forced to step down by military leaders & later flee)
(to Mexico. An extreme right-wing opposition, fascist paramilitary then moved in to)
(take control. Ben explains some of groups & individuals involved in the coup & the)
(support and involvement of other Latin American countries and the United States.)
(Previous coups against elected leaders: Iran 1953, Chile 1973, Guatemala 1954.)
(7:30 Concerted planned coup, going back several months. 9:00 Evo not out of Mil.)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup in Bolivia [Same financiers try planning coup in Dominica] 1:09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPmDxKFP9Bo (191122 xen kallas Shows VidOfLCamacho)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup in Bolivia - 3-US (Chant: Armed forces join the fight!) 1:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ouX-cxB2VX0 (191121 xen kallas)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup in Bolivia - 4 (funeral procession attacked by army) 1:24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1UkzI67ZSQ (191121 xen kallas Seen f/med bldg) !!D
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Bolivia: Coup: Coup in Bolivia (vlog by Rania Khelek soap box. 3:00 OAS lied.) 7:12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWWpZhI3Xfs (191130,XenKallas.PrevHadTeleSurvid.)
(1:00 Warren, after being fake indigenous, won't speak to defend of real indigenous)
(4:10 Only way these people can come to power is by a coup, since no democ support.)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup in Bolivia has U.S. fingerprints all over it NotVid
https://www.peoplesworld.org/article/the-coup-in-bolivia-has-u-s-fingerprintsall-over-it/ (191122 www.peoplesworld.org NotesSchoolOfAmericas,etc. SomeAntiUSBias)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup or Counter-Revolution in Bolivia? Taking broader historical view
https://publicseminar.org/2020/01/coup-or-counter-revolution-in-bolivia/
(200108,PublicSeminar) Excerpt:
(...What do we have here? Undoubtedly a coup against a democratically elected)
(President, whose term was to end in late Jan. 2020. It is clear that, no matter)
(how much political maneuvering he did, he was not a dictator, but rather a)
(president who did not know how to manage the relations with his opposition...)
(Problem is that of a counter-revolution, which is expressed as a coup, but which)
(aims to halt transformation developed by Morales and the MAS from 2006 onwards...)
(Therefore...a strategy to dismantle the political and military correlation of the)
(far-right that opposes transformation of Bolivia into a democratic regime where)
(the vote of the majority is respected.)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup or no coup: Why loaded term dividing Bolivia (Semi-Neutral) 3:38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfyitiMQagE (191115,WashingtonPost.GeneralHistory)
Bolivia: Coup: Coup Was A Coup. (Mainstream media not admit is coup. LeftBias) 5:15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9m3_whvNuA0 (191112,RebelHQ,TYT.Emma Vigeland VLOG)
(1:10 Carlos Mesa preferred by Trump admin. No ambassador relations since 2009.)
(2:20 Carlos Mesa declared he would NOT accept decision of electoral authorities.)
(3:45 FDR and Mike Bloomberg also used courts to extend term limits while in power.)
(4:10 In indigenous areas where Evo would have won, only irreg. was in quick count.)
(4:33 Police cutting Wiphala off their uniforms was transparent. Rooted in racism.)
(4:55 Natural progression when look at Bolivia's colonial history.)
(ViewerRem: TA: It's easy: NATO countries haven't condemned the coup, Trump has)
(saluted the coup clique. They are supporting the coup.)
(GB: As I write this, another coup has taken place in parliament, where Evo's party)
(had more than 2/3 representation. A senator frm fascist opposition self proclaimed)
(herself president of Bolivia, in less than 3 min, w/o presence members Congress of)
(Evo's party. No quorum. By yet she self appointed as President. Fascists want to)
(portrait their legality and coup with illegal procedures. Coup now has a president)
(that will persecute any opposition to remain in power. Sad day for democracy.)
(L7 UK: Refusing to accept election results seems to be going around last few years)
(CS: “Germany was the dress rehearsal for the United States.” Sid Haddad, NYC, 1970)
(EF: THANK YOU FOR VIDEO. From Latin America. We do not need another Pinochet here.)
Bolivia: Coup: Crisis en Bolivia. Testimonio de mujer aimara (She taks fast) 8:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfUdsW2zg_Y (191123,AlejandroDinamarca)
Bolivia: Coup: Cronología del vuelo de Evo Morales de Bolivia a México NotVid
(Timeline of Evo Morales flight from Bolivia to Mexico) Original is in Spanish:
https://www.jornada.com.mx/ultimas/politica/2019/11/12/cronologia-del-vuelo-de-evomorales-de-bolivia-a-mexico-1784.html (191112,La Jornada en Linea) English Trans:
(Same URL, but use Google "Translate this Page" option on search result link.)
Bolivia: Coup: CrossTalk: Bolivia’s Coup (Was coup, but US media won't say so) 23:50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADHIQWIUdgI (191115,RT.EvenWesternLeftNotSayCoup)
(6:50 Morales made mistake inviting OAS (US puppet) into Bolivia vote review.)
(FakeNGOs 3:30 Planned by elites. Not resignation if Military says resign. Is coup.)
(7:40 Like Pinichet government in Chile decades ago, and that repressing now.)
(8:20 A coup like the one that took place can't happen without outside supporters.)
(9:20 Bolivia has 40 percent of the known world supply of lithium.)
(USA, etc., wanted democracy vs military dictators, until vote goes "wrong" way!)
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(12:30 1970: Nixon/Kissenger say not let "irresponsible voters"in Chile get in way.)
(13:20 Morales government wanted to put value added on Lithium, so some value stay)
(in Bolivia when exported. US resisted, so sold to China. US disliked that.)
(15:10 Elites colluding with foreign companies so resoirces won't go to the people.)
(16:00 Some Morales supporter houses burned. Some supporters publicly tortured.)
(16:25 Morales fled quick since life in danger. Elites will dismantle Socalist asp.)
(17:50 Will be fake news and persecution of former MAS members and indigenous.)
(18:40 When US meddles in Latin America, has itself to blame when people immigrate.)
(19:10 West media not report accurately, then wonder how/why far right coups happen)
(VwRem: b7: What a Sad state of events around the world that we cannot trust our)
(own media and have to look for RT Russia news to give us the better information.)
(DL: And of course the brown skin man was replaced by blonde hair blue eye woman.)
(S: It's a coup. Morales is still president on his third term.)
(MS: Lithium coup; will see what the Chinese will do! WH: Coup with a cross & Bible)
Bolivia Coup: Cuban Doctors Arrive in La Habana After Forced to Leave Bolivia (Fts)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5ICo4z6uew (191118,TeleSUR English;UpTo 6:15) 27:28
(Similar to "Bolivian Lawmakers Reject Decree by the Country's de Facto Govt")
(above, but w/dif. anchor. Also covers LaPaz soup kitchen, 700 Cuban doctors left.)
(VwRem: TR: No dialogue w/racist coup instigators. Love/respect to Bolivia's Indig.)
(JV: That weasel papa francis is quiet about Argentina, Chile & especially Bolivia.)
Bolivia: Coup: Ciudadana Denuncia el Cierre de Radios y el Golpe en Bolivia 1:32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBzNpLFn6bU (191119,PrenseWiphala,RTsource)
(Ciudana Alteña denounces the Closing of Radios, the Burning of the Whipala Flag)
(and the Violent Coup in Bolivia.)
Bolivia: Coup: Cut mayor's hair, poured red paint on her, forced and more... 41:55
(English Translation of: 10 Minutos: Golpe racista en Bolivia. 191120, HIspanTV.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQELz3yOB-U (191122,Mara Carranza. RacistCoup) !!!D
(Presenting for RBC International. From program 10 minutos. HiSpanTV. TRANSLATION:)
(Comment: Counter only showed 8 Views. Counter did not increment after I watched.)
(2:00 The Bible is returning back to the Palace of the Government. Not the)
(Pachamama, but now Christ is returning. Here to the palace of the government.)
(2:30 This is showing the leader of the protest against the [Morales] government.)
(The multi-millionaire Louis Fernando Camacho was entering into the Presidential)
(Palace of Bolivia. And the police nor the military resisted him. Now w/o Morales.)
(Hours before that, Evo Morales was forced to abandon his position as President.)
(Due to his winning the first round of the electoral ballots. This was on 20 Oct.)
(So the President turned in his resignation, because they had already started a)
(coup against him. And because of the violent disturbances caused by t opposition.)
(Because they were accusing him of fraud in the elections.)(Her comment: Now mind)
(you, at this time, on the 20th, they still had not gotten full review of ballots.)
(They only had the preliminary ballots.)(4:34 Morales: It is my obligation to look)
(for peace. And it is very painful. Because Bolivian men and women are confronted..)
(The ones that have lost [election] have gone to violence, attacking male/female.)
(And for this and many other reasons, I am renouncing the Presidency.)(BehBackDoors)
(12:15 They did not stop the persecution and attack on the people of Bolivia.)
(Witness Claudia: I live in Quillacollo(?) At this moment,our brothers [campesinos])
(that are working in the fields in Chapare, in Challapata, Camino a Oruro, by LaPaz)
(They are being KILLED cruelly, by the military of Bolivia.)(InMex,MoralesDencCoup.)
(Morales lamented he had confidence in the OAS [OEA]. Is not at serv of LatAmPeop.)
(21:00 They (nf) were against the indigenous... Days before the announcement of the)
(president, they took this lady who was Mayor in the party of Morales. And it moved)
(many in the world. Because the Mayor was dragged through the city streets. And she)
(was forced to walk barefoot. And they..cut her hair off..& threw red paint on her.)
(The aggessors insulted her, and they forced her to say that she that would leave)
(her post. And they're saying: "You must renounce! You must renounce!" And they)
(also burned down the Mayor's office.)(.an attack on the State, a coup, was because)
(of racial segregation, puts at risk a whole decade of advancement. Acc to anthro:)
(23:20 This was a coup that was organized by the ultra right. That reactivated the)
(old conflict between the high areas, and the low plain and the indigenous and the)
(rest of the world, versus the low zone in this sector...that was characterized by)
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(certain Christian fanatacism, and marked racism against the indigenous sectors.)..
(25:47 There is information set out behind closed doors. About a month ago, they)
(revealed an international plan to take Morales down. And they gave the names and)
(dates, of the names and the governments directly,that were involved in the attack.)
(Documentation: US Hands Against Bolivia, Part 1. Planned by unelected individuals)
(in the USA, Marco Rubio, and former Bolivian military. And the plot thickens...)
(Three senators in Democratic party & some from Republican agreed Bolivia not left.)
(31:00 There was also another plan for Lous Fernando Camacho to assasinate Morales.)
(Viewer Remarks: Excelent informacion....muchas, muchas.... gracias.)
[Keywords for summary: 10 Minutos: Golpe racista en Bolivia. Enclish Translation]
[Luis Fernando Camacho. Mayor hair cut, red paint. Witness rural campesino, fields,]
[Chapare, Challapata, Camino a Oruro, by LaPaz, killed cruely by military, Bolivia.]
Bolivia: Coup: David Pakman Is Wrong About Bolivia: Let's Not Be Useful Idiots 25:17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj2TCZf90OY (191115,BadEmpanadaVlog.NotVeryRelevant)
(0:48 Pakman Excerpt. 1:20 If Military "asks" you to resign, they mean it,have guns)
Bolivia: Coup: Declaración de la Delegación Argentina en Solidaridad con Bolivia
(Declaration of the Argentine Delegation in Solidarity with Bolivia)
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1C23Gl8D6SiE2kQoex5qLVCClND3cclmwEtH_hT8wGg0/
edit#
Bolivia: Coup: Diputada América Rangel pide declarar "Persona Non Grata" al Dictador
Evo Morales https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bedsifkx3ME (191124,GuillermoAcosta)2:17
(Translation of Summary: More and more voices are added in Mexico to condemn )
(asylum in the CDMX of the Ex-Dictator of Bolivia, Evo Morales. The unilateral )
(decision of AMLO, Ebrard and his people of MORENA, who assimilated a Narco )
(Bolivarian Dictator, who discredits our country, was not the voice that )
(represents the ideas of the majority of the Mexican people.)
Bolivia: Coup: Dispelling myths about the battle for democracy in Bolivia NotVid
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/472356-dispelling-myths-about-the-battlefor-democracy-in-bolivia (191201,TheHill. Biased: Tries to say was not coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: Do You See A Coup Or Not? Bolivia Is Internet's Latest Rorschach Test
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/karlazabludovsky/bolivia-coup-rorschach-testevo-morales (191121,KarlaZabludovsky,MexCity) NOtVid
Bolivia: Coup: El Alto acepta dialogar con Añez, pero sigue reclamando su dimision
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4OHqxCxAw4 (191122,RTenEspanol) In Spanish 3:46
Bolivia: Coup: El informe que devela los planes para derrocar a Evo Morales 3:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUjqG8TUmRc (191122,RT en Espanol) Spanish
(Information [from Wikileaks] revealed plans to topple Evo Morales.)
Bolivia: Coup: Elizabeth Warren: Bolivia "Sure Looks Like" A Coup (+generalTYT) 5:23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNRQoszGEmE (191122,RebelHQ.3:18 Bolivia. 4:00 We)
(need to see a leader who is democratically elected, not put there by somebody else)
Bolivia: Coup: Entrevista exclusiva desde México a VIcePresidente de Bolivia|Telesur
(Exclusive interview from Mexico {to} [with] VIcePresident of Bolivia) 50:01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAjhup2cI7w (NoDate:Circa191121.IvanDeMexico)
Bolivia: Coup: EN24.news ( https://www.en24.news/ ) Archives of coup planning audio.
Bolivia: Coup: Ethnic Rifts in Bolivia Burst Into View With Fall of Evo Morales NotV
(As the country’s first Indigenous president has tumbled from power, Indigenous)
(Bolivians fear the loss of their hard-won political gains, and say a racially)
(tinged backlash has begun.) 191115,NYTimes)
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/15/world/americas/morales-bolivia-Indigenousracism.html (191115,NYTimes) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Evo Morales & Bolivia Coup Explained f/Dummies(NotVeryRelevant) 12:05
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZttZXpkQtM (191130,HypocriteTwins.IrreverentComedy)
(10:35 EN24.news posted 16 audio recordings of coup planning by opposition in Bol.)
Bolivia: Coup: Evo Morales leaves Bolivia for Mexico amid violent unrest 2:35
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzkHvJqFabU (191112,AlJazeeraEnglish.AndeanNation)
(VwRem: LC: What a shame. The world is full of hypocrisy and double standards.)
(SA: It's all about the lithium. vu: NO, He is a corrupt.)
Bolivia: Coup: Evo Morales resigns: Is Bolivia facing a coup d'etat? 1:32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGlEx4JxD_Y (191111,euronewsInEnglish)
Bolivia: Coup: Evo Morales Says Those Who Rule Bolivia Now Are Dictators,Not Me 2:19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMOkLCPIPnQ (191123,RTexcerpt,PigMine6.He'sRight)
(Excerpt: Morales was among a handful of leftist leaders remaining in Latin America)
(Morales: Those who economic pwr concentrated can't forgive us for IndigPopMovement)
(0:40 You never choose position that confines you. OAS did not pub official report.)
(2:00 Morales: Now, new generations will now understand what real dictatorship is.)
(MyNote: Not for long! Coup regime violence had galvanized Colombia & Venez. Left.)
Bolivia: Coup: Evo Morales will not be candidate in new Bolivia elections, his
party says (191121,Guardian)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/21/evo-morales-bolivia-candidatemovement-for-socialism (191121)
Bolivia: Coup: Exposing fascist forces behind Bolivia's US-backed coup:MaxBlumenthal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXG9ncKGMsg (191115, The Grayzone) 19:59
(Right wing mobs purging MAS support base, w/Armi insist. Amer left at risk there.)
(3:40 Luis Fernando Camacho extremist trying look moderate now. He started violence)
(5:35 Members of mil. offered $50k to turn on Morales. 2m: Anez=Juan Guido w/makeup)
(7:10 CIA works through other organizations to soften fingerprints of its meddling.)
(8:20 Oligarchic elite around Santa Cruz partly from Croatia, who left for Bolivia)
(in WW2 because many were with Ustase that collaborated with Nazis/met with Hitler.)
(Rozsa Flores found Int. Brigade of Croation forces in Yugo,then plot kill Morales.)
(Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduardo_R%C3%B3zsa-Flores#Later_life_and_death )
(10:50 Branko Marinkovic of Civic Comm of Santa Cruz, big land owner & LFC mentor.)
(11:30 Bolivian police and military train (and indoct.) at School of the Americas.)
(13:40 Jhanisse Daza of Human Rights Found NGO. alleged to be Agent of destabiliz.)
(Founded by rt. wing Halvorssen, connect to SilValleyBillionaire. Sup.byAmnesty Int)
(W/regime chg trainer help, in Aug, she help launch coup against Brazil's Bolsonaro)
(16:00 Dur.Amazon fires, Daza start #SOS Bolivia via her NGO Rios de Pie to falsely)
(blame Evo Morales for fires. But is political activism as fake invironmentalist.)
(Claims non violent. 16:30 But then unmasked when seen at baricades w/LF Camacho.)
(18:45 Hugo Acha Melgar, Daza predecessor and founder of HRF subsidiary in Bolivia,)
(allegedly brought assassination plot leader Rozsa to Bolivia in 2009. Fled to US.)
(VwRem: wl: Some liberation theology priest once said: When I fed the poor, they)
(called me a saint. When I asked why they were hungry, they called me a communist.)
(So long as you don't question the roots of poverty, you'll be fine.)
(WH: Regime change in Washington does not rest, they are blood thirsty, just like)
(Evo denounce in the UN, the US doesn't care about democracy.)
Bolivia: Coup: Exrepresentante del Alto Comisionado de la ONU advierte una "ruptura
profunda" del orden en Bolivia (Former representative of the UN High Commissioner
warns of a "deep break" of order in Bolivia.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irAVjj8YzMw (191129,AbyaYalaDigital)
(The former representative of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights in Bolivia,)
(- Denis Racicot, warned that in the country there is a "deep rupture" of the)
(constitutional order and "social fracture" for acts of violence in the country)
(before and after of the departure of Evo Morales from the national territory,)
(within the framework of the general elections with accusations of fraud.)
(- For Racicot, the new authorities of Bolivia, after Morales' departure, are)
("self-proclaimed" and intend to leave the current crisis based on a "coup violence)
(without limits", compared only with the period of military and de facto regimes.)
(- "There is no doubt that a deep rupture of the constitutional order and probably)
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(a social fracture that can hardly be repaired is developing in the country," reads)
(the letter sent by Racicot to Michelle Bachelet, United Nations High Commissioner)
(for Rights Humans in Geneva, Switzerland.)
(- Regarding the preliminary audit report of the OAS to the electoral process,)
(Racicot points out that it is inconclusive as to the existence of fraud and was)
("observed and criticized negatively by specialized institutes.")
Bolivia: Coup: Fernando Camacho seeks presidency of Bolivia (EN24,news) NotVid
https://www.en24.news/en/2019/11/30/fernando-camacho-seeks-presidency-ofbolivia.html (191130,EN24.news) (Elections will be in mid March.)
(My Note: Why am I not surprised? Lead a coup, and presto! An opening f/presidency.)
Bolivia: Coup: Finally Got Him: The Bolivian Coup ( antiwar.com ) NotVid
https://original.antiwar.com/ted_snider/2019/11/14/finally-got-him-the-boliviancoup/ (191115 antiwar.com )
(Trump’s official statement "applauds" the Bolivian regime change...)
Bolivia: Coup: Fitch downgrades Bolivia amid political instability NotVid
https://www.reuters.com/article/bolivia-ratings-fitch/fitch-downgrades-boliviaamid-political-instability-idUSL3N2815HF (191121,Reuters)
Bolivia: Coup: Funeral Held For Bolivian Demonstrators Killed During Protests 0:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIEKw5_B_0I (191121,PigMine6)(only 4 views!)
Bolivia: Coup: Global protests continue—Ecuador, Bolivia, Iraq, and Iran/Episode 88
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V26WGCa0iUw (191121,TheBusinessYr.EconImpact) 35:24
(Santa Cruz leader racist rt wing mvmt fignt against indig. farmers. CouldWinSnapEl)
(3:50 On Nov. 1 Morales agrees let OAS audit votes, binding. Opposition against OAS)
(4:40 OAS anulls election. Morales says new election OK. Oppos Carlos Mesa says no.)
(5:05 Multiple MAS ministers resign after homes targeted by rioters & kidnappers.)
(5:30 Dark horse rt wing cand. L.Camacho(who beat up indig.peop.in2003)enters race.)
(6:00 Camacho's father is largest natural gas distributor in Santa Cruz area.)
(6:30 Camacho said if he is president, will raise pay of police and military.)
(6:55 Police do nothing as MAS homes attacked.Then mil.sug.Morales leave,asInTurkey)
(8:30 Was coup. 8:40 Police kill 9 in El Alto, 5 on Tuesday. 35 killed in last 10d.)
(10:00 Interim pres. Anez passed terrifying immunity f/army. 15 killed in 5-6 days.)
(10:40 Has become civil war. Leaders debating when new elections, maybe December.)
(My Comment: Camacho is who inflamed situation to begin with. If he wins either a)
(real or sham election, Bolivia will lose 50 years, and may go back to dark ages.)
Bolivia Coup: Gobierno Anez persigue a asilados en la embajada de Mexico 4:21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvxVgoeZD1k (191129,PrensaWiphala.TeleSURsource)
(Government of Anez persecutes asylees in the Mexican embassy.) SummaryTranslation:
(2 days ago the Self-proclaimed Government of Bolivia asked the Mexican embassy)
(to deliver five former elected government authorities who have applied for asylum)
(and are still in La Paz.) / (The Foreign Ministry has decided not to grant the)
(safe-conduct to those five people, among which would be former Minister of the)
(Presidency, Juan Ramón Quintana, and the former Minister of Culture and Tourism,)
(Wilma Alanoca, accused of terrorism.)
(ViewerRem [Transl]: BB: This intruder has no right to persecute any official)
(since he is a coup d'etat to them we must judge because we are the majority.)
[My Rem: Typical Of coup regime. Of course everyone is a "terrorist" to coup regime)
(if they don't agree with the regime! The regime cries "wolf" w/their every word.)
Bolivia: Coup: Gob. de facto intenta levantar bloqueo a la planta de Senkata 9:40
(De facto government tries to lift blockade of the Senkata plant) teleSUR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6cJycTh3SQ (191119,teleSURtv.HelicopterAt1m)
(In the 8th district of city of El Alto, military & police have carried out a joint)
(intervention before the blockade that residents of that city maintain over access)
(to Senkata plant, a fuel distributor, to demand exit of the government from facto)
(Neighbors of place assure that there are injured because of these actions. Some 40)
(tankers & other liquefied gas trucks have been able to leave after this operation.)
(ViewerRem: EM: Las madres lloran esto es criminal... no puede seguir...)
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(Translated: Mothers cry this is criminal... can not continue...) (vf: Bolivian)
(brothers, I'm very sorry for what they're going through. God protect you always.)
Bolivia: Coup: God Bless Bolivia's Racist Coup | Pablo Navarrete (Sarcasm) 4:56 !!!D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-xeJvggX8Go (191118,DoubleDownNews.VlogWithVideo)
(Bolivia has gone from having 1st indigenous president to 1st woman dictator.)
(Very big fanatical religious component to this coup, and big racial element.)
(0:55 Long standing confrontation between oppose policies of empowering indigenous)
(marginalized indigenous population. Violence unleashed by the right in Bolivia.)
(1:20 Head of senate, Adriana Salvatierra, who should have become President accord)
(to Bolivian constitution, was denied entry violently by security forces, who)
(physically assaulted her.)[This caused her absence when usurper Anez decl. pres.])
(2:12 Morales was trying to add value to lithium vs let get taken by multinat.corp)
(2:20 Morales denouced Trump to his face in UN. US wanted to Lithium China wanted.)
(2:40 Any gov't reclaim natural resouces f/benefit of popu get ID's f/regime cnhg.)
(2:55 Media tried to claim Anez stepped into power vacuum. Not true. Was planned.)
(3:40 Violent right wing racist coup, & violence unleashed on Morales sup by dict.)
(It is a coup that in no way can be defended.) Viewer Remarks:
(TR: Religious fundamentalists, have no place in government. Franco's dictatorship,)
(had the full support of the Catholic church. Anez, & all who contributed to this)
(coup, belong in prison. Love and respect to Bolivia's Indigenous.)
(fg: My solidarity to t free bolivian people! Down w/servants fascists & us empire.)
(n: Morales did not learn the lesson of Allende. [Died trying repel 1973 Chile coup)
(RG: Policies from rich countries like US back in the 60s & 70s seem to come back.)
(wl: The war on democracy moves on. b7: Trickle down from Trump.)
Bolivia: Coup: Golpe racista en Bolivia Racist Coup in Bolivia (10 Minutos): 13:41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-MwXtUcgWw (191120,HiSpanTV) In Spanish.
(See [Referirse a] "Racist Coup in Bolivia (10 Minutos)" below [abajo] for details.
(Para más detalles, consulte "golpe de estado racista en Bolivia" a continuación)
(For version with English Translation, see:
(Bolivia: Coup: Cut mayor's hair, poured red paint on her, forced and more... 41:55)
(English Translation of: 10 Minutos: Golpe racista en Bolivia. 191120, HIspanTV.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQELz3yOB-U (191122,Mara Carranza, Translator, RBC.)
Bolivia: Coup: Government of Bolivia cancels the decree that allowed the military
to repress the protests | International (191129,EN24.news.SuspOn28th) NotVid
https://www.en24.news/en/2019/11/29/the-government-of-bolivia-cancels-the-decreethat-allowed-the-military-to-repress-the-protests-international.html
(14 days after its approval, the agreements reached in the negotiations that the)
(Executive has with the protesters have led to its repeal.)
Bolivia: Coup: Government seeks to prosecute Morales for TERRORISM over alleged
call to block roads in protest. (191122 www.rt.com ) D NotVid
https://www.rt.com/news/474131-morales-charged-terrorism-coup-bolivia/ (191122,RT)
(My comment: Oh yeah, sure blocking roads is "terrorism" - IF you oppose the coup!)
(ViewerRem: TC: Shooting your own citizens is OK.......blocking the roads, not OK.)
(Strange new Government. PR: Bolivia has been taken over by scum.)
(No country in that hemisphere that allows US coups has ever fared well afterwards.)
(TA: Sedition and terrorism? Who is telling police to fire on the Bolivian people?)
(A: There's a deafening silence coming from rest of world. UD:"first world" countr.)
(G: Ah.. Bolivia's quisling's Lula moment.. charge, conviction (foregone conclusion)
(and then bar Morales from running for office! If the local 'rulers' can ban 2/3 of)
(ELECTED officials from legislature, then what limit is there to their criminality?)
(UD: The US and it's quislings were planning this for a long time.)
(PR: That has been the recipe. Announce fake charges against a leader US not like,)
(buy off enough 'opposition' to throw him out thru court edict, bring 'temporary')
(puppet to power who'll pass laws & edicts that bars anyone critical of U from)
(running for elections, then have an election where only pro-U candidates can run.)
(JA: This is why ALL people should be armed. Illegitimate gov'ts wouldnt last long.)
(PR: I hope Bolivians fight back. They cannot let this be,... Enough is enough.)
Bolivia: Coup: Greg Palast on Bolivia Coup Against Evo Morales: US is Unhappy With
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Democracy in Latin America! (191116,RT) 8:07
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COhKjGqi8sQ&list=PLFahowYOdh8iklIFTraecUeVdU138MWe&index=8&t=0s (191116,GoingUnderGroundOnRT)
(We speak to the author of ‘The Best Democracy Money Can Buy’ Greg Palast on coup)
(in Bolivia against Evo Morales, the US’ motivations for the coup, the racism in)
(Latin American right-wing politics, the regime attempt by the US against Venezuela)
(and Nicolas Maduro and why the 2020 US elections will not be free elections.)
(4:05 Presidents picked by foreign powers are all white.)
(4:30 Siz coup plotters went to the School of the Americas.)
(5:10 US corporations unhappy w/idea of democracy in Latin America. Resource grab.)
(ViewerRem: SOME are by BOTS because are VERBATIM for comments on other videos.)
(SS: All that's changed is pirates wear business suits now. ts: Brought by USA corp)
(ts: Whose motto is, “We come in peace. Then leave your countries in pieces.”)
Bolivia: Coup: Hard to Believe Bolivian Coup Government Will Relinquish Power to
Leftist in New Elections (191126 sputniknews.com ) NotVid
https://sputniknews.com/analysis/201911261077401126-hard-to-believe-bolivian-coupgovernment-will-relinquish-power-to-leftist-in-new-elections/
(EXCERPT: Main question is, are they going to be fair? In terms of new elections,)
(MAS party, political party of Evo Morales, will be able to compete. Big question,)
(an often [asked] question, is if their political rights will be respected, are)
(they going to be able to do an actual campaign? What about the candidates of MAS?)
(MAS...had two-thirds of Congress. They are the majority party, they should...have)
(a very relevant role in the new agreement, but they are somehow neutralized by)
(the coup d’etat and the violence that is still happening in Bolivia.)
Bolivia: Coup: Has everything to do with the screen you’re using to read this NotVid
(The two largest sources of indium — an important component of an LCD screen — can)
(be found in Canada and in Bolivia.)
https://www.salon.com/2019/11/22/the-coup-in-bolivia-has-everything-to-do-with-thescreen-youre-using-to-read-this_partner/ (191122 www.salon.com Also natural gas.)
Bolivia: Coup: has seen the highest number of coup attempts in the world NotVid
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/bolivia-has-seen-the-highest-number-ofcoup-attempts-in-the-world/article29961623.ece (191113,Update191118.TheHindu)
Bolivia: Coup: How Bolivia's Evo Morales Was Brought Down With the Help of an
Obscure Conservative With a Bible (Luis Fernando Camacho, of right-wing opposition)
https://time.com/5728279/luis-fernando-camacho-bolivia/ (191115,Time) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: How Human Rights Watch Whitewashed a Right-Wing Massacre in Bolivia
(While some may be surprised by its response to the Bolivia crisis, Human Rights)
(Watch’s support for a U.S.-backed right-wing coup is no aberration.) NotVid
https://www.globalresearch.ca/human-rights-watch-whitewashed-right-wing-massacrebolivia/5695665 (191122,GlobalResearch.CitesKennethRothOfHRW.SimToGrayzoneArticle)
Bolivia: Coup: How middle class Bolivia learned to stop worrying and love the coup
(In & around La Paz, middle class Bolivians have fallen under spell of the junta’s)
(propaganda campaign against Evo & his supporters. And with a presidential election)
(looming, country’s elites are battling for power. 191205,GrayZone,WyattReed) NotVid
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/12/05/middle-class-bolivia-learned-love-coup/ NotVid
(EXCERPTS: As US-backed military coup seized power from Bolivia’s first indigenous)
(president, Bolivia appeared set for a long political struggle between outraged)
(citizens & putschists. But just weeks later, seemingly non-stop violence unleashed)
(by military has given way to uneasy calm, w/new regime having achieved its goal of)
(pacifying country through a combination of iron-fisted political repression & co-)
(optation of former MAS leaders & heads of strongest opposition social movements.)
(- ..n many ways, the creation of middle-class – & what many MAS members now lament)
(as failure to simultaneously mitigate increasing self-interestedness of one-time)
(‘have-nots’ who became ‘haves’ with educational or cultural reforms – eventually)
(led to the circumstances that enabled the ruling class to undo it.)
(People who had nothing now have something to lose.)/(Temporary unity of Bolivian)
(elite is becoming a circular firing line, as power brokers jostle for leadership)
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(positions in the next government.)/(For its part, MAS has yet to decide who or)
(how it will vie for presidency. Though party’s ranks have winnowed out since the)
(post-coup purge, its most ideologically dedicated adherents remain in the fight.)
Bolivia: Coup: How OAS Deception Helped the Coup in Bolivia (Vlog) 12:34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XUViFzuvkE (191119,RealNewsNetwork) !
(3:55 Only Quick Count was interrupted at 84%. Binding count never interrupted.)
(5:50 OAS never mentioned was trend, and that pro-Evo precincts reported later.)
(7:10 Trump admin against Morales. Secr. Gen. of OAS saw opportunity to intervene.)
(ViewerRem: TB: More US backed criminals. Birds of a feather flock together.)
(jL: Wow.Eradication of natives still continue.Insatiable colonization at any price)
(DW: When you are "self appointed", this is a dictatorship. First thing she does)
(is give military "free reign". USA wants a dictator, because democracy is hard)
(to control and a dictator will do bidding of the US [US corporations that is].)
(u5: [Evo] should be careful while in Mexico. It's extremely close to the US and)
(they have a history of foreign leaders being murdered while in exile.)
(u5: Do not put hope in "western journalists". Even if they know the truth, their)
(paycheck will be missing if they tell it.)
(ER: The Bolivian military has gone rouge. The directorship is setting in now.)
(RA: ...I can feel the presence of evil from this 'wicked queen'. May she and her)
(accomplices burn in hell. VV: The good news? Christians are naked.)
(v7: A real Cristian does not kill. She will be judged for the satanic impunity.)
(V7: I am republican but might vote Bernie this time when he was intervied by Jorge)
(Ramos. he put him in his place. WH: Poverty eradication is sin Morales has to pay.)
Bolivia: Coup: How the OAS, and the media’s lack of scrutiny, caused a violent coup
in Bolivia (191125 opendemocracy.net ) NotVid
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/democraciaabierta/how-the-oas-and-the-medias-lackof-scrutiny-caused-a-violent-coup-in-bolivia/ SUMMARY:
(In a world of post truth politics, a false media narrative based on the OAS’s)
(flawed statistics was instrumental in overthrowing a democratically elected_
(government. Now Bolivia faces the consequences.) (As often happens when an elite(driven coup leads to US-endorsed regime change, there are powerful attempts to)
(disguise its real character. A recurrent method is to blame the coup on its)
(victim. Of this, the November 10, 2019 coup in Bolivia is a textbook example.)
Bolivia Coup: Human Rights Watch supports US-backed far-right coup in Bolivia,
whitewashes massacre of indigenous protesters. (Human Rights Watch refused to call)
(US-backed military overthrow of Bolviva’s President Evo Morales a coup, & dir. Ken)
(Roth praised “transitional moment” against elected “strongman”.) TGrayzone NotVid
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/11/20/human-rights-watch-bolivia-coup-massacre/ 191120
(Jeanine Anez Chavez Tweet: "Sueno con una Bolivia libre de ritos satanico)
(indigenas, la ciudad no es para los indios que se vayan al altiplano o al chaco!)
(Google Trans: I dream of a Bolivia free of indigenous satanic rites, the city is)
(not for the Indians who go to the highlands or the Chaco! [plains?][Most Accurate])
(Alan MacLeod Trans: "I dream of a Bolivia free of satanic indigenous practices.)
(The city is not for the Indian: they should go to the highlands or the desert!")
By Alan MacLeod / MintPress News / Related Notes and Cross-References:
REF: MaxBlumenthal: Exposing fascist forces behind Bolivia's US-backed coup: 13:40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXG9ncKGMsg (191115, The Grayzone. SimToGlobalRes):
At 13:40, notes: Jhanisse Daza of Human Rights FOUNDATION NGO [different from Human)
(Rights WATCH) was seen a barricade with Luis Fernando Camacho, coup leader.)
Bolivia: Coup: IACHR representatives meet injured protesters in Cochabamba 2:19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AP5D1D5eI4 (191125,Ruptly,RT,NoNarration)
Bolivia: Coup: I’m in Bolivia. Why isn’t the U.N? (NotVid)
https://www.codepink.org/im_in_bolivia_why_isnt_the_un (191119,Codepink)
Bolivia: Coup: In Bolivia, Death Squads are Back (police attack women/children) 1:56
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPiH0T_owOY (191112,Historic_ly)
(ViewerRem: JH: There are always sniveling Parasites - Sociopathic Thugs, all too)
(willing to do the bidding of the [souless] ruling class, torturing and murdering)
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(their own brothers and sisters for a paycheck.)
Bolivia: Coup: In Bolivia, interim leader is leaving her conservative mark NotVid
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/in-bolivia-an-interim-leader-isleaving-her-conservative-mark/2019/11/18/897f42ea-0a0b-11ea-8054289aef6e38a3_story.html (191119,WashPost) ReplacingMoralesApt.IntGovNotSupDoThis) D
Bolivia: Coup: Interim Leader Sets Conservative, Religious Tone. The leader,
Jeanine Añez, promised to unify a nation in turmoil. But her initial steps, taking
the country rightward and injecting religious themes, risk deepening the divide.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/16/world/americas/bolivia-anez-morales.html
(191116,NYT) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Inside Bolivia's murderous post-coup regime - with Wyatt Reed 59:21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7aCfjUCndRI (191125,ModerateRebels.2PeopleInVlog)
(9:10 Journalists who sold out to regime are hounding honest journalists.)
(9:40 Anez decree gave police free reign to kill without liability.)
(10:00 Police fire tear gas at protesters and bystanders for 2 hours.)
(10:45 Funeral procession attacked in way people had no where to run.)
(19:00 Sold-out journists phys.turned honest journalist over to Army. Disappeared.)
(31:00 Going between El Alto and LaPaz by sky tram, get range of opinions.)
(32:50 Elites referred to Aymira people as "bugs crawling out of woodwork".)
(Then say bullets are the "solution". Police bought off by bribery and threats.)
(35:30 In 2014, police purged 600 people concerned about racism from their ranks.)
(37:00 Washington Post article praising accomplishments of Morales Govt on 16 Oct.)
(37:50 Oppos. dominated by right wing oligarchs that control gas reserves that nat.)
(43:50 Road blocks maint.by both indigenous & mid class who want keep out cocaleros)
(45:30 Poor and middle class can't hunker down and not work for weeks like rich can)
(46:00 Fear of Bolivians is US will turn Bolivia into another Lybia or Syria.)
(49:30 MAS in Nat. Assembly will try and stave off reprivatization of natral res.)
(50:00 Indigenous in it to win, since saw so many of their friends/brothers killed.)
Bolivia: Coup: Inside The Coup Against Bolivia (w/ Medea Benjamin) 10:18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DetiHBZlxUU (191202,ThomHartmanProgram.PhoneInterv)
(Premeditated attempt to reverse all of the gains for the indigenous by Morales.)
(Bolivia's democratically elected government has been taken over by oligarchs and)
(some really scary people. Code Pink's Medea Benjamin joins us to discuss.)
(2:40 Gov't order gave green light to miliraty and police led to 2 massacres.)
(3:00 Changed entire cabinet and changed international relationships.)
(So far have not touched social welfare programs. 4:20 It was a coup.)
(Terrorist tactics used, sister's house burned down, people kidnapped by far right.)
(6:00 International community saying coup regime doing too much. 9:00 Media bias.)
(ViewerRem: DK: Lots of Lithium in Bolivia. What a coincidence.)
(bb: Madea will appeal as a heroine in history books. They're really brave ladies.)
(r2: MSM does not report on anything, it just editorializes. ls: Madea, a true hero)
Bolivia: Coup: Inside the emergency clinic near the Senkata plant (with crowd) 22:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sxQFiOJJ3g (191120,Codepink.11:15Interv.DocOrNurse)
(11:15 Interview with Ministerio de Salud (Ministry of Health) worker.) !!
(14:20 Asked for internat. assistance & supplies. Some people shot not in protest.)
(18:40 Woman outside displays large cal. bullet casing, to show army used bullets.)
Bolivia: Coup: Interim Government Adopts Abusive Measures (Reliefweb) NotVid
https://reliefweb.int/report/bolivia-plurinational-state/bolivia-interimgovernment-adopts-abusive-measures (191119 reliefweb.int Human Rights Watch)
Bolivia: Coup: Interim govt proposes election bill as deadly unrest continues Art+V
https://www.france24.com/en/20191121-bolivia-s-interim-govt-proposes-election-billas-deadly-unrest-continues (191121,France24English.Look at word "redirect" in bill.)
Direct link to video: https://youtu.be/7FBXg5GR9e4 (LaPaz MidCls house buring) 2:10
(Video EXCERPT: Under Morales, indigenous working class and white middle class had)
(learned to live together, but recent clashes call into quest. country's stability.)
(Text EXCERPT: Bolivia's interim government presented a bill on Wed. (20 Nov) that)
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(aims to forge a path to new elections... A date for new elections was not included)
(in the proposal. The bill called for a "credible and professional" election body)
("in order to pacify the country and redirect democratic institutionality.")
(...gov't minister Arturo Murillo claimed Morales was continuing to stoke unrest.)
(He showed reporters a video of a phone call including audio allegedly of Morales)
(directing plans for blockades. Reuters *not* able to verify the contents of video.)
("That is Evo Morales doing state terrorism," Murillo said, w/o naming source of)
(three-minute video. "In next few hours we will file an internat. lawsuit on this.")
(...military said protesters used explosives, guns & homemade bazookas in clashes.)
(..."They are using bullets against people peacefully mobilizing in defence of)
(democracy," said Morales, who has talked about returning to Bolivia to finish his)
(term until Jan. 22. "It makes us remember times of military dictatorships.")
(Note1:"Redirect democratic institutionality" inconsistent w/"neutral"interim gov't)
(Note2: Yeah, right: Is "terrorism"-UNLESS it is instigated by new far-right gov't!)
(Note3: IF protesters really used explosives, guns, and bazookas, would be many)
(military/police) casualties, but in fact, are very few military/police casualties.)
Bolivia: Coup: Interim leader appoints first US envoy in 11 years (BolCrisis) 3:15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9i_UtdyqE4 (191126,ETNNews) TextSummary: POOR Video
(Bolivia's interim leader has appointed the country's first US ambassador in 11)
(years, after vowing to overturn many of ex-President Evo Morales' policies.)
(Comments: Video is of police using water cannon on crows with weird sound effects)
Bolivia: Coup: Interim president Jeanine Anez bars Morales from new elections
https://www.dw.com/en/bolivia-interim-president-bars-morales-from-new-elections/a51259511 (191214,DWNews) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Interview with Asunta Quispe and Sonia Brito of MAS 11:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh7UCA_WOHY (191122,Codepink) In National Assembly
(Medea speaks w/Asunta Quispe, Bolivian Deputy with MAS (Movimiento al Socialismo),
(and Sonia Brito, Deputy and Human Rights Commissioner, about the coup and their)
(call for the return of Evo Morales.) (Interviews in Spanish.)
Bolivia: Coup: Iran False Flag Prep, US Government's Staggering Bolivia Hypocrisy,
Netanyahu Indicted & Patriot Act. (Fabricated stories about adversaries. ConspTheo)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh9TMWBEZJY (191122,TheLastAmericanVagabond)Ang !
(4:00 US backed SyrianObsForHumRts (SOHR) in London mindlessly repeated by MS media)
(29:00 New Bolivian government attacking alternative media, disappearing authors.)
(33:00 New regime taking TeleSur off air in process of "reorganizing" the media.)
(34:40 Al Jazeera journalist in Bolivia sprayed with tear gas on live TV.)
(37:15 Anez regime looted Bolivian central bank of gold & cash, flew it out of Bol.)
(39:02 Regime claims "protecting it from the people" or using it to buy weapons.)
(30:30 Anez regime removed MULTIPLE elected MAS party officials. Exiling, killing.)
(51:00 Bolivia TV site shut down by regime.)
(ViewerRem: AT: When someone accuses you of been something you're not.. is called)
(projection,an old tactic criminals used to divert fault.)
(GW: GD YouTube this is only video I haven't been able to download even with option)
(pg: Trumps playing the pope role as the face of the modern day crusade against any)
(one, who is not a catholic once was so sold!!?)
(JB: We need new leaders. Tulsi and Yang are our best bet. Vote.)
Bolivia: Coup: Is Bolivia heading for more unrest? I Inside Story (Balanced) 25:06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQUE2MiyGNA (191114,AlJazeeraEnglish.GenInfo) !!D
(4:45 Even if it does not meet definition of a coup, it is not democratic process.)
(VwRem: S: It is a clear US supported coup. Umbelievable in year 2019!!!)
(TH: They did not boycott vote they were unable to enter bc coup wouldn't let them)
(22:10 Police destroy indigenous symbols. Santa Cruz youth league use Nazi salute.)
Bolivia: Coup: Is Bolivia's Evo Morales the victim of a coup? UpFront(Feature) 10:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AF9L8i_Zcj0 (191116,AlJazeeraEng.Panel.2:15Coup)
(VwRem: PB: Morales was lucky not to be killed like a Libyan leader. Democracy at)
(work imported from the USA eh.) (tc: CATO means Kochs' brothers money)
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Bolivia: Coup: ‘It was a coup. Period’: Tulsi Gabbard warns against US meddling in
Bolivia. (Also includes Bernie Sanders comments.)
https://www.rt.com/news/474073-tulsi-gabbard-bolivia-coup/ (191122,RT) NotVid
(Gabbard: What happened in Bolivia is a coup. Period. The United States and other)
(countries should not be interfering in the Bolivian people's pursuit of self-)
(determination and right to choose their own government.)
(Sanders: I oppose the intervention of Bolivia's security forces in the democratic)
(process and their repression of Indigenous protesters. When t military intervened)
(and asked President Evo Morales to leave, in my view, that’s called a coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: "It's a dictatorship" - Bolivians Outraged At Jeannine Anez Coup Govt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJ4p8eplbfY (191124,MintPressNews.VoiceShaky) 4:30
(Alomst everyone says is dictatorship. More than just the marchers are saying it.)
(Still Sencata(Sakata) roadblocks. Massacre at Sencata 19th. Over 8 "disappeared".)
(1:40 Police, military came to attack funeral procession w/armored vehicles,chased)
(people down narrow streets on motorcycles. They launched teargass from inside and)
(on top of buildings down into streets. Many repressed were women and olde adults.)
(1:55 Chaos in Plaza de San Francisco. 2:10 Spurred more outrage.2:35PeopleNOTArmed)
(3:30 One journalist arrested for sedition. Other journalists blacklisted.)
(4:20 TeleSUR taken off the air by State Comm company Intel. Reporter was w/them.)
(3:50 Mainstream media sea of lies calling working class citizens narcotrafficers.)
(To consolidate coup agnst Morales, which began years ago but consol.on Sun Nov 10)
(Media falsely trying to tie MAS to FARC [Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia.])
(Camila Escalante, MintPressNews in La Paz Bolivia. CamilaPress Tw.) Viewer Remarks:
(SLF: Great reporting. Be safe and be careful. The "Christian" fascists wants to)
(crucify Evo Morales' supporters, specially the Bolivian Indigenous people and)
(Independent Journalists. Incredible the misdirection and lies from the controlled)
(MSM like CNN, BBC, Univision, etc. Thanks for telling the truth MintPressNews.)
(T15: In Cochabamba MAS-IPSP workers defeated military convoy. 9 soldiers/officers)
(prisioners. But they did'nt kill them. They freed those soldiers because MAS-IPSP)
(are not murderers. A: Should have armed the workers when they had the chance.)
(ALTERNATE Title for Same Video: Bolivia: "THIS is the real dictatorship." That’s)
(what many Bolivian citizens said yesterday as a mass procession carrying bodies of)
(the #SenkataMassacre marched from El Alto to La Paz. @camilapress CamilaEscalante )
(DIRECT Twitter Link for @camilapress: https://twitter.com/camilapress )
Bolivia: Coup: Jeanine Anez declares herself Bolivia interim president 2:50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7V5bpecRM4 (AlJazeeraEng.OASdeclareElectFrd)
(0:45 Opposition burned wiphala flag that represented Indigenous f/hundreds of yrs.)
(2:00 Coup leaders forced Indigenous Senators to step down.)
(ViewerRem: EP: Like chile in 1973 and Venezuela in 2002. EP: Guiado with makeup.)
Bolivia: Coup: Jeanine Añez toma juramento a los nuevos jefes de las FFAA de Bolivia
(Jeanine Añez takes oath to new chiefs of the Bolivian Armed Forces. St.14:25) 47:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rluILutaUIE (NoDate,Infobae.FromLIVEcovOn12-13th)
(ViewerRem: EC (Translated): The traitors of the Country of Bolivia together)
(do not cry tomorrow when they privatize to the water. AS: Traitors.)
(GS: What an oath there will be, they don't know what an oath is, these traitors)
(sell their soul to the devil for money. DD: Begin to mourn people for everything)
(they are going to steal from these sells homelands and not even regret it later.)
(cc: They will live on their knees before cursed USA sold.)
Bolivia: Coup: Jimmy Dore on the Bolivian Coup (HistoryFrom2006) 12:06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBbpl_P0dYE (191121,SpearNine.IsAboutGas&Lithium)
(1:30 Morales got rid of IMF and other parties that held back Bolivia.)
(2:15 LF Camacho disliked nationalization of hydrocarbons, so organized coup.)
(MAS nationalized hydrocarbons and used proceeds to reduce poverty & educate, etc.)
(4:40 National Endowment for Democracy (NED) is regime change wing of Stare Dept.)
(Has smeared anti-war US citizens, & also funds Bolivian opposition groups & NGO's)
(7:45 FINAL vote count after audit (notQC) show 47% for Morales, 36% for 2nd place.)
Bolivia: Coup: Journalists & politicians from Morales’ party threatened with
sedition arrests as Bolivia purges socialist elements. (191118,RT) NotVid
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https://www.rt.com/news/473735-bolivia-crackdown-socialists-journalists-sedition/
(A classic coup: Bolivia's new gov't is a military regime w/no const. authority -MB)
(EXCERPT: Interim government of Bolivia has tasked special prosecutor with rooting)
(out “subversives” in former President Evo Morales’ party, & dissident journalists)
(have also been threatened with arrest, local media reports.)(MinGovArturoMurillo.)
(Nor are socialist politicians sole target of the new regime’s wrath – Murillo...)
(warning them [journalists] they too could be subject to prosecution for disloyalty)
Bolivia: Coup: Key moments of a crisis | AFP (Text over photos and video) 7:12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyrkMSX2kk0 (191125,AFPNewsAg.StartsBefMoralesRes)
Bolivia: Coup: La crisis en Bolivia afecta a sectores económicos-Noticiero RT 31:58
(The crisis in Bolivia affects economic sectors - RT News 11/30/2019 30/11/2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvIYWbMkHvU (191130,RTenvivo) Details:
(* Bolivians lack bread: 40% of bakers do not produce due to lack of raw materials)
(7:10 Problems Argentina. 8:20 Nobel Peace Prize W Adolfo Perez Esquevel on Bolivia)
(11:50 Protests in Colombia have a high cost on the country's infrastructure.)
(21:20 In Chile there are already seven weeks of protests and demonstrations.)
Bolivia: Coup: La Paz is city under siege: Bolivia's capital struggles,food runs out
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Vn50BfF4Bg (191118,France24English) 1:46
(Roads into LaPaz have been closed for a week. Fuel also running out.)
(Main closed at El Alto, by rebellion of El Alto. Checkpoints by Morales supporters)
Bolivia: Coup: Ley electoral relaja conflicto de crisis en Bolivia 1:51
(Electoral law relaxes crisis conflict in Bolivia)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0s8K9TCXi8 (ExcelsiorTV.LooksLikeMSMoutlet)
(Summary: As of now, Bolivia has 120 days to elect president, in elections in)
(which former President Evo Morales is ruled out.)
(MyRem: Previous law limited time to 90 days. 120 days will give right wing plenty)
(of time to "purge" the majority opposition, which is what they said they would do.)
Bolivia: Coup: Led by Christian faschist leader and millionaire - w/foreign support
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/11/11/bolivia-coup-fascist-foreign-support-fernandocamacho/ (191111, TheGrayZone.com By Max Blumenthal and Ben Norton) !!
(Bolivian coup leader Luis Fernando Camacho is a far-right multi-millionaire who)
(arose from fascist movements in the Santa Cruz region, where the US has encouraged)
(separatism. He has courted support from Colombia, Brazil, & Venezuelan opposition.)
(EXCERPT: When Luis Fernando Camacho stormed into Bolivia’s abandoned presidential)
(palace in the hours after President Evo Morales’s sudden November 10 resignation,)
(he revealed to the world a side of the country that stood at stark odds with the)
(plurinational spirit its deposed socialist and Indigenous leader had put forward.)
(With a Bible in one hand and a national flag in the other, Camacho bowed his head)
(in prayer above the presidential seal, fulfilling his vow to purge his country’s)
(Native heritage from government and “return God to the burned palace.”)
(“Pachamama will never return to the palace,” declared the pastor to his side,)
(referring to the Andean Mother Earth spirit.“Bolivia belongs to Christ.” Bolivia’s)
(extreme right-wing opposition had overthrown leftist President Evo Morales that)
(day, following demands by the country’s military leadership that he step down.)
(Remarks: Ignores that Morales initially tried to quash most non-Andean religion.)
Bolivia: Coup: Legisladores de Bolivia evalúan ley para convocar a elecciones 9:39
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zsVtKIfKrg (191122,teleSURtv) In SPANISH
Bolivia: Coup: "Liberation": US-Backed Coup Leader Jeanine Añez Moves Bolivian Cash
& Gold Reserves To The US (Based on "China-Bolivia-A Lithium Deal, No More?"article)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7WCZDtCFPc (191123,TheLastAmericanVagabond) 18:20
ViewerRem: JG: I share your outrage. I wish many more US citizens did.)
(GC: U can tell things are getting desperate behind the scenes. The Fed refused to)
(indicate what banks the daily repo infusions are going to. Shaky shaky..)
(e: Freaking pieces of trash. I hate this. Such disrespect. So humiliating. I can't)
(bear to see how the Bolivian people are being treated and how their resources are)
(being plundered. It is so disgraceful and dishonorable. This needs to stop.)
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(B: When do we refuse bolivians entrance into America after their country turns)
(into a third-world Dust Bowl and the citizens flee for their lives? (BecOfUSaction)
(SH: So native Bolivians "don't belong" in Bolivian cities? And said by t invaders.)
Bolivia: Coup: Lithium, natural gas, leaked recordings showing help from US, Brazil,
Colombia [My comment: Husband of Jeanine Anez is from Columbia.]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMscskEEAyw (191120, The Grayzone) 16:56 !!!s
(1:10 Need lithium for Green New Deal. 1:30 Natural gas more of a factor.)
(1:45 Cochabamba water wars 2000: Pres Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada sell water Bechtel)
(IMF patsy. 2:12 Then ships natural gas via Chile in 2003. So run out of office.
(3:00 VP at time Carlos Mesa. Thrown out in 2005 by tryng to sell out natural gas.)
(3:17 Louse Fernando Camacho of Camacho family nat. gas cartel. Want denationalize.)
(4:00 Audio recordings of coup planning involving Marco Rubio.)(16m Evi boot DEA.)
(4:45 Series 16 coup planning audio recordings of opposition figures before coup.)
(Mentions (Rubio, Cruz, Menendez) in US, Evan D. Rt Wing pres. of Columbia, his)
(mentor Alvaro R., Bolsinaro on board. Camacho visited those countries in May 2019.)
(Audio aslo targets which MAS member houses to be burned. 9:45: SantaCruz Civic Org)
(10:30 Trump said is a "strong signal" to "illegitimate" regimes in Nicar & Venez.)
(11:50 Drug cartels have been used as a "weapon" of sestabilisation in Venezuela.)
(14:00 Santa Cruz landowners want secede. Evo made deal. But mil by schl ofAmericas)
(14:45 In Grayzone Camacho article, show Carlos Mesa in regular comm with US gov't.)
(15:15 US want Balkanize (divide) Bolivia so east ally w/US. Morales anti-imperial.)
(VwRem: AW: Need to focus efforts on getting Rubio out of office. He's a monster.)
(KA: Love how Blumenthal goes into personal background of these protagonists in)
(Bolivian coup. Who are they? What families do they belong to? What is their)
(profession & what business interests do they have? Gives you the bigger picture.)
(WH: Reports coup leaders took the money and gold reserved away from central bank.)
(RH: Video of it: Wilmer Hernandez https://youtu.be/AyaYgS_bAds video proof.)
(CM: Where there are natural resources, you can bet there will be US involvement.)
(G8: Resources that aren't defended by strong military or nuclear weapons, that is.)
(AR: Socialist leaders who improve std of living for poor people are always smeared)
(as "dictators" by Synthetic Left. pd: But world sees how humble Evo is, doesnt blv)
(h: CIA mafia play book . And WE are supposed to follow the laws?)
(JL: The glorious life of some is built on the misfortune of others.)
(DennisYoung: Social Darwinism: "the Greater SHALL prey upon the lesser..")
(N2: There's bunch of lithium in Afghanistan too - surprised? Why we'll never leave)
Bolivia: Coup: Los mas grandes crímenes de Evo Morales en su gestión - Evo Morales
dictador. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VWbrlupzSs (191123,BoliviaLibre) 2:21
(TRANS: T greatest crimes of Evo Morales in his administration-Evo Morales dictator)
Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho: ¿candidato en las nuevas elecciones
presidenciales de Bolivia? (2:00 Meanwhile, govt accuse Morales with sedition.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKXMhyMHCEo (191122,CNNenEspanol) 25:09
Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho: Hoy levantamos el paro cívico en Santa Cruz
(Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho: Today we raise (lift) the civic strike in
Santa Cruz) (191112) 3:29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9QtSfiLWac (191112,CNNenEspanol) Transl. Summary:
(The opposition leader Luis Fernando Camacho said that what all Bolivians wanted
was to have a constitutional president, that the Bible return to the palace, but
above all that peace returns to the country. His statements came after Jeanine
Áñez declared herself interim president of Bolivia. Camacho says that today at
midnight the civic strike in Santa Cruz rises.)
(ViewerRem: JS: The millionaire Camacho wants to secure the profits of his)
(companies on the rights of his compatriots. Idiots who support the coup.)
(ct: There is El Mamarracho Camacho Fumon Murderer "You are going to get your time")
(Butcher Golpista. MC: A thief talking about thief. God take care of all the people)
Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho Militar Coup (Mentions Presidenta) 0:43 !D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwpkDTcUs6A (191123PaniaguaCuellarConsorcioDeJueces)
(Banner says: "Jesus Gobierna Bolivia" [Jesus Rules Bolivia]) (Which communicates)
(FALSE idea to indigenous people that Jesus is OK with shooting indigenous people!)
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Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho Policia Coup [Looks like a wannabe Trump) 1:35
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7Y8ouYRab4 (191123PaniaguaCuellarConsorcioDeJueces)
(Appears to be bragging about role in coup. Only 1 subscriber, 5 views. Nazi-like.)
(Los Declaraciones de Luis Fernando Camacho Vaca y el festejo a su vuelta de ) !!!D
(regresar de ejecutar un Golpe de Estado, utilizando la Policía y una biblia y una)
(Bandera como su Caballo de Troya, y el posicionamiento de una nueva Presidenta )
(inconstitucional. Que llevo a la verdadera Dictadura en Bolivia.)
(GOOGLE TRANSLATION: The Declarations of Luis Fernando Camacho Vaca and the )
(celebration upon his return from executing a coup d'etat, using the Police )
(and a bible and a Flag as his Trojan Horse, and the positioning of a new )
(unconstitutional President. That led to the true dictatorship in Bolivia.) 47MB
(Notes: This video was UNAVAILABLE on 27 Nov, but AVAILABLE again on 29 Nov. 2019)
(May be important reference because he (LFC) may ultimately slip & admit is a coup.)
(URL submitted to "wayback maxchine" ( archive.org ) on 29th in case take dn again.)
Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho: REVELA QUE SU PADRE NEGOCIÓ CON POLICÍA Y
MILITARES PARA QUE SE AMOTINARAN (BOLIVIA | CAMACHO DISCLOSES THAT HIS FATHER
NEGOTIATED WITH POLICE AND MILITARIES TO RUN) 191228,NoticiasBolivia)
(RAW video of Camacho speaking to group.) Summary [Translated]:
(#Camacho reveals that his father “negotiated” with #militaries and # police
officers to riot. The former civic leader also reveals that the current defense
minister ---Luis Fernando López--- was the link with the military to betray Evo.
- NOW THE NEXO WITH MILITARS Luis Fernando López TODAY IS A MINISTER OF DEFENSE ..
"It was my father who closed with the military so they don't go out," Camacho
reveals to a group of people. The former civic leader also reveals that the current
defense minister Luis Fernando López was the link with the military to betray Evo.
“With the Police in the same way, it was my father. When we could consolidate that
both were not going to leave, it was that we gave the 48 hours (of term) ”, adds
Camacho. Camacho gives 48 hours to Evo Morales. Police riot in Bolivia.)
Bolivia: Coup: Luis Fernando Camacho: Video demuestra el papel de Camacho en el
golpe de Estado en Bolivia (Video demonstrates the role of Camacho in the coup
in Bolivia) (191228,TeleSUR) 0:39
(Summary [Translated]: In Bolivia, a video was broadcast this Saturday in which
the opponent and main promoter of violence Luis Fernando Camacho, who acknowledges
his father's mediation with the military and police to carry out the coup against
the constitutional government of Evo Morales Ayma. The audiovisual illustrates
Camacho in a meeting with a group of people, where he narrates the hours prior to
the consummation of the coup d'etat, indicating that an agreement with military
and police officers was consolidated so that they did not go out to control the
violent outbreaks.) teleSUR
Bolivia: Coup: Making sense of Bolivia’s discontent. (191121,OpenDemocracy) NotVid
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/oureconomy/making-sense-of-bolivias-discontent/
(SUMMARY: To understand events in Bolivia, we need to unpack its many)
(contradictions over the past decade. But make no mistake, this is a coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: Manufacturing consent: How NY Times spins Bolivian coup against
‘coca-farming strongman’ Morales (191125,RT) NotVid
https://www.rt.com/news/474302-nytimes-bolivia-manufacturing-consent/
(ViewerRem: jh: NYT...best used to line the kitty litter box!)
(AB: The NYT has been a stories-for-sale paper since about 1990. vg: Earler than th)
(b: I'd like to read some explanation of why military/police turned against Morales)
(vg: $$$, nothing more.)[MyNote MaxB reference notes certain SF people paid $50k]
(DG: NYT-sworn enemy of Trump, walks hand-in-glove with his onslaught on Latin Am)
(Democracy as a term was "invented" by old time Greek philosophers from a country)
(which was built on labour of the slaves while free Greek citizens (read as rich)
(and powerful) were gifted with democracy spoils. Thousands years later nothing)
(changed except is no slaves but only poor and uneducated farmers and/or workers.)
(bz: Did I read Vatican? Same Vatican that puzzles already disoriented & dwindling)
(number of european believers w/Pachamama, actually supports bible thumping Anez)
(who wants to outlaw Pachamama for natives?!? wtf..."you can't make this sh17 up!")
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Bolivia: Coup: Manifestacion masiva contra el gobierno interino de Anez 1:41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqswSyEmPCE (191121,RTenEspanol.RawVideoFromLaPaz)
Bolivia: Coup: "Manipulación en elecciones Bolivia" EL MUNDO AL DÍA (_) 1:32
("Manipulation in Bolivia elections" The World [Today]) 1:32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRIW8NqHvdg (191205,100NoticiaNicaragua)
("Manipulation and serious irregularities" were detected during electoral process)
(in Bolivia, according to final report, of audit of the OAS Electoral Observation)
(Mission. The document also includes hundreds of complaints.) (Help us break the)
(censorship, we need your support to continue informing,Collaborate W/Your Donation)
Bolivia: Coup: Many Bolivians Lack Healthcare After Coup (700 Cuba Docs Deport) 1:22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8SrOt9ykqc (191205,TeleSUREng.Rural+ElAlto)LeftBIAS
Bolivia: Coup: Many wanted Morales out. But what happened Bolivia was military coup
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/nov/13/morales-bolivia-military-coup
(191113,Gurardian. Gabriel Hetland. Article w/video. Lack Senate quorum 0:55) 2:20
(Direct link to video: https://youtu.be/wqaos5j6oqk (2:20) !!
Bolivia: Coup: Massive Anti-Coup Protests Explode Across Bolivia 'Against the Many
Violations to Democracy' "Do you think we are ignorant?" (191115,CommonDreams) NtVid
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/11/15/massive-anti-coup-protests-explodeacross-bolivia-against-many-violations-democracy (_)
Bolivia: Coup: 'Massive' human rights violations in Bolivia merit outside probe regional commission head (NotVid)
https://www.euronews.com/2019/11/26/massive-human-rights-violations-in-boliviamerit-outside-probe-regional-commission-head (191126,Euronews)
Bolivia: Coup: Massive indigenous-led rally against the coup (translation) 20:04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgMJzOErQlI (191120,CodePink.LiveDuringEvent) !!!!D
(1:00 Open town hall to organize next move. Thousands of people respond in unison.)
(1:40 Many people at rally marched all the way from Potosi to Senkata plant, ElAlto)
(2:20 Massive mobilization all over Bolivia to demand that self-apt pres. resign.)
(6:30 People want Evo to return, but organizers don't want that to be a demand.)
(8:50 Call for international press to cover, and for assassin Anez to go to prison.)
(12:00 Demands on Government in order to get indigenous people to stop blockades.)
(14:45 We Ingigenous people are together, always standing up. We are original
(15:10 This is the road that has been taken over. From LaPaz to Cochabamba.)
(15:30 From the north of Potosi, to El Alto, to LaPaz, to Bolivia.)
(17:20 Tomorrow we will be marching with the caskets of the dead, after autopsies.)
(18:00 El Alto is not alone. 18:45 El Alto! Potiosi! Bolivia!)
(DEMANDS:
1.) Anez must resign as interim President in 48h, mostly for murder of protesters.
2.) We want to elect a NEUTRAL interim government.
3.) The government and people must respect the indigenous flag, the Wiphala.
4.) Police who disrespected Wiphala and LF Camacho must be prosecuted.
5.) Police and military should go back to their barracks.
6.) Government recognizes deaths of indigenous people killed by security forces.
7.) Electoral commission must not be connected to any political party.
8.) [Demand No. 8 was not stated.]
9.) In new elections, don't want people like Carlos Mesa (who was harmful) running.
10.) All indigenous people and other prisoners must be released within 48 hours.
STATUS 12/2019: Gov't did NOT comply with: 1,2,4,9. PARTIALLY complied: 3,5,6,7?,10?
Bolivia: Coup: Max Blumenthal on His Arrest, Bolivia Coup, #Fartgate. Boliv: 1:33:55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Pb7Q5aSmi0 (191122,UsefulIdiots.RollingStn) 1:43:14
(ChrisMatFartDurEricSwalwell.Shart. Internat. toilet day & int. men's day same day.)
(19:10 Obama sold out Kieth Ellison, who wld have been DNC chair, so got Tom Perez.)
(46:00 Max Bloomenthal arrest: Was in/around Venezuelan Embassy, when Juan Guido's)
(mafia in Washington, led by Carlos Vecchio (who has been plotting coups f/decades))
(wanted to take over Embassy & turn it into their own lobbying shop, in violation)
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(of Vienna Conventions, etc. He & other journalists mobilized to get in their way.)
(Then right wing exile community surrounded embassy, then Waco style military raid)
(to extricate last four activists. 5 months later, DC police show up at his house.)
(Falsely charged with assault by opposition member. Warrant call him armed/danger.)
(Same hap. to Medea Benjamin (Codepink) after false assult charge conc DebW Schultz)
(50:25 Video proof Medea did not assault anyone. Armed/Dang only on 3% warrants.)
(52:00 All people rounded up denied right to call lawyer. 55:50 DOJ take to trial.)
(55:10 "Simple assault usually thrown out... but this is a political case.")
("Part of a wider campaign to use legal system against Bloomenthal and Grayzone.")
(56:40 Discovery to find out how came about. Judge rejected warrant months before.)
(57:25 State dep't can put protective orders on discovery so can't reveal collusion)
(between Venezualan opposition and parties Washington. [Sim to what hap in Bolivia])
(58:40 US backed Venezuelan opposition made decision to lie abt him so be arrested.)
(1:00:05 Entered info. war. Not about journalism. Nat sec. state is setting agenda.)
(1:00:57 Major paper in Washington owned by major CIA contractor. Same leaks used.)
(1:06:10 Election night at Hillary camp. Says cons. tax cut for oligarchy.)
(1:07:00 Left and went to Sputnik radio. Max said to them Trump would be targeted)
(with deep state intellignce coup. But other lefties had no concern about it.)
(1:19:50 Buttigieg reminds Max of Juan Guido or J Anez. She had only 4.5% of vote.)
(Buttigieg won only 8,500 votes to be South Bend Mayor. Never earned high polling.)
(1:22:40 Dem primary another example establishment collapse. Can't push Bernie out.)
(1:29:10 Warren & Pocahantas real. Racial fraud. Took adv AfAm prog. Never live dn.)
(1:33:55 BOLIVIA Grayzone reports: Most dangerous propaganda is what's left unsaid.)
(Undemocratic coup, where unpopular previously unknown right wing figure (Anez) who)
(said her dream is to rid her country of indigenous people, put into presidency)
(in violation of constitution. OAS run by Luis ElM. Military runs Morales out.)
(You have fascism. 1:35:00 Many Nazi collaborators emmigrated to Bolivia after WW2.)
(1:35:35 First show exposed Luis Fernando Camacho. Family runs natural gas cartel.)
(Camacho's UJC heils. They were street muscle that helped push the recent coup.)
(1:37:20 Morales was successful leader. Now see soldiers rip Wiphala off uniforms.)
(Is emotional for indigenous people. Now they're being killed. NYT endorsed coup.)
(1:38:20 Kenneth Roth (RegimeChgeRoth) then say mk sure no violence. A little late!)
(1:38:35 Resistance mobilizes & marches on cities. But get mowed down by military.)
(Bolivia forces train Schl of Americas, now WHINSEC at Ft.Benning.Parallel73 Chile)
(1:41:40 Wyatt Reed is now current contributor in Bolivia, via Twitter.)
Bolivia: Coup: Medea Benjamin on Bolivia Coup: Jeanine Anez Party Only G 4% of Vote!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izyVlSU6pO8 (191204,GoingUndergroundonRT) 7:26
(Medea B, co-founder of anti-war NGO, Codepink. Nato shld be disband aft SovU brkup)
(Starts with Trump and Iran, UK, 2:00 west selling Saudis weapons used ag Yemen civ)
(3:00 Saudi Arabia will be host G20 next year. Codepink push boycott Saudis.)
(5:00 Bolivia, Pompeo, Israel. Was coup in Bolivia, new gov't was not elected.)
(Gov't supposed to be transition to new elections, but re-did entire cabinet.)
(6:45 Massacres & hundreds wounded. People too afraid of rt wing violence to vote.)
(ViewerRem: GK: It's well past time for a war crimes tribunal. Just because we)
didn't sign Hague protocol doesn't make it ok to burn down the Middle East, etc.)
(ND: Thanks for these clear words. Political agitation, wars are a work of devils.)
(PM: When US polit. talk about Democracy, look at Bolivia, Saudi. That's what mean.)
(FI: She has a brave heart and soul stands for the rights of the many.)
Bolivia Coup: Medea Benjamin speaks with Bolivian military forces 3:48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZ4BkyKvicE (191120,Codepink,PoliceNotTalk)
(1:50 Just a few weeks ago, police under command of EvoMorales & helping t people.)
(But now they've changed. 2:07 One policeman talks. 3:20 USA supplied the tear gas.)
Bolivia: Coup: Medea visits Senkata after the massacre. 12:29 !!s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc7Swj4MRJU (191122,CodePink. VERY BRAVE reporter)
(Medea Benjamin returns to the Senkata gas plant the day after police and military)
(forces violently repressed peaceful protesters. Medea hears from Bolivian)
(protesters as they recall their experience of the violence at Senkata.)
(2:40 Indigenous having Town Hall meeting to determine next move.)
(3:00 Press in Bolivia is propagansa. Was NEVER dynamite attack on gas plant.)
(4:15 Sign: "There won't be peace as long as there's impunity.")
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(4:50 Locals want international assistance since unarmed against dictator Anez.)
(8:00 Not allowed to even kill dogs here, but they are murdering us. NeedIntCommun)
(9:10 Peaceful vigil being called "terrorists" by government and local media.)
(9:30 Government and local media claimed military didn't fire even one bullet, but)
(people were shot & lots bullets & casings on street. We piced some up for evidence)
(10:15 New government in power only short time, but look at how many they killed.)
(11:00 Local media claims indigenous drugged on coca & alcohol. Angry at media/gov)
(11:39 Camera man and reporter have to move quickly because military closing in.)
(Military was on phone, & government said foreign press coverage not be tolerated.)
Bolivia: Coup: Mexico: Government says Bolivia experienced a 'coup' 2:38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWh-G0tIpDg (191111,Ruptly.) Partial Transcript:
(- The Mexican government view the resignation of now former Bolivian president Evo)
(Morales as a "coup" under military pressure. Mexican Foreign Minister Marcelo)
(Ebrard made the pronouncement at a press conference in Mexico City on Monday.)
(- Ebrard also said that they are going to request "an urgent meeting of the)
(Organisation of American States" [OAS] because "despite the seriousness of the)
(events that happened yesterday, with the military taking part and with police)
(operations, the only answer was silence.")
(- Mexico has offered Morales political asylum if he requested it.)
(- Bolivia is currently going through a political crisis following disputed presi-)
(dential elect. results which narrowly gave Morales enough votes to avoid a run-off)
(- The Organisation of American States (OAS) called for the result to be annulled,)
(prompting Morales to call new elections, a proposal rejected by opposition)
(candidate Carlos Mesa.)
(ViewerRem: NK: Capitalism is dead, america is full of poor and homeless.)
(KM: Made in USA. And now dear Bolivian people? After sweet promises and lies, you)
(will get austerity & rise of taxes and prices, and a US puppet will be installed!)
(But why now? Maybe because Bolivia last year managed to get rid of the IMF and US)
(influenced Banking Mafia who is squeezing the world of their wealth & well-being!)
(It is sad, really really sad! But maybe we will see the same like in Ecuador...)
(GO: "Don't believe that it was the right that acted in Bolivia. It was the people,)
(the public, fed up with the legal and constitutional violations of Evo Morales,)
(who are only the victim of their own ELECTORAL FRAUDE." EW: Mexico is too close to)
(U.S. for asylum. Best find a Russian embassy. Hopefully leave western hemisphere.)
Bolivia: Coup: Michael Brooks Breaks Down Bolivian Coup (_) 9:57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1wluFqEb08 (191121,TheYoungTurks,SoBiasToLeft)
(Was part of "pink tide" movement in Latin America.)(Militias burn Morales house.)
(Oligarchs want to maintain feudal system, but US left not support since not perf.)
(6:25 If think right wing forces in Bolivia take democracy seriously, have RE op 4u)
(6:35 Mayor of Veno, Patricia Arce targeted by mobs, dragged out of house, hit.)
(7:20 Guys with maskes on going into Senate and dragging people out. That's a coup!)
(7:40 What's next? 8:30 Morales did not stop natural gas, but distributed wealth.)
(Now, will be same environmental consequences, but money not distributed.)
(VwRem: PR: Loser rightwing fascists mommy boys are trolling.)
(TS: This is so weird. Bolivia videos get so many more dislikes than usual. CIA?)
Bolivia: Coup: Militares se dirigen a la planta de combustibles y gas de Senkata
(Military personnel go to the Senkata fuel and gas plant [with machine gun]) 0:47
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgZJ-IsH7qI (191118,RTenEspanol)
(ViewerRem: pr: It is rare that they have risen against government of Evo Morales)
(why they supposedly do not want to kill the people; and now [do] as dogs w/another)
(government they kill as if nothing good democracy asked for a few nobody.)
(IP (Translated): Prepare the Molotov & dynamite that the war begins..)
(Force people it is time for the dead also to be police and military.)
Bolivia: Coup: Military and Police Are Committing Massacres Against Indigenous 1:21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2DynSLkrjM (191124,MintPressNews)
(An indigenous Bolivian man shares the demands of those marching throughout)
(Bolivia, which include the resignation of self declared president Jeannine Anez)
(and an end to the brutality committed against peaceful demonstrators.)
[My note: This source is the only one able to get video out of Bolivia as of 191124)
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(Bolivians may have to go back to old-fashioned couriers to get the truth out.)
(May be best to make hudreds of copies of videos [putting multiple videos onto each)
(memory card], then send & carry them out via many people & routes at same time.)
Bolivia: Coup: Military Coup Against Bolivia's President, Evo Morales, The 4:57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YyKCWKxBjI (191110,BadEmpanada.Vlog+Video)
(1:51 Video of military demanding that Morales resign.)
(4:10 Opposition seeks to dismantle improved economic situation for poor.)
(ViewerRem: JR: Salvador Allende all over again, and the world is silent.)
(A: Yet another military coup against a democratically elected socialist. We all)
(know narrative that would be running rampant if a liberal were deposed this way.)
(GM: Castro is trying to confuse us by losing his beard.)
(R2: His beard was asked to step down by the military.)
(DG: Not a bearded communist anymore, just a regular communist.)
(PR: I love how the ad at end of this video is for anti-depressants.)
Bolivia: Coup: Military shooting at people in Bolivia to take over Senkata gas plant
on Nov 19. At least 9 dead. #BoliviaCoup (191119 @medeabenjamin MultipleGunshots)
https://twitter.com/medeabenjamin/status/1198248038046810116 (191119,Medea Benjamin)
Bolivia: Coup: Morales Explains Reasons Behind Bolivia's Coup: Is All About Lithium!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7F2v3WEkIo (191123,RussiaInsight.PropagInRussn 0:38
Bolivia: Coup: Morales: Glenn Greenwald’s Exclusive Interview With Evo Morales in
Mexico City (With ENGLISH captions) 49:58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hEwE64-kUQ (191216,TheIntercept.from191203) !!s
(Military was going to detain him at airport, but over 1,000 citizens intervened.)
(15:45 Hero of Camacho is Pablo Escobar. From 60;s Falange movement dur Banzer dict)
(19:20 We made education & healthcare a RIGHT. Privatization calls these services.)
(35:50 US speaks of peace, but not Social Justice, sovereignty, dignity/ID of peop.)
(37:15 Interpol,CIA,DEA, say Snowden on Morales 2013 plane, when not. Warn to left.)
(It is an ideological struggle. Social programs or capital in hands of a few.)
(49:30 We may have problems with the US, but not with other countries in the world.)
(- On November 10, Evo Morales, who served as president of Bolivia for 13 years and)
(presided over extraordinary economic growth & a reduction of inequality praised)
(even by his critics, announced that he was resigning the presidency under duress,)
(w/implicit threats from Bolivian military. Morales later made clear he viewed)
(these events as a classic right-wing military coup of kind that plagued continent)
(for decades, explaining he was removed from his position by force, then ultimately)
(pressured by a police mutiny and military threats to flee his own country.)
(- Morales went to Mexico, where he was granted political asylum, and lived under)
(heavy security in Mexico City until being granted refugee status in Argentina. On)
(Dec. 3, I sat w/Morales in Mexico City for an hourlong interview that was wide-)
(ranging in scope: not only about the events that led to his removal and exile)
(from Bolivia, but also broader trends in regional and global politics, as well)
(as the role played by the U.S. in Latin America.) Viewer Remarks:
(RK: Evo was nothing but good for people of Bolivia. It is an outrage this coups.)
(JB: Its great to hear him talk! The CIA and MIC are cowering in fear.)
(BG: You were inspiration to others; thats why, IMHO, they felt oblig. to crush you)
(K: Viva los indigenos! ab: Solidarity from India. Nd: Viva Evo!!)
(NR: I hope people of Bolivia made up thr mind & send right wing Nazi Junta to hell)
(It is important for Southamerica [and] the whole world, to end this US nightmare.)
(AS: CIA and US poisoning the world with their propaganda.)(JT: ..,If bipartisan)
(dictatorship RNC and DNC ever nominated a pro-people, anti-imperialist candidate,)
(I’d keep vote that person too. 13y of programs Evo championed? Where do I sign up?)
(AT: Really good interview, thank you! IB: Evo is brilliant! Great interview.)
Bolivia: Coup: Morales supporters clash with police in Bolivia 1:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGUvZ2-e17M (191126,APArc.from 191121 funeral march)
(Police first fired gas at crows from close range, kept firing from longer range.)
Bolivia: Coup: Morales supporters demonstrate in Argentina 1:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjt33yQJlMM (191123,APArchive.RawVideoNoNarration)
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(18 Nov 2019) Thousands of supporters of deposed Bolivian president Evo Morales)
(demonstrated in Argentina Monday, claiming he was forced fr/office by coup d'etat.)
(They blocked major thoroughfare in Buenos Aires & demanded Morales be reinstated.)
(Buenos Aires has a large Bolivian community, and many came to the protest bearing)
(their country's national flag together with an indigenous flag, the Whipala.)
(There was partic.anger over killing of number of pro-Morales supporters over wkend)
Bolivia: Coup: Morales supporters flood La Paz in protest of interim gov't
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0Vjb6Wih6M (191116,Ruptly,RT.RawVideo) 2:31
(2:00 Anes declares self president.)
Bolivia: Coup: Morales, supporters reject interim president, deepening Bolivia’s
crisis (191113,WashPost) Article + Video 1:21
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/morales-supporters-rejectinterim-president-deepening-bolivias-crisis/2019/11/13/8ff38680-061f-11ea-911825d6bd37dfb1_story.html
Bolivia: Coup: Morales urges end to violence in Bolivia 3:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MqQvfzVSdUI (191113,CGTNAmerica)
Bolivia: Coup: More protester deaths in Bolivia as clashes with security forces
intensify. Four more people have died in protests in Bolivia, raising the total
number killed in the political unrest to 23, the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights said Saturday.
https://www.france24.com/en/20191117-more-protester-deaths-in-bolivia-as-clasheswith-security-forces-intensify (191117,France24Eng) Article + Video 1:43 !!D
https://youtu.be/6h2i6Xf3cD4 (Direct Video Link)
AND on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6h2i6Xf3cD4 (191118Fr24Eng) Sem-Neut
(1:03 Video claims collusion between Anez in Bolivia and Juan Guaido in Venezuela.)
(Excerpt from printed article: The Washington-based IACHR, a part of the)
(Organization of American States, also recorded 122 wounded since Friday.)
(The former deputy senate speaker (Jeanine Anez) took over the top job to)
(avoid a power vacuum -- a move endorsed by the Constitutional Court.)
(The IACHR said it considers as "serious" her Thursday decree authorizing the)
(armed forces to participate in maintaining order and EXEMPTING [Emph.Added] them)
(from any criminal responsibility. / Morales, 60, said on Twitter that the measure)
(gave "carte blanche and impunity to MASSACRE [Emph.Added] people.")
(My Comment: Power vacuum was a PLANNED vacuum, and far right had a Anez waiting in)
(the wings to take over. But she was a bad choice. It was obvious from her rush to)
(make a "license to kill" decree that she was too weak and insecure for the job.)
(Insecure or weak leaders are often tyranical leaders due to paranoia. She does not)
(know how to govern properly, let alone how to properly handle a crisis. Interior)
(minister clearly has too much contempt for indigenous people to be neutral.)
Bolivia: Coup: New election to be held in Bolivia in 2020 (IndigOpinionsDivid) 2:41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KburyxNQbBI (191127,CGTNAmerica)
(ViewerRem: VV: Waiting for the corpse pile to reach the desired level. As the)
(Bible advises on war crimes. "He saw they were one....and he scattered them.")
(MR: No one is perfect. Mr. Morales failed in many aspects during his government,)
(but he was successful growing the poorest economy in American continent @ 4.9%.)
(He build roads that for decades were dirt roads, provided gas, water to indigenous)
(people who never [had] services. If you are not familiar w/climate & weather of El)
(Altiplano, you wouldn’t last one night there. Many lower clases were uplifted, now)
(those who benefited from his economic policies are the firsts ones to be critical.)
(Let’s see how they feel once they go back to what they were before Evo Morales.)
(RB: First 4 years or so we’re fine but unfortunately for all Bolivians it went)
(downhill from there. Bolivia now has 2nd highest amount debt in South America, his)
(agriculture policies destroyed beautiful forest & he alienated some of indigenous)
(tribes he claims to be for. His authoritarian style of leadership would not last)
(it was just a matter of time. Hopefully now they can fair elections for all.)
(DF: Let just hope these Eurocentric white Neo Nazis usurpers stay true to their)
(word and do not hijack the process in their favor.) (CQ: Propaganda accent.)
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Bolivia: Coup: New leaders emerge in camp of ousted Morales (NotVid)
https://www.businessinsider.com/in-bolivia-new-leaders-emerge-in-camp-of-oustedmorales-2019-11 (191121 businessinsider.com EXCERPT from AP Story) SMALL EXCERPT:
(Bolivia’s interim president, Jeanine Anez, has sent a bill on holding new)
(elections to congress, which is dominated by the Movement Toward Socialism.)
Bolivia: Coup: New Right-Wing Gov't Targets Foreigners W/"Anti-Terror" Death Squads
https://www.mintpressnews.com/bolivia-right-wing-govt-unveils-anti-terror-deathsquads-foreigners/263249/ (191205,MintPress News. Alan Maclead)
(The new move creating an unaccountable armed security force directly aimed at)
(foreign terror will do little to quash fears that Bolivia is heading down the)
(road to a totalitarian dictatorship.)
Bolivia: Coup: “No nos fuimos de Bolivia ni por ladrones ni por asesinos, nos
obligaron”: Álvaro García Linera / We did not leave Bolivia either because of
thieves or murderers, they forced us”: Álvaro García Linera. (Interview)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzJsccDAebI (191126,NTN24)
(- Álvaro García Linera, former vice president of Bolivia, offered an interview to)
(NTN24 Afternoon program in which he spoke about what was behind resignation of)
(Evo Morales and his cabinet and the political and social news of the country.)
(- García Linera said, although Evo Morales resigned, "it has been almost 15 days,)
(32 dead, about 400 injured, about 1000 detainees and result is the same," he said.)
(- "Despite giving up our electoral victory ... these groups preferred to ignore)
(that and seize power," he said.)
(- In addition, former vice president said that, contrary to what has been said,)
(Evo's resignation was executed solely to avoid "a bloodshed.")
(- Garcia also said violence that country is experiencing is not by Evo Morales,)
(but that "it is the entire responsibility of those who usurped the government.")
(- García Linera referred to video on internet in which Evo Morales is allegedly)
(heard asking his followers to block streets and not allow food to enter country.)
(- To which he responded by justifying the alleged request of Morales because,)
(according to him, blockade is method of peasants to defend themselves fr.killing.)
(- On other hand, fmr Evo gov't official said they deserve to return to Bolivia bec)
("we have not left f/thieves or murderers, but because they forced us to resign.")
(- "We have the right to return to our country, we will not be candidates because)
(they fear us," he added.)
(- "I have been doing politics since I was 13 to help the poor ... it has not been)
(to see how one is recorded in the history manuals," said former vice president.)
(- He also said that, in his opinion, the future of Bolivia is "very sad" because)
(it became a country with a "racialized discourse by the authorities.")By NTN24.com
(ViewerRem (Translated): JB: as always the lazy lie compulsively lying.)
(EQ: But God will judge here on earth to do whatever he wants but in the final)
(judgment before God he will pay dearly.) [Is MSM, so tends to be pro-coup.]
Bolivia: Coup: Noam Chomsky on Bolivian Coup (1:05 MilAtPalaceWithWeap=Coup) 3:37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFPFX15S-mA (191123,RaminZareian)
(World-renowned political dissident, Noam Chomsky, conveys his thoughts on resig.)
(of Evo Morales from presidency of Bolivia in what he condemns as a military coup.)
(When military comes out in streets & shoots people, is coup. Most Bol not have wp.)
(2:10 Morales lost some indigenous support after some infrastructure programs.)
(2:55 Is clear that the OAS (USinst) had NO evidence of voter fraud in final count.)
(3:20 Nobody can avoid United States: It's just too powerful. But prob not CIA op.)
Bolivia: Coup: OAS has to answer for its role in the Bolivian coup (_) NotVid
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/dec/02/the-oas-has-to-answer-forits-role-in-the-bolivian-coup (191202,TheGuardian,Opinion) D
Bolivia: Coup: OAS lied to the public about the Bolivian election and coup (opinion)
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-oas-lied-to-the-public-about-the-bolivianelection-and-coup-2019-11-19 (191119,MarketWatch.QuickCountVsReg+Trend) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: OAS, MSM behind Bolivia coup (_) 28:28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcLrjNIbKMI (191126,RTAmerica.FundedByRussia)
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(Dan Kovalik Book: Plot to Control World(How US spent billions to change elect outc)
(2:10 Week before coup, Morales ended lithium contract with German firm.)
(3:10 US played role via OAS, Military train, funding, etc.6:40 End Bolivia segment)
(My note: Trump tweet that is "strong signal" to other countries admits involvement)
Bolivia: Coup: Ocasio-Cortez, Omar and Pressley Condemn Trump for Fueling Crisis
in Bolivia (Trump admin recognized coup leader in 2 days, Pompeo doubled down)
https://truthout.org/articles/ocasio-cortez-omar-and-pressley-condemn-trump-forfueling-crisis-in-bolivia/ (191123 truthout.org )
Bolivia: Coup: On the street with anti-coup protesters (at night) 31:07
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNIpIrV6RAI (191120,Codepink.Interviews in LaPaz)
(15:00 Chant: Respect our traditional [skirt] dress. 18:00 cardboard to sit on gnd.)
(19:00 There w.children, as close as military will let them get to Capotil square.)
(19:50 Chewing coca, [in calm before storm from the police.] There till Anez resign)
(21:10 Interview with potato farmer. "Everything got better for us" under Morales.)
(25:50 Cant have new elect. because is not constitionally mandated person in power.)
(Gov't in power now has named itself. Is why we say pres resign, want parl in sesn.)
Bolivia: Coup: ONU alerta sobre posible “uso desproporcionado de la fuerza” 1:37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nv588-r5IHg (191118,France24Eng.Disproportionate
Bolivia: Coup: Operation Condor 2.0: After Bolivia coup, Trump dubs Nicaragua
‘national security threat’ & targets Mexico (191127 https://thegrayzone.com ) NotVid
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/11/27/operation-condor-2-coup-trump-nicaragua-mexico/
(SUMMARY: After presiding over a far-right coup in Bolivia, the US dubbed Nicaragua)
(a “national security threat” and announced new sanctions, while Trump designated)
(drug cartels in Mexico as “terrorists” & refused to rule out military intervention)
AND:
https://consortiumnews.com/2019/12/05/operation-condor-2-0-after-bolivia-couptrump-dubs-nicaragua-national-security-threat-targets-mexico/
(191205,ConsortiumNews,CitingGrayzone) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Ousted leader Evo Morales flees "coup" into exile, leaves chaos in
his wake (NotVid)
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/bolivia-evo-morales-flees-coup-exile-mexico-leaveschaos-in-his-wake-today-2019-11-12/ (191112,CBS) NotVid
Bolivia: Coup: Ousted president Evo Morales interviewed in'Conversation w/Correa'RT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPPvdcLoMAs (191122,Ruptly,RT.SpanishIntervw) 26:26
Bolivia: Coup: Overthrow of Bolivia's Evo Morales a TEXTBOOK COUP; Ex-Ecuador FgnMin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xw6u8FhnqZE (191130,GoingUndergroundonRT) 12:55
(2:30 Assange extradition is all about Wikileaks exposing crimes against humanity.)
(3:40 Ecuadorean Embassy bugged. 4:10 BOLIVIA "You can't get much more of a coup)
(than what happened in Bolivia: A middle class uprising that turning violent, a)
(police mutiny, and then the military saying: Mr. President, resign.")
(5:50 Bolivia nationalized its natural resources some time ago, especially gas.)
(6:30 Pink tide governments heavily punished by global north industrial countries.)
(8:00 Back to Ecquador, Assange. President moved away from mandate, toward elites.)
(9:00 After siding with right wing, let in IMF & allowed US airstrip in Galapagos.)
Bolivia: Coup: Papua Militant and Bolivia Solidarity Campaign protest a murderer as
Jeanine Anez in London 2019 (Person speaking to a few dozen people) 3:36
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-xX3P_wAlA8 (191205,FreeWestPapuaTV)
(The Bolivia Solidarity Campaign (BSC), in coordination with platform 12 October)
((p12o) & several organisations and groups in UK, convened last Saturday, Nov 30 in)
(parliament square, in front of British Parliament, to join simultaneous internat.)
(protest in solidarity with plurinational Bolivia, and to denounce international)
(community on the coup dictatorship, persecution and genocide against indigenous)
(communities, upov91 and followers of Evo Morales in Bolivia. In the protest there)
(was a diverse participation of people & internationalists from different countries)
(of Latin America and the rest of the world, who were united in solidarity with...)
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Bolivia: Coup: Para Vargas Llosa no hubo golpe en Bolivia y le desconcierta crisis
chilena (For Vargas Llosa, was no coup in Bolivia & Chilean crisis baffles him) 2:14
(Nobel Prize for Literature 2010, Peruvian writer Mario Vargas Llosa, said in Miami)
(that "repulse" of Bolivian people was what removed Evo Morales from Presidency,)
(denying that it was a coup, & was "baffled" with protests in Chile. [Pro-CoupBias])
Bolivia: Coup: Parallels between 2019 interim government & racists of 1994. NotVid
"Afterword" chapter of 1994 Eclipse Chaser's Journal, Section 2: Subsections titled:
- Political Connections Discovered After the Fact: (1995 to present day)
- Local Political Groups and Exploitation of Churches: (1994 through present day)
- Extreme Socio-Economic Inequality: What It Ulimately Brought About: (2006-2019)
- Resurgence of an Eerily Familiar Political Ideology: (2019) www.eclipsechaser.com
- Onging Aftermath of 2019 Coup, and What Can be Done About It: (2019)
http://www.eclipsechaser.com/eclink/ecjrnl/ecj94p2.htm#after (1997,2019,JRCharles)
Bolivia: Coup: Peaceful Way Forward for Bolivia, A (The American Prospect) NotVid
https://prospect.org/world/a-peaceful-way-forward-for-bolivia/ (191129.AmerProsp)
(Amid a climate of fear and violence, Jeanine Áñez’s interim government must)
(negotiate with a legislature still dominated by Evo Morales’s party.)
Bolivia: Coup: People celebrate Morales’ resignation in Cochabamba 1:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xM9KAbLUHg (191110,Ruptly)
(ViewerRem: NP: Let them dance now. Tomorrow they will be on their knees crying.)
(sO: Installing the CIA puppet in progress. PB: Right wing military coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: People of Bolivia take to the streets in protest! 15:07
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DVpXu77BAs (191120,Codepink)
(1:30 "Brothers and sisters of La Paz come join us in the struggle.")
(1:55 Overhead cable cars, made during Evo's time. Some used them instead of bus.)
(2:55 Huge march. 2:15 Using indigenous flags. Good not using Jesus like faschists.)
(4:00 Local press has been one sided in favor of coup. 4:28 Crowd >1/2 mile long.)
(6:00 Anes & Camacho should leave Bolivia. One of 4 demands. Other is Anez resign)
(6:45 Gunfire in background, probably from military. 7:40 Meet person from earlier.)
(Person mentions Sacaba. 8:20 Chant agaonst Carlos Mesa. 8:40 gunfire closer.)
(9:40 Going to surround square where government offices are. Shut down airport.)
(10:20 Gunfire close to immediate area. 11:00 Chant against Mesa and Camacho.)
(11:30 Camacho wants to imprison the indigenous of Bolivia. Close gunfire.)
(12:25 Woman crying out about 23 people killed, one attack from helicopter.)
(13:25 Woman said had 13 years tranqulity, where never was this kind of violence.)
(All of a sudden we are attacked. We don't feel safe. Is NOT a gov't of unity.)
Bolivia: Coup: People power or military coup? (Online Trolling) 5:44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uELR3UMkqWg (191111,France24English.4:10FranceEarqk)
(ViewerRem: AS: xo: Evo Morales was a constant, nagging annoyance to the Powerful)
(OiI Companies and the US government. Now they can go back to do business as usual.)
(AS: Interesting. she didn't even check Local Bolivian news, she showed twitter com)
Bolivia: Coup: Police Are Still Repressing Anti-Coup Protests (SancataMassac) 10:31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO75FQ5YUg4 (191122,TheRealNewsNetwork) !!s
(Police randomly rounding people up & putting them in prison. Days bef see family.)
(VwRem: MB: Security shooting peaceful protestors is coming to a country near you.)
(jb: As we speak, the Brazilian government is trying to pass a measure that grants)
(exact same kind of protection to authorities who kill or harm during periods of)
("pacifying". Really just an excuse to repress anti-authoritarian manifestations.)
(u5: Appears not only is Amazon burning but so is Latin American society. Under the)
(archaic ruling classes, goaded on by North America's & Western Europe's attitude.)
(x3: So-called progressives in Democratic Party, say nothing [except BernieS, TG])
Bolivia: Coup: Police break up Bolivia funeral protest using tear gas | AFP 1:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySIBpV8Gu80 (191121,AFPNewsAgency)
(Bolivian riot police fire tear gas to break up a massive funeral procession that)
(turned into anti-gov't demonstration as Congress debated when hold new elections.)
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Bolivia: Coup: Police break up rally opposing interim government (funeral proc) 1:43
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lw01E3TFg7Y (191121,Ruptly,RT.RawVideo) !!D
Bolivia: Coup: Police disperse funeral protest with tear gas (Bolivia Unrest) 2:35
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZ54BW9oMP8 (191121,AlJazeeraEnglish.InLaPaz) !!s
(ViewerRem: Q: If I can find one fault w/Morales is he didn't replace pale demons)
(in police and army w/natives. His greatest mistakes. Never trust the pale demons.)
Bolivia: Coup: Police in Bolivia desert posts, join demonstrations 2:40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtDTG5WGnmw (191109,CTGNAmerica)
Bolivia: Coup: Police join protesters as Bolivia's president calls it 'coup attempt'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHEMxguB3ns (191109,GlobalNews) 2:21
(ViewerRem: CR: regardless of your opinion of Morales, the military evicting a)
(civilian head of State sure looks and sounds like a coup. C: IS a coup.)
(CN: "Protestors" is an interesting term to use f/another US-backed military coup.)
(BP: Military holds true power if u didnt know. Just like the spanish civil war.)
(My Note: Almost ALL of the "protesters" are WHITE.)
Bolivia: Coup: Police officers mutiny, join anti-Morales protest in Cochabamba 1:13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JU73YC4Rns (191109,Ruptly,GunfireInAir,Dynamite)
(VwRem: RR: I wish people talked more about this. I know stuff about the situation)
(only because someone i really care about lives there...)
(RV: I love how most people here are bots that aren't even aware of the situation)
(and go about insulting a whole country just to defend their ideology. Bolivian)
(proudly fighting for democracy here, do some research and you will find how Evo)
(is a dictator that has complete control over all branches of government.)
(The people of Bolivia learned from the suffering of Cuba and Venezuela and refuse)
(to starve on the streets to prove once more that socialism doesn't work.)
(x3: The protesters in Chile want to get rid of their repressive US dominated)
(government. The right-wing protesters in Bolivia want to install one.)
(vB: global civil war on the making// more proclaimed presidents, crazy idea/)
Bolivia: Coup: Police prepare to repress peaceful protesters 10:55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1CZ_hqT_jE (191120,CodePink)
(Medea Benjamin and Bolivian protesters plead with police forces as they prepare)
(to raid a peaceful indigenous-led vigil in La Paz, Bolivia.)
(0:15 Police turned against the people. Police not protecting Morales allowed coup.)
(0:40 Only single person claps for police, before they leave to oppress thousands.)
(4:40 Just came from peaceful vigil that police with dogs are going to attack.)
(4:55 If anybody thinks this isn't a coup, look what's going on now! Oppressing p.)
(5:35 "People crying because know what police and army will do. This is the "quote)
(democracy" that this coup is bringing to Bolivia. This is just horrible.")
(This is what a faschist disghusting coup, that's going to repress indigenous peop.)
Bolivia: Coup: Policía reprime (repress) a familiares de muertos en Senkata 9:49
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtmIaVK3eOE (191121,teleSURtv) In Spanish
(Comment: Coup regime shut down teleSUR the next day, on 22nd.)
(VwRem: Ty: Por Díos, estos militares no respetan el luto, ni a los muertos.)
Bolivia: Coup: Political Crisis Contin.in Bolivia After Interim President Takes Over
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExMw7oqZtkc (191113,VOAnews)
(VwRem: YP: Same thing happened I'm Brazil's Dilma Rousseff. Almost exactly same.)
(SL: He didn’t loose the voters support he won re-election and the indigenous )
(population are rising up against the coup.)
(LC: Puppet is a nice looking one. We'll see what happens later.)
(SJ: Sative hum why dose he have a Spanish surname? R8: If you didn't have a)
(european last name you would be murdered so lots of indigenous gave themselves one)
Bolivia: Coup: Pompeo Calls It 'Democracy' in Bolivia as Post-Coup Violence Grows
and Fear of Civil War Intensifies. "The military has guns and a license to kill; we)
(have nothing. Please, tell the international community to come here & stop this.")
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https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/11/22/pompeo-calls-it-democracy-bolivia-postcoup-violence-grows-and-fear-civil-war (191122 commondreams.org Article + videos
(Excerpt: At least 30 killed, more than 700 injured since Nov. 10 military coup) !!D
(Permissions: Our work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike)
(3.0 License. Feel free to republish and share widely.) Direct video link(s):
Milirary attacks La Paz area funeral procession: 1:24
https://twitter.com/i/status/1197637247824252929 (Twitter)(From 3rd-4th floor)
Police fire tear gas into large crowd (as seen from high building) 1:07
https://twitter.com/i/status/1197640654714802176 (Twitter)
Police fire teargas on large peaceful funeral procession. Shots also fired. 2:21 !!
https://twitter.com/i/status/1197608228604895232 (Twitter)(Caused dangerous panic)
Bolivia: Coup: Post-Coup Update (compares economy in 2006 & 2018, LFC, etc)Tx NotVid
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2019/12/01/bolivia-post-coup-update/ (191201,ModernDiplo)
Bolivia: Coup: Presidente Bolivia rechaza proyecto ley de impunidad 1:51
(President Bolivia rejects bill on impunity [for Morales])
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr3_hdVk_LI (191124,VoiceOfAmerica)
(ViewerRem: MV: The donkey speaking about ears. What morals are you talking to?)
(KN: Shut up self-proclaimed titer de camacho. JR: Impunity she does not kill the)
(Indigenous Añez outside the presidency impostor de facto government.)
(MyRem: Sure. Impunity for hag Anes and her band of murders, but not for Morales.)
(So now she's "President", not Interim President.)
Bolivia: Coup: Pro-Morales protesters block oil refinery near La Paz 2:11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOLun46KizE (191117,Ruptly,RT.RawVideo,NoNarrat)
Bolivia: Coup: Protesters and bystanders arrested without legal hearing 3:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-ETnewqabY (191120,Codepink.FromOutsideLaPazJail)
(0:20 Government charging some protesters with sedition, others with treason, etc.)
(0:40 Anthropology student at university carrying a Whipala, and was not even in a)
(demonstration. But arrested and charged with treason. I jail 4 days w/o hearing.)
(1:30 Others just picked up off street. Crowded, have to sleep on floor. No food.)
(2:20 Some don't understand what going on. No money to get home even if released.)
(2:50 Government warning that can pick anyone up for any reason, charge w/anything.)
(3:30 Policy is to intimidate & harass anyone who stands up for their rights.
Bolivia: Coup: Protesters are misrepresented by the local press 8:29 (then 8:40)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3L_xQKmLHw (191122,CodePink,ProtestersTellOffPress)
(Medea speaks with Bolivian protesters who are upset and angry about how they're)
(being represented by press. Local press are depicting the anti-coup protesters as)
(violent, drunk and belligerent. This is a lie.)(Boliv.reporter won't do live int.)
(3:00 Woman in protests says "Don't film me because I don't want to go to jail.)
[Totalitarian government is abusing and jailing anyone who even looks indigenous.]
(4:30 Lady asks "Why is your government involved in making problens for us here?")
Bolivia: Coup: Protesters demand justice for those killed in Senkata massacre 7:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83A2kF7mtf4 (191120,Codepink.PeopleDemandJustice)!!D
Bolivia: Coup: ¿QUIÉN ES LUIS FERNANDO CAMACHO? NO ES QUIEN SE PARECE..NO ES QUIEN
PENSAMOS [WHO IS LUIS FERNANDO CAMACHO? IS NOT WHO IT SEEMS..IT IS NOT WHO WE THINK]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSk1C1j_bKU (191123PaniaguaCuellarConsorcioDeJ) 6:53
Bolivia: Coup: Racist Coup in Bolivia (10 Minutos: Golpe racista en Bolivia) 13:41
(Raw video for "Cut mayor's hair, poured red paint on her, forced & more... Transl)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-MwXtUcgWw (191120,HiSpanTV) Spanisn. SUMMARY: !!!D
(- El domingo 10 de noviembre, el presidente de Bolivia, Evo Morales, renunció a su)
(cargo en medio de una arremetida golpista y violenta de la oposición.)
(- Morales,el primer presidente indígena de Bolivia, renunció a la Presidencia para)
(“preservar la paz en su país” tras un golpe de Estado dirigido por la oposición.)
(- Esta no reconoció su reelección en los comicios del pasado 20 de octubre y llevó)
(la violencia a las calles. Dos días después, la senadora opositora Jeanine Áñez)
(se autoproclamó presidenta interina de Bolivia, pese a no cumplir con los)
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(requisitos constitucionales.)
(- Inmediatamente después de la toma de posesión de Áñez, Evo Morales, asilado en)
(México, denunció “el golpe más artero y nefasto de la historia”.)
(- Morales deja un país con altos índices de desarrollo humano, garantizando los)
(derechos fundamentales de la población y con un crecimiento económico del 4,5 por)
(ciento, según la Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (Cepal).)
(- El grupo de HispanTV les recuerda a los seguidores de nuestra página en Youtube)
(de que en el caso de que no se suban nuevos vídeos, en 48 horas, esto significa)
(que han bloqueado el acceso de este canal a su cuenta en YouTube. De ser así,)
(haga Clic en el siguiente enlace para obtener nuestra nueva dirección en YouTube:)
( http://htv.mx/kHn ) - GOOGLE TRANSLATION TO ENGLISH:
(- On Sunday, November 10, the president of Bolivia, Evo Morales, resigned from his)
(position amid a coup and violent onslaught of the opposition.)
(- Morales, the first indigenous president of Bolivia, resigned from the Presidency)
(to "preserve the peace in his country" after a coup d'etat led by the opposition.)
(- This did not recognize his re-election in the elections of October 20 & took the)
(violence to the streets. Two days later, opposition senator Jeanine Áñez declared)
(herself interim president of Bolivia, despite not complying with constitutional)
(requirements.) / (- Immediately after Áñez's inauguration, Evo Morales, asylum)
(seeker in Mexico, denounced "the most artful and disastrous blow in history.")
(- Morales leaves a country with high rates of human development, guaranteeing the)
(fundamental rights of the population and with economic growth of 4.5 percent,)
(according to the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC).)
(- The HispanTV group reminds fans of our YouTube page that if new videos are not)
(uploaded, in 48 hours, this means that they have blocked the access of this)
(channel to their YouTube account. If so, click on the following link to get our)
(new address on YouTube: http://htv.mx/kHn https://www.hispantv.com )
Bolivia: Coup: Reactions to agreement on new elections in Bolivia 2:43
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--rKywPxVJ4 (191128,APArchive) SUMMARY:
(23 Nov 2019: Bolivia's parliament approved a plan for new elections Saturday after)
(international mediators brokered deal to end almost five weeks political turmoil.)
(The pact, between the interim government & party of ousted president Evo) Morales,)
(called for fresh elections & talks on a wider political settlement. EU ambassador)
(Leon de La Torre, who led talks, told news conference that agreement was 1st step)
(toward restoring "democratic normality" to country. No date for new elections set.)
(Bolivia has been in a state of upheaval since Morales proclaimed himself winner of)
(presidential elections on 20 October, despite widespread {?} allegations of fraud.)
(Prompted by military, Morales resigned Nov. 10 & went into exile in Mexico, saying)
(he was the victim of coup d'etat. As news spread, sup. of Morales began abandoned)
(barricades on roads into Bolivia's main cities as stocks of food & fuel replenish.)
Bolivia: Coup: Red Panchos, Aymara Reservists, Strike Back to Get Democracy in Boliv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbz9XIFsKyU (191117,Historic_ly.IntervW/marcher)1:16
Bolivia: Coup: Religion: Old religious tensions resurge in Bolivia after ouster of
longtime indigenous leader. / Invoking the Christian God as the source of political
power, while commonplace in many countries, is a radical departure in Bolivia after
Morales’s 14-year tenure. / EXCERPT: Religion does not map neatly onto ethnic
divisions in Bolivia. Only around 4 percent of Bolivians claim to practice
indigenous religions. The majority - about 75 percent - are Catholic, and 18
percent belong to evangelical or other Protestant denominations. / However, as my
ongoing research shows, religion, ethnicity and culture are tightly woven together
in the Andes region. In Bolivia, as elsewhere in Latin America, indigenous people
may belong to Christian churches & also observe native religious practices... NotVid
https://cruxnow.com/church-in-the-americas/2019/11/old-religious-tensions-resurgein-bolivia-after-ouster-of-longtime-indigenous-leader/ (191120,CRUX,CatholicPulse)
Bolivia: Coup: Resistance continues as coup regime murders 30 in Bolivia
https://www.workers.org/2019/11/44561/ (191125,WorkersWorld,MundoObrero) NotVid
(Excerpt: Coup regime continues to bring mil& police pressure against remaining MAS)
(leaders... Though it might seem ridiculous to promise to hold “free & democratic”)
(elections when the entire country is in a virtual state of siege, that’s the coup)
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(leaders’ scenario. And they plan to do this without allowing Evo Morales or his)
(vice president to reenter the country, let alone participate in the election.)
Bolivia: Coup: Restore Bolivian Democracy and Break Its History of Coups (NotVid)
Evo Morales is out after corruption at the polls, but his right-wing temporary
successor must ensure free elections. (191209,NewYorkTimes,Opinion)
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/09/opinion/evo-morales-bolivia.html (191209,NYT)
(EXCERPT: Ms. Añez pledged to “bring back democracy and tranquillity,” but she
instead embarked on a blatantly revanchist [reversing what Morales had done],
ruthless path, stacking her cabinet with religious conservatives bitterly
opposed to Mr. Morales’s Movement for Socialism, breaking ties with the
left-wing governments of Cuba and Venezuela and dispatching an ambassador
to a gleeful Trump administration, the first in Washington in 11 years. /
She issued a decree exempting security forces from criminal prosecution when
maintaining public order; the following day, eight protesters were killed in
a lethal crackdown, and more have been killed since.)
Bolivia: Coup: Right-Wing Coup in Bolivia Exactly Opposite of What Democracy Looks
Like. (While emboldening the right wing at home, face of U.S. foreign affairs once)
(again masks evil with indefensible hypocrisy for people all around world to see.)
https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/11/14/right-wing-coup-bolivia-exactlyopposite-what-democracy-looks (191114,CommonDreams)
Right-Wing Oligarchs Behind Bolivian Coup Exposed (w/ Gullaume Long) 11:58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfLqELNUZ3U (191112,ThornHartmanProgram)
(A Coup just took place in Bolivia, orchestrated by right-wing militants and)
(oligarchs looking to get rich off Bolivia's natural resources.)
(Guest [over phone] is Gullaume Long, former Ecquador Ambassador)
(7:50 Comparison to El Salvador under Reagan Admin. John Negroponte & death squads.)
(8:40 Lula, former Brazil pres, jailed on Bogus charges. Prog. Equador pres exiled.)
(VwRem: Mk: This is a great blow to democracy and social justice in the Americas.)
(ck: Root cause of illegal immigration - overthrowing democratically elected gov'ts)
(JR: Touting the Bible like Pence, Rubio and Pompeo.)(9:35 Aurhoritarian in LatAm)
Bolivia: Coup: Sacaba, Cochabamba: During my visit, residents took me to several
sites of killings by the military, in the blockaded area where the massacre took
place on November 15. I'll soon compile them all. Media and human rights group have
done little in the way of documenting evidence.
https://twitter.com/camilateleSUR/status/1201726222075617280 | Camila @camilateleSUR
Bolivia: Coup: Sacaba mourns protesters who died in clashes (Coup d'etat) 2:19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWxyVxi_cAk (191120,APArchibve.NoNarrar.SomeRepeat)
Bolivia: Coup: Sanders doubles down on Bolivia 'coup,' few follow suit NotVid
https://thehill.com/policy/international/americas/471180-sanders-doubles-down-onbolivia-coup-few-follow-suit (191119,TheHill)
Bolivia: Coup: Self Declared Bolivian President Is A Christian Fundamentalist 9:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwtcM5It3B0 (191115,SecularTalk,Vlog)(SomeLeftBias)
(2:00 Opposition sacked Morales home and homes of others.)(AnezAnitIndigTweet) !!s
(3:00 QUOTE of ANES TWEET: "I want Bolivia free of satanic indigenous rituals.)
(The city is not for the indigenous. They should go to the mountains of plains.")
(3:40 Video of Anes Bible statements: "Finally the Bible returns to the Palace".)
(Viewer Remarks: TP: So not only is she racist she's also a theocrat. Nice.)
(N1: Why do hardcore Christians spend so much time ignoring Jesus Christ's ideas)
(about compassion and love.)(TC: Neoliberals be like "more women dictators")
(AG: Modern day conquistador. Bible in hand, and hatred for indigenous people.)
(bl: "I'm president now"- totally not a authoritarian future dictator.)
(R: She's has no votes, but all the guns.)(SK: The right wing is EVERYTHING the)
(left is accused of being. They are a threat to the whole godd*** planet...)
(AT: "indigenous don't belong in the cities" tweet gives me strong Apartheid vibes.)
Bolivia: Coup: Senate Passes Bill Annulling Evo Morales’ Presidential Win NotVid
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https://sputniknews.com/latam/201911231077385812-bolivia-crisis-senate-passes-billannulling-evo-morales-presidential-win/ (191122 sputniknews.com ) D
Bolivia: Coup: Senkata: Tenth (10th) Senkata massacre victim confirmed 2:42
https://www.facebook.com/MintpressNewsMPN/videos/746452355856839/?
__so__=permalink&__rv__=related_videos (191128,MintPress News, Camila Camila)
(0:40 Some who were shot were just passing by. 1:35 34 killed to date 9+10+other)
(1:10 ALL Senkata massacre victims confirmed as having died from gunshot wounds.)
(2:20 Coup regime had ombudsman turn in her resignation, accusing of being MAS.)
(Calixto Huanacu Aguilar is named the 10th confirmed victim of #SenkataMassacre.)
(He died in hospital a result of servere gunshot injury to head, fired by military.)
Bolivia: Coup: Significance of Bolivian Coup Plotters' Audio Recordings (Vlog) 27:02
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8cu0evjPIo (191121,churchdog42.BadLanguage,F-word)
(Vlogger against protesters in Bolivia, Chile, France, Hong Kong, Haiti, etc.)
(1:50 Vlogger claims political theatre is distraction. Audio leaked before 20 Oct.)
(Online source f/leaked audio: www.en24.news Has separate links to each recording)
(Source title: Bolivia audios leaked from opposition leaders calling f/coup ag Evo.)
(14:00 Destabilization planning by opposition mentions Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz.)
(15:08 Plan: If Evo wins Oct 20 election, a civil-military transition gov't would)
(be established. It would allege fraud in electoral process, not recognize results.)
(Oppos. leaders also call to burn structures of gov't party, org. general strike.)
(Morales had recordings before 20 Oct. election, but did nothing.)
Bolivia: Coup: BOLÍVIA: situacao de momento desde Cochabamba 1:10:28
(BOLÍVIA: situation right now from Cochabamba (3-way vlog)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48azIeUSje0 (191203,VozesLatinas)
(The founder of the Movement for Socialism Leonidas Zurita told about situation)
(he lives in or the country of his country or the coup d'etat that Evo Morales)
(presides over, or the first indigenous to govern the nation.)
Bolivia: Coup: Six (6) lessons from Bolivia's coup - CODEPINK (Excellent!) 8:35 !!!D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6SG9JI6g3Y (191117,CodePink) TRANSCRIPT/PARAPHRASE:
(6 simple lessons of what we can learn from the coup in Bolivia that ousted Evo)
(Morales and paved the way for a right-wing takeover of the country.)
1.) What a coup, 21st century style looks like. [MyRem: A lot like a 1970's coup!]
* It doesn't matter if there is interruption in current Presidential mandate because
the armed forces "suggest" that the president resign.
* Or if interruption of constitutional rule is not accepted by the Parliament.
* Or if violent groups opposed to the President burn the home of the Pres. sister,and even break into the President's house.
* It's simple: If there are elections held in your country and you decide toparticipate, be sure you make clear in advance that you don't trust the electoraltribunal, and you won't accept the announced results. (That's only if you lose.)
* And if your opponent (in 3way race) wins with 47% of the votes, call the OAS;ask them to publish a preliminary report alleging fraud (no evidence needed).
* Don't worry, they'll rush so you don't lose momentum, then demand new electionsbe held on condition your rival, current Presdent, is not allowed to participate.
* Have your fascist friends burn houses of governing party, & kidnap theirfamilies, forcing the president to resign. And presto! You're President!
You didn't even have to wait until the President's term was over.
* And of course, have president of USA say what happened in Bolivia is "significantmoment for democracy." (MyRem: Significant alright - for a new totalitarian state!)
* Don't worry, mainstream media will help, and so will some ultra-left hard liners.
2.) You don't have to actually win an election to be the president of a country.
* JUst write to selfproclaimme *at* OAS.org and you can proclaim yourself president!
* The Congress is supposed to approve resignation of a President, but didn't.
* MAS party members harrassed, assaulted, threatened, injured, so no quorum to acc.
* BUT Jeanine Anez, VP of the sentate, self proclaimed herself president anyway.
* [My comment: What self-reslecting Latin American elitist autocrat wouldn't!]
* Anez invoked Article 170 of Constitution; says presidency ceases if pres absent.
* But does not take into account that Morales did not leave of his own accord.
* Anez elected senator in 2014 with 91,985 votes (1.7% of population. Morales 47%.)
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3.) Can't trust your enemy. (Anti-Morales argument center on referendum of Feb 2016)
* Morales lost ref. * But went to courts and won. * Recog. by SecCen Luis Almargo.
* Morales invited electoral commission and OAS, and even accepted a binding audit.
* Historically proven that OAS is not a neutral actor.
* 2008 Right wing violence in East Bolivia included occup. airports, bombing Statecompanies, massacre of political activists, so Evo cut deal w/Santa Cruz business.
4.) It's the cconomy, stupid! Is it?
* Definitely not. Morales achivements in education, health, economic growth.
* Was economy w/highest economic growth 3.9%. Unemp. fell 8-4%. Poverty cut by 1/2
* During celeb. of Morales resignation, many burned Wiphala. 70% Indigenous/mestizo.
* Large groups of indigenous & peasants in country took to strets to demand respect.
* Epicenter coup in Santa-Cruz, & regions where anti-indig. light color people live.
* It is about power. About an elite who are used to controlling the country.
* That elite is now using religion for political purposes, showing with extremefanaticism and intolerance that they want to regain power at all costs.
* Not about Evo Morales being a Caudillo who wants to perpetuate himself in power.
(Angela Merkel was also in power 14 years.)
5.) It's not enough to have the people on your side.
* Bolibian security forces colonized by US imp'lism. US trains, joint exerc, indoct)
* Transformation of Armed Forces should have been priority for Morales.
6.) Follow the money.
* Oce Evo threat to existing sys. in Bolivia, US invest "democracy building" progs.
** Funding political parties & movements, espec. in Santa Cruz via USAID & the NED.
** PODEMOS, Comite Civico Pro-Santa Cruz[LFC], Union Juvenil Crucenista: implicated.
(ViewerRem: ac: I went to the market and a person pointed me with a gun, suggesting)
(to give him my car according to the OAS, this is not a robbery.) (Pos.Lazero89)
Bolivia: Coup: Stand Up forBolivia! (Party f/Socialism & Liberation gath in LA) 4:26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlnr8G2x1_Q (1911122,from191117.LiberationNews)
(Protesting what is seen as US imperialism. Coups should not happen in 2019.)
(1:10 Morales was developing Lithium industry for Bolivian economic development.)
(But vulture capitalists wanted to seize lithium, so backed coup. - Abby Martin)
Bolivia: Coup: 'Stop the massacre!' Evo Morales appeals to Bolivian military as 5
killed in crackdown by ‘interim’ government (GRAPHIC)(VictimHeadShotw/LargeCalib)
https://www.rt.com/news/473594-morales-massacre-coup-protesters/ (191116,RT)
Bolivia: Coup: Stop the massacre in Bolivia! (Just raw video with text.) 2:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXR9Dj6eu3A (191123,Codepink)
Bolivia: Coup: Supporters of Bolivia's Morales March With Coffins of Dead Protesters
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2019-11-21/bolivia-socialists-sayneither-morales-nor-ex-vp-will-run-in-elections (191121,USNews&WorldReport)
(EXCERPT: Due to the crisis, credit ratings agency Fitch on Thursday downgraded)
(Bolivia's long-term debt to B+, from BB- previously. It said the country's outlook)
(remains negative "due to downside risks to growth and macroeconomic stability...)
Bolivia: Coup: Supporters of deposed Bolivian president Evo Morales killed in police
shootout. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQK9M8WpK4U (191116,euronewsEng.LaPazCoch)
(ViewerRem: FM: this is how the West impose dictatorship on its former colony) 1:13
Bolivia: Coup: Supporters of Morales march on La Paz to demand resignation of
interim gov't. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8R_oLUWFUus (191115,Ruptly.RawVid)
Bolivia: Coup: Surgen 16 audios que vinculan presuntamente a cívicos, exmilitares
y EEUU en planes de agitación (191103,erbol. https://erbol.com ) SPANISH NotVid
(16 audios arise that presumably link civic, ex-military and US in agitation plans)
https://erbol.com.bo/nacional/surgen-16-audios-que-vinculan-c%C3%ADvicosexmilitares-y-eeuu-en-planes-de-agitaci%C3%B3n (191103,erbol.com) Transl. SUMMARY:
(Audio 1: It illustrates the commitment of US senators such as Marco Rubio, Bob )
(Menéndez and Ted Cruz in the coup plan against Evo Morales.)[ONLY Mentions names.]
(A2: A member of the Bolivian opposition and alleged former military man calls for)
(an armed uprising.)
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(A3: A member of the Bolivian opposition (still to be identified) proposes to)
(point out the houses of supporters of the president's political party, to)
(instill fear in the population and influence them later to support the coup.)
(A4: A member of the Bolivian opposition (still to be identified), raises the )
(strategy to be followed by the Bolivian opposition, establishing itself as a )
(premise that invalidates the elections of October 20, generates a military-civil )
(uprising and creates a national strike. In addition, he commented that there are )
(active members of the National Armed Forces and the Police that would support)
(these actions.)
(A5: A conversation between members of the Bolivian opposition that shows the )
(participation of Manfred Reyes Villa, another member of the US-based opposition,)
(who has coup plans. The support that the opposition is obtaining from the )
(Evangelical Church and the Brazilian government is mentioned. The reference on an)
(alleged man of confidence for Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro, who also advises)
(a Bolivian presidential candidate who has not yet been identified, stands out.)
(A6: It shows the participation of Manfred Reyes Villa, an opposition member with )
(coup plans. The voice of Bolivian political activist Mauricio Muñoz y Reyes can )
(be heard on the recording.)
(A7: A former colonel of Bolivia confirms the coup plans against President Evo )
(Morales, and expresses his concern about the participation of civic committee )
(leaders in the opposition-related army.)
(A8: Former Bolivian colonel Julio César Maldonado Leoni, president of the National)
(Military Committee, gives orders to implement all kinds of actions against the)
(Cuban Embassy and its diplomats, instills fear and hatred towards Cubans to leave)
(the country.)
(A9: This audio is related to a meeting between former Bolivian military held in)
(the city of Cochabamba. Former Colonel Julio César Maldonado Leoni, president of)
(National Military Committee, refers to the creation of a political-military power.)
(A10: The former Bolivian colonel Teobaldo Cardoso says everything is prepared and)
(that they are a large group of old and active military members ready to wage war.)
(A11: It illustrates the commitment of politician and opposition member Manfred )
(Reyes Villa, with plans to overthrow the president. The voice of Manfred Reyes )
(is heard in a conversation with political activist and opposition member Miriam )
(Pereira and journalists Carlos and Chanet Blacut.)
(A12: The voice of former army general Remberto Siles, who refers to the existence)
(of a great plan against the Bolivian government, is heard.)
(A13: Strategy and actions of the La Paz Civic Committee, in the context of the )
(National Strike on August 21. You can hear the voice of its president, politician)
(Jaime Antonio Alarcón Daza.)
(A14: You can hear the voice of former Colonel Oscar Pacello Aguirre, Represent-)
(ative of the National Military Coordinator. He mentions a secret plan against the)
(government of President Evo Morales and the actions planned for October 10.)
(A15: Private meeting between the opponent Jaime Antonio Alarcón Daza, Iván Arias )
(and other members of the civic committees, in which the agreement consisted of )
(obtaining rapid voting equipment for the next presidential elections, in order )
(to use them to manipulate public opinion on the results Electorals.)
(A16: The political activist Miriam Pereira, links the opposition member and US )
(resident Carlos Sánchez Berzain with the plan to overthrow President Morales. )
(She comments that Sanchez wants to incite a civil war in Bolivia and that they )
(have a half-million dollar financing.)
(Audios are at this URL) LOS AUDIOS ESTÁN EN LA SIGUIENTE DIRECCIÓN (En Espanol):
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/b911938b88a0b469b55705ef686a86af20191028011252/
717f8fd2c0e665041d4ba40001c7428420191028011252/f610d7 (UNAVAILABLE as of 191129)
[Note: Wayback machine https://web.archive.org of 7 Nov. did not include audio file]
(MY COMMENT: In Audio 5: Mention of support that the opposition is obtaining from)
(the "Evangelical Church" may NOT mean there was support from actual members of)
(Evangelical churches. Specifically, the so-called "Christian" Bolivian political)
(faction that I inadvertently encountered in 1994 could be what is referred to as)
(the "Evangelical Church" because the ideology of the 1994 faction was extremely)
(similar to that of the 2019 coup regime, including in their rabid racism against)
(indigenous people. Details at:)
( http://www.eclipsechaser.com/eclink/ecjrnl/ecj94p2.htm#after and scroll down to:)
("Resurgence of an Eerily Familiar Political Ideology (Coup of 2019)")
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Bolivia: Coup: Tensions in capital La Paz amid reprisal attacks (Bolivia Crisis)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVPwU0ojgWw (191121,France24English)
Bolivia: Coup: Testimony of a massacre, a, by the coup regime in Bolivia. 2:21 !!!D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jw-Mo0HroE (191121 Altruism_1980 Post by redfish)
(“They are killing us like dogs. What is the media telling about this? Nothing.")
(Interviews with witnesses in crowd. "The military went in there and killed them.")
(Govt say only teat gas. "This is my brother in law, a bullet was shot through him.)
("They are killing us and I saw with my own eyes how they shoot at us.")("The ones)
(that were behind...were taken. They are going to make all of them disappear.")
("They say there are no deaths. Yes,there are..What is the media saying?..Nothing.")
[Keywords for summary: Military and police shooting, killing civilians. Disappear.]
Bolivia: Coup: The coup president 'unveils' Bolivia's first domestically
manufactured car. / It was actually Evo Morales who unveiled it, two months ago!
Here's the report I wrote on it at the time: https://bit.ly/35YeOp4 (BadLink) 191202
https://twitter.com/OVargas52/status/1201637650211495937 (IllieVargus @OVargas52 )
FOR 2 OCT 19 STORY SEE: "Bolivia to Introduce 1st Domesically-Made Electric Vehicle"
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Bolivia-to-Introduce-First-Domestically-MadeElectric-Vehicle--20191002-0015.html (191002,TeleSURenglish)
[MyNote: Shows Evo in the car. Coup Pres. trying to steal credit for what Evo did.]
"They're Killing Us Like Dogs"—A Massacre in Bolivia and a Plea for Help (NotVid)
https://www.codepink.org/killing_us_like_dogs (191122 www.CODEPINK.org )
Bolivia: Coup: This is a Coup (Morales resigned under duress) NotVid
https://www.codepink.org/this_is_a_coup (191111,CodePink)
Bolivia: Coup: This is how far-right pre-candidate Camacho is received anytime he
goes anywhere. He has to move with an entourage because he's a fascist scumbag.
Video shows police assisting him through El Alto airport where he's 10,000%
loathed, but it's the only airport which services La Paz.
https://twitter.com/camilapress/status/1201731794523037696 (Camila @camilapress )
Bolivia: Coup: Threats to the Argentine [Human Rights] delegation in Bolivia NotVid
https://www.en24.news/en/2019/11/30/threats-to-the-argentine-delegation-inbolivia.html (191130,EN24.news)
Bolivia: Coup: Timeline: Evo Morales Resigns from the Bolivian Presidency NotVid
https://www.as-coa.org/articles/timeline-evo-morales-resigns-bolivian-presidency
(191112,AS/COA.Covers20Oct-12Nov)
Bolivia: Coup: Tres testimonios de la crisis política en Bolivia (FavorsCoup) 2:56
(Three testimonies of the political crisis in Bolivia (all from WHITE people)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2v_5-MWfqX4 (191130,AFPes,AFP)
(Weeks of protests, roadblocks and food shortages shook the Bolivian cities of La)
(Paz and El Alto, making daily life more difficult and dangerous. While Bolivia is)
(preparing for new elections, the AFP talked with three people about the crisis.)
Bolivia: Coup: Tulsi Gabbard: Bolivia Tweet: Tweetscript: (NotVid)
"What happened in Bolivia is a coup. Period. The United States and other countries
should not be interfering in the Bolivian people's pursuit of self-determination
and right to choose their own government." 12:25 AM - 22 Nov 2019 @TulsiGabbard
https://twitter.com/TulsiGabbard/status/1197793248225267712 (191122,Twitter)
(My comment: She is on the House Foreign Affairs Committee, so she would know.)
(ViewerRemarks: SarahA: US coups and wars in Latin America:)
(- Bolivia 1952, 1964, 1971, 2019; - Guatemala 1954; - Cuba 1961)
(- Honduras 1963, 1972, 1975, 1978, 2009; - Brazil 1964, 2016; - Chile 1973)
(- Argentina 1976; - Nicaragua 1979, 2018; - El Salvador 1979; - Paraguay 2012)
(- Venezuela 2002, 2018. There were also multiple coups in Costa Rica, Dominican)
(Republic, Uruguay, Peru, Ecuador, Suriname and elsewhere. Just from start of 20th)
(century into mid 1990s, Washington had on its hands no less than 41 LatAm coups.)
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(TG: No wonder there are so many refugees seeking asylum.)
Bolivia: Coup: Tulsi Gabbard on Evo Morales resignation in Bolivia 0:48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-79HxwMAHw4 (191122,TheConvoCouch)
(Summary: No comment yet. I don't have full picture. I need to get the facts first.)
(VwRem: lf: I like that, don't put your foot in your mouth when don't have t facts.)
Bolivia: Coup: Tulsi G. Releases Statement On Bolivia..And It's As Great As Expected
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VetuOOpFnNw (191122,MSCNetwork.MCSCNetworkNH) 11:57
(Quote of Gabbard Tweet: "What happened in Bolivia is a coup. Period. The United)
(States and other countries should not be interfering in the Bolivian people's)
(pursuit of self-determination and right to choose their own government.)
(- Tulsi Gabbard 12:25 AM, Nov 22, 2019)(Delay from being ill even during debate)
Bolivia: Coup: TYT Does Bolivian Propaganda (Strong Anti-Morales / TYT Bias) 21:02
(Says TYT "Pattern of Hypocrisy", referring to 11 Nov.2019 show. TYTdefendLftWgDict)
(1:30 TYT defended Venezuela in spite of its policies causing financial crash.)
(2:55 TYT says military coup several times.) 191129,ActualJusticeWarrior)
(6:00 Details about Morales court challenge to term limit referendum.)
(VwRem: ch: There are people who only watch TYT for news and that's terrifying.)
(WR: Really sad to see a beautiful woman [Ana] with the intelligence of a child.)
(VM: Watching this video I got 2 Bloomberg ads. HA! Wasted money)(Litter Robot Ad.)
(bG: Thanks for watching the young jerks so I don’t have to. God’s best.)
Bolivia: Coup: U.N. warns Bolivia crisis could 'spin out of control' as death toll
mounts. (191116, Reuters. 9 killed since Morales resig.)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bolivia-election/un-warns-bolivia-crisis-couldspin-out-of-control-as-death-toll-mounts-idUSKBN1XQ0HY (191116)
Bolivia: Coup: University students (in Bolivia) against the coup 5:17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut51b0YjCLE (191120,Codepink) !!D
(When first announced 8 killed in Senkata. Indigenous AND white UNITED against Anez)
(4:05 Chant: "There is no peace if there are deaths." Going to stadoum for sit-in.)
(CODEPINK is a women-led grassroots organization working to end U.S. wars and)
(militarism, support peace and human rights initiatives, and redirect our tax)
(dollars into healthcare, education, green jobs and other life-affirming programs.)
(Join us! http://www.codepink.org Category: Nonprofits & Activism)
(License: Creative Commons Attribution license (reuse allowed))
Bolivia: Coup: Unraveling The Coup In Bolivia (0:45 romors of death squads) 3:09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgIRHEE2O2s (191125,MajorityReport,SamSeder.Vlog)
(ViewerRem: ML: Bolivia is just the tip of the iceberg. Its the reckoning of)
(american hegemony in latin america. Crimes against humanity will no longer go)
(unpunished! My country is resisting & will prevail like many others in the region.)
(The ghost of Allende and the blood of millions is claiming justice.)
(JM: Right now racist motorcycle gangs in Bolivia [are] riding around terrorizing)
(indigenous people (there are videos of them out in the open all over Youtube).
(Cops let these thugs run wild (they work together). "Transitional government" is)
(doing everything possible to jail Evo's party. Right-wing realized it was very)
(possible they were never going to win an election again so they cultivated racism)
(of people in cities to get away with a coup. And Bolivian media is reporting ZERO)
(of what is happening (meaning people in the cities have no clue about massacres)
(happening). This is a dictatorship and a coup, have zero doubts about it.)
Bolivia: Coup: Urgent update on the coup in Bolivia from Anya Parampil 10:33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5ZPL0MCxUQ (191112,TheGrayzone.NotAllowedInOASmeet)
(Anya Parampil: Bolivia's military coup demolished country's democratic process.)
(2:15 Coup would have been impossible without OAS involvement to undermine confid.)
(VwRem: TW: Lithium battery tech co's want to eat Bolivia. Capitalism loves only $.)
(6:20 Even without Quorum, coup promoters in Senate approved Anez presdency.)
(7:30 To be meeting on 13th for MAS to vote to deny Anez pres. [But not allowed])
(8:55 It is last democratic stand against the coup. [But put down by coup leaders.)
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Bolivia: Coup: US Again Complicit in an Illegal Coup, This Time in Bolivia NotVid
(Washington is upholding a sordid tradition of meddling in the political and)
(economic affairs of Latin American countries, writes Marjorie Cohn.)
https://consortiumnews.com/2019/12/03/us-again-complicit-in-an-illegal-coup-thistime-in-bolivia/ (191203,ConsortiumNews.IndepInvestigJournalismSince1995)
Bolivia: Coup: US-backed 'democracy': Bolivia Edition (Rania Khalek) 7:12 !!s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OPjWkXzfDs (191219,Soapbox,RT)
(US spokesperson says dialog happening while indigenous people being killed.)
(LatAm far right lacks populatity, so only way can come to power is through a coup.)
(4:50 Senkata massacre not covered because Anez regime threatens journalists.)
(5:05 Video of female Al Jazeera journalist being blasted in face with teargas.)
(6:45 When Bolivians have to flee to US for assylum due to consequences or coup,)
(many who were silent or supportive will shrug and decry treatment of migrants,)
(without holding themselves accountable for destruction of yet another country.)
(ViewerRem: A: I object that you labeled Camacho as a christian. He is a zionist.)
(Actual Christ loving people would not perpetrate nor condone these acts.)
(AR: US cannot allow threat of a good example spoil it's imperial exploitation.)
(They'd rather support fascist gov'ts, keep busin. going rather than freedom or dem)
(United States destroys democracies around world & sets up Fascist governments to)
(steal natural resources of people of other countries & give it to US corporations)
(in order to enrich the oligarchs in the United States and the target country.)
Bolivia: Coup: U.S. shouldn’t support Bolivian coup (My Turn) NotVid
https://www.concordmonitor.com/US-should-not-support-Bolivian-coup-30566825
(EXCERPT: ..distorted Oct. 2019 election results. In crisis that followed...both)
(Morales & his opponent...Carlos Mesa, agreed to solution proposed by OAS. That was)
(to schedule new elections & meanwhile allow Morales to serve out his current term,)
(ending in January 2020. This could have been a democratic resolution of t crisis.)
(Instead, Luis Camacho, ultra-conservative leader w/fascist affiliations, incited)
(a coup in which threats & violence against MAS leaders forced Morales to resign,)
(fleeing for his safety to Mexico. Anez, 2nd vice pres., was sworn in to office...)
Now, MAS leaders & others are victims of threats, violence, kidnap,& burn of homes.)
Bolivia: Coup: US Wants To Own Latin America (w/ Journalist Ben Norton) [184] 27:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLETst107M0 (191205,RedactedTonight.Interview)
(Several right wing coups. 1:20 Guest Ben Norton of Grayzone. Like 1975 Chile coup.)
(2:35 Cites "Christian fundamentalist" coup leaders. But they USURPED terms/symbols)
[My Note: If coup's aim to usurp a country, they'll usurp religion to attain goal.]
(3:40 Lithium necessary for Green economy. Tech stocks went up after coup.)
(Almost immediately, regime sold gas to Brazil. Media part of regime change lobby.)
(40 Bol. indig. killed)(5:40 Trump declared Nicaragua a "national security threat".)
(7:35 Conspiracy theory on US voting machines.) (8:00 200y old Monroe doctrine rev.)
(14:40 Multi-pronged attack on independent left wing states. "Operation Condor 2.0")
(15:30 Coups, etc, in countries w/natural resources pushed by US & EU corporations.)
(Sanders/Corbyn want do here. 18:40 US make economy collapse;noUScontrBankSysAccess)
(19:50 The far right wing governments in Latin America are the authoritatian ones.)
(20:40 Chile security forces targeting people in their eyes.)(Many LatAm uprisings.)
(24:00 Austin Com College lost poll places 9 of 11 campuses. Less low income access)
(VwRem: HH: The US steal their resources and blame them for their extreme poverty.)
(pp: Socialist countries always fail!" Absolutely. The US will intervene.)
(Especially if there are natural resources to be given to corporations.)
(LS: Im a fan from bolivia. Thank you for covering shameless coup in my country.)
(I hope southamerican countries can get rid of AOS in the future.)
(LS: Life will be so much easier when Government is Feeding us Soylent Green & we)
(are washing it down with Lead infused water while we watch Big Brother & listen to)
(Newspeak! Make America Great Again. Ban Govt! / When do I get my FREE STUFF?)
(JM: Nestle will sell lead infused water so your Monsanto approved seeds can grow.)
Bolivia: Coup: Uses Corporate Media Takes Out Independent Journalists And Democracy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZvKc4xvcK4 (191125,HardLensMedia.Vlog)
(Using Main Stream press to prop itself up and vilify independent outlets.)
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(Purging and censoring. TeleSUR (Venez) shut down. Com.Min.LizAsayDismantlePropag.)
(1:20 Journalists were tear gassed/shot. LuisA said prosec. journalists. Had list.)
2:10 Sellout journalist footage of dissenting journalists turned over to military.)
(5:10 Bernie Sanders and Tulsi Gabbard called out coup.)
Bolivia: Coup: VanGuardiando Análisis de la crisis institucional y social de Bolivia
(VanGuarding: Analysis of the institutional and social crisis of Bolivia.) 58:47
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG5PaX2Au5M (191203,PichinchaUniveral.JustTalkShow)
(Spanish Program: Translation: In this program we discuss latest events in Bolivia,)
(after Evo Morales resigned from the presidency of this Latin American country.)
(Note: Weeks after the fact. By 95.3 MHz FM radio in Quito, Ecuador.)
Bolivia: Coup: Vicepresidente de Morales comparte su opinión de la crisis boliviana
(VICE President of Morales shares his opinion of the Bolivian crisis.) 7:45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrPQqCrYsTU (191127,RTenEspanol. Interview w/Video)
Bolivia: Coup: Vigil for victims of Senkata massacre 4:27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgUrIgQj7cg (191120,Codepink.InCommCntrForAutopsies)
(Chant: Anez & Morilo are assassins!)
(Ten people known to have been killed in El Alto, say more may be hidden by police.)
(Government claimed 3 killed and were using dynamite, but reporter there all day,)
(was never any dynamite. Most people died from gunshot wounds to head and back.)
Bolivia: Coup: Violent purge is underway in Bolivia by de facto regime. They are)
(jailing, neutralizing & killing leftist leaders & supporters, starting w/Evo & his)
(closest advisors: Bolivian coup minister vows to jail Evo Morales for rest of his)
(life. [Coup minister is Arturo Murillo. Shows strong hatred in face.]) Details:
https://twitter.com/evagolinger/status/1198613037407752192 (191124,EvaGolinger)NtVid
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/24/bolivia-evo-morales-vow-jail-restlife-arturo-murillo?CMP=share_btn_tw (191124,Guardian) NotVid
(EG ReaderRem: mc: ...this is a dirty job done by @realDonaldTrump and Pompeo..!!!)
(fo: The US managed to install a terrorist government in Bolivia. With luck they)
(will not last long as 85% of population oppose them. The President they installed)
(got 1.7% vote in the elections. A nation cannot function without it's workers.)
Bolivia: Coup: Visita la iglesia donde velan a los muertos en disturbios frente a
una refinería de gas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kssIzFn8BcM (191121,RTenEspanol) 3:16
Bolivia: Coup: Was all about the lithium & OAS had a hand in it, ousted president
Morales tells RT (191121)
https://www.rt.com/news/474022-morales-bolivia-coup-lithium/ (191121,RT) NotVid
(EXCERPT: In Bolivia we could define the price of lithium for the world..Now I have)
(realized that some industrialized countries do not want competition - Evo Morales)
Bolivia: Coup: Was Bolivia's coup over lithium? 191209,TRTworld
https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/was-bolivia-s-coup-over-lithium-32033 (NotVid)
(Many believe the recent ousting of Bolivian President Evo Morales is a consequence)
(of his tight controls over the country's lithium resources.)
Bolivia: Coup: We'll be back: Evo Morales on Bolivia unrest & his resignation 24:01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdUOiA_FerA (191118,AlJazeeraEng.TalkstoAlJazeera)
(Interview starts 2:30.
(ViewerRem: p: Oh my goddess. This is not legit journalist. A Coup just transpired!)
(What a condescending and disrespectful interview. D: Translator is either lazy or)
(dumbing down what Morales is saying to make him sound less reasonable.)
(DD: I noticed the translation was inconsistent with Morales talk. Smells fishy!)
Bolivia: Coup: 'We will never give up': Supporters of Bolivia's Morales demonstrate
in La Paz. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuMQ844fvg0 (191118,France24Eng) 1:30 !!D
(People in street shout "civil war!". Demand resignation of Anez, after massacre.)
(0:40 Army never mobilized against demonstrations for last 13 years, but Army fires)
(on demonstrators less than a WEEK after new interim President (Anez) in power.)
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Bolivia: Coup: We're LIVE in Bolivia Reporting On Post Coup Crisis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=360tqEKp9IE (191124,MintPressNews.ThwRocksIfThkMSM)
(MintPress has partnered with journalist Camila Escalante to cover the post coup)
(crisis in Bolivia, where United States backed a right wing unelected President)
(Jeannine Anez to push democratically elected President Evo Morales out.)
(VwRem: JK: "If our democracy is so good, how come we have to run around the world)
(with a gun trying to force it down people's throats?"- Dick Gregory) AM:Stay safe!)
(Power to Native & all true Bolivians! Imperialism is on its way out ...hopefully!?)
(KC: Thank you for going the extra distance and having courage. TH: Stay Safe!)
Bolivia: Coup: Western Media Ignoring Bolivia Coup Violence & Hunger Strike’s
Happening In Pelosi’s Office (Ywo shot in Senkata were just waking to work.) 27:36
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUEzMt9WWsk (191120,WatchingtheHawksRT)
(3:00 There's a reign of terror going on in Bolivia.)
(ViewerRem: Noble ideas, but in this day & age elites run everything. So we're all)
(going to die. Sorry. r6: Perhaps only solution to deal w/elites is final solution.)
Bolivia: Coup: Western Media Whitewash Bolivia’s Far-Right Coup 191117 NotVid
For all the supposed threat Trump represents and the enthusiasm sparked by his
possible impeachment, Western media continue to march lockstep behind his
administration’s coups in Latin America.
https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/11/17/western-media-whitewash-bolivias-farright-coup (191117,CommonDreams)
Bolivia Coup: What happened was a massacre: grief and rage in Bolivia after day of
deadly violence (191120,TheGuardian)(Has photo of bullet casings.) NotVid
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/20/bolivia-el-alto-violence-death-protest
Eight young Bolivians were killed in El Alto on Tuesday, and locals say the
interim government of Jeanine Áñez is to blame.
Bolivia Coup: What role did the OAS play in Bolivia's coup? (Rubio/Trump) 3:44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLmuZ65yn2s (191111,DemocracyNow.NoProofVoteMiscnt?)
(Head of military told Bolivian President and VP to resign. They did, fled to Mex.)
(1:50 OAS reversed 2011 election in Haiti w/no statistical backing for conclusions.)
(3:00 Clinton used OAS to keepo elected Hondouran president from returning.)
(VwRem: DD: Another U.S. backed coup, brought to you by all the usual suspects.)
(BV: Here we go again with US coups in Latin America,this is the kind of democracy)
(they bring to region. They are so happy they are going to exploit the lithium mine)
(pw: Same tactic as was attempted towards Venezuela. But when Lula was ahead in the)
(Brazilian polls and strategically jailed in favor of right-wing Bolsonaro,silence.)
(s8: The US disturbs countries then wants nothing to do with the people affected.)
(They want to yammer "Stay and fight" yet give no aid in doing so.)
(MS: CIA has some kind of Pinochet-Guaido-style solution for Bolivian Lithium!)
(JS: Evil ngo does the work of the wealthy? 71: OAS had always been a US front org.)
Bolivia: Coup: What’s Happening In Bolivia Is a Violent Right-Wing Coup (NotVid)
(Progressives need to speak up: Morales made mistakes, but nothing justifies the)
(violent right-wing putsch that followed.)
https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/11/21/whats-happening-bolivia-violentright-wing-coup (191121,CommonDreams,LauraCarlsen) NotVid D
Bolivia: Coup: What's Next for Bolivia After Military Coup? Reese Erlich NotVid
("Morales was the glue that held everything together.") (191130,CommonDreams)
https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/11/30/whats-next-bolivia-after-military-coup
Bolivia: Coup: Who is Bolivia's new self-declared President? | DW News 6:43
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9fmUuZ0NEc (191113,DWNews.OppositionSenator)
(VwRem:B:If your president have perfect white teeth,they're going to rob you blind.)
(LS: There's no such thing as a "self-declared president". Either one is an elected)
(president or a self-declared dictator. A self-declared president is impossible.)
(4:40 Morales violated 2009 constitution to get 4th term. May come back after elect)
(5:25 Also uprising in Chile, Ecuador, Hondouras. Big gaps bet.rich/poor, low trust)
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Bolivia: Coup: Who's who in Bolivia's political crisis (Change2916TermLtRef) 12:37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_klon5YNwqs (191114,France24Eng.InsideTheAmericas)
(2:18 Luis Fernando Camacho (40) was member of faschist paramilitary that fought to)
(deny rights to Bolivia's indigenous people. Far right lawyer and business leader.)
(End Bolivia coverage 4:15. Start of Supreme Court 700k "Dreamers" DACA case.)
(ViewerRem: FT: Exactly the same scenario as in Algeria, amazing!!)
(MO: Its all about the lithium. America is pillaging again. Who will stop them?)
(Maybe they will pillage Europe next after they take Ukraine.)
Bolivia: Coup: With the right-wing coup in Bolivia nearly complete, the junta is
hunting down the last remaining dissidents. (By Wyatt Reed)
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/11/27/right-wing-coup-bolivia-complete-junta-huntingdissidents/ (191127 https://thegrayzone.com ) NotVid
(SUMMARY: On the day of my scheduled interview with a leftist Bolivian journalist,)
(I learned that he had been disappeared. Every outspoken opponent of the military)
(junta is a target and subjected to charges of sedition. ...)
(A laboratory for junta’s post-truth information war: Wrath of the coup regime, led)
(by a once fringe far-right politician named Jeanine Añez, is felt all across the)
(Bolivian left. Virtually anyone who represents a perceived challenge to the status)
(quo is liable to be hit with manufactured charges of “sedition” or “terrorism.”)
Bolivia: Coup: WORLD THIS WEEK Trump impeachment, Erdogan in DC, Bolivia crisis,
Venice floods,Polanski controversy (12:15TrumpGlossOvKurds.23:39-29:50BOLIVIA) 43:33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23kAi5v23Yc (191115,France24English.Panel)
Bolivia: Coup: WTF Is Going on in Latin America (11/20):Live From Bolivia VLOG 26:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsNmEP5OE6E (191121,Codepink. Medea Benjamin speaks)
(with CODEPINK's Latin America team about the coup in Bolivia) live from La Paz.)
(2:40 We're helping to document the marches, the murders, the community efforts to)
(oppose this coup. As well as to give financial support. We're helping them with)
(getting coffins today for the people who died. Because they are very poor people.)
(3:10 People in El Alto doing 24 hour vigil to keep gas plant closed. Road blocks)
(on every block. People said no to the coup. Except yesterday, when military came)
(in full force yesterday. But they are back today.)(6:20 Solidarity.)
(7:35 Bolivia had 13 good years w/Morales. Economy was doing great. People's lives)
(were improving. But idea indigenous community was gaining power, was too much for)
(the white Santa Cruz people who are elites, never wanted indigenous in control.)
(9:00 Extemely divided society. Extremely dangerous. Indigenous people feeling so)
(under attack, are getting angrier. 9:40 How is reversal possible?)
(Some indigenous want to negotiate, others not. Imposing shortages by blockade.)
(Bolivia could descent into Civil war if far right brutality is not reversed soon.)
(11:40 Morales thought he was saving his people by resigning.)
(12:30 MAS party leader families were taken hostage, their houses burned down.)
(13:10 Chants in marches are not about Evo. They are about getting rid of coup.)
(Short term demands are reversal of decree, having prisoners released.)
Bolivia: Coup Related: US Involvement in Venezuela, etc: CodePink Founder Medea
Benjamin Threatened with Arrest After Protesting U.S. Foreign Interventions. 6:35
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A49UqhfiP8U (191114,DemocracyNow!)
(Debbie Wasserman Schultz lied to say founder assulted her, but founder assaulted.)
(3:50 Systematic attempt to intimidate any who stand against US intervention policy)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5.4.3 Bolivia, Politics, After 11/2019 Coup:
(Some links still relate to the coup, since purging, etc. went on for some time.)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Activista: "Las acciones del Gobierno de Áñez en Bolivia revelan su miedo a Morales"
(Activist: "Sctions of Government of Áñez in Bolivia reveal their fear of Morales")
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RS18LIQrno (191220,RTenEspanol)
Anez: Jeanine Áñez considera "apropiado" prolongar su Gobierno 'de facto' en Bolivia
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(Jeanine Áñez considers it "appropriate" to prolong her 'de facto' gov't in Bolivia)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltRQWH1K8OI (200104,RTenEspanol) 1:09
(ViewerRem [Trans]: jm: She must leave and now ... nobody votes for her ... out!)
(JR: Of course, once on top of the horse you don't want to get off.)
(F: Many of Ministers & Foreign Ministers of Bolivia are relatives of Añez, Murillo)
(& Tuto. That anywhere in the world is called NEPOTISM. OH: The Bolivian Pinochet.)
(AC: Anez dictatorship. Bolivia has a brothel today has no government.)
(UJ: Baia baia, now it turns out that the supposed liberators of a "dictatorship")
(came out dictators, now tell me something we didn't know.)
ASÍ QUEMARON LA WIPHALA, QUIÉNES FUERON REALMENTE? "CIVILES", POLICÍAS Y MILITARES?
(SO THEY BURNED THE WIPHALA, WHO WERE REALLY? "CIVILES", POLICE AND MILITARY?)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVVsDj02FlE (191229,AntonioMoleros.ToOrgan Music)!!
(Full sequence of Wiphala being removed from pres. palace, taken outside & burned.)
(SUMMARY [Translated}: So they burned the Wiphala, who were they really? Many
hooded people are seen committing this crime but there is a person who caught my
attention and it is that policeman who goes down the stairs carrying the Wiphla
in his hands, then heads out and gives directions to where they should go to set
fire to the Wiphala. / In the final stretch before the Wiphala is set on fire,
this subject delivers to the group of people, who finally set the flag on fire,
symbol of all the indigenous peoples. I have seen it again and again, IT IS A
POLICE who leads to that group of criminals ??? Or is he a military?
[MyRem: Act calculated to inflame Bolivia: For Coup regime "excuse" for repression.]
Bolivia: Coup or election fraud? (Quechua scholar Américo Mendoza-Mori & political)
(scientist Tulia Falleti discuss ousting of country’s first indigenous president &)
(tumultuous state of Bolivian politics as country prepares for elections in May.)
https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/bolivia-coup-or-election-fraud (200110,PennTod)NotV
(Conclusion of some is that it was both. Eletoral fraud followed by a coup.)
[It is by definition a coup if ongoing presidential mandate [term] is interrupted.]
Bolivian police surround Mexican embassy (just 2 guys talk on vlog LOUD start) 6:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3_zA6uZiFo (191224,People'sDispatch)
(Some Morales ministers still in El Alto Mexican embassy. VwRem: GT:Bolivian forces)
(are preventing food & supplies enter embassy, which makes it effectively a siege.)
Bolivia: Christian: Bolivia se divide entre la bandera Wiphala y la Biblia
(Bolivia is divided between the Wiphala flag and the Bible) 1:55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvvKQl8Ck-k (191213,France24Espanol)
(The Wiphala flag and the Bible are two strong symbols of the new political time)
(in Bolivia, after the fall of Evo Morales. The Wiphala has been ratified as an)
(emblem of the Andean peoples rebellion. For her part, President Jeanine Áñez is)
(proud to restore visibility to the Bible at the events in the Government Palace.)
(ViewerRem: AC: If coup plotters were faithful followers of the bible they would)
(not kill or lie! They are bleached graves! Christ thus qualified the hypocrites.)
(RQ: Falsimedia with montages in favor of the coup neoliberal assassins. Criminals)
Bolivia Coup: Bolivia After The Coup ft.Camilia Escalante (TsurVenez)(TMBS 118) 9:23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_fnPWNF8ng (191214,MichaelBrooksSh.CamilaEscalante)
(Bolivia has not had MAS oriented English language media. Only coverage by NGO's)
(2:15 Bolivia previously reported on without class analysis.) (Strong Left Bias.)
(4:00 No emergency services in Indigenous areas, since coup regime abandoned.)
(Bolivian government still trying to claim no bullets used, but many saw bullets.)
(Camilia Escalante, presenter at TeleSUR, gives us an update on Bolivia.)
(This is free content from weekly edition of TMBS. To support Michael Brooks Show)
(on Patreon & receive hours of weekly members-only content, subscribe at [patreon])
(Viewer Remarks: DR: Neolibs: It’s about time we had a WOMAN as a dictator.)
(ER: Like what always happens when parasitic Imperialists overthrow democracy.)
(American standard of living goes up few points & Bolivians std living goes down.)
(mo: NO English channel is covering Bolivia. Media blackout. This show is garbage.)
(ET: Sad to read commentators in Germany who justified coup w/o providing evidence)
(for election fraud. They chose to align themselves w/racist, genocidal fanatics.)
(t: Pathetic. My English teacher told not include personal opinions & adjectives in)
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(describing situations. These two couldt say sentence w/o inflam words. Zero credib)
vR: Lol. The left uses fires in Brazil against Bolsonaro then complains when fires
in Bolivia are used against Morales. The left is nothing if not hypocritical.
Bolivia Coup: Causes: How the Global North’s Left Media Helped Pave the Way for
Bolivia’s Right-Wing Coup (NOtVid)
https://fair.org/home/how-the-global-norths-left-media-helped-pave-the-way-forbolivias-right-wing-coup/ (191210 Fair.org ) NotVid
Holivia: Coup: In Review: GOLPE MILITAR POLICIAL BOLIVIANO 2019 3:02
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAAWJYWoAPE (200116,HugosPeru)
(Bolivian Police Military Coup 2019) Partial Summary [Translated]:
(The OAS (Diplomatic Political Spokesman of transnationals) and the MULTINATIONALS)
((Financiers of the Coup) planned with the BOLIVIAN OLIGARCHY, MILITARY AND POLICE)
(OFFICIALS, dealt a coup funded by private economic power on November 10, 2019, at)
(President Evo Morales, and against the People of Bolivia.) /
(Hours later, the high command of the armed forces suggested that he resign, an)
(action that the president took almost immediately. vice-president Álvaro García)
(Linera, president of the Senate Adriana Salvatierra and president of the Chamber)
(of Deputies Víctor Borda, among other MAS officials, including resignations of)
(governors of various departments, also resigned. On November 11, Senator Jeanine)
(Áñez assumed the presidency, raising questions about the legitimacy of her)
(appointment, although this was endorsed by the constitutional court of Bolivia.)/
(The Coup, rejected by the president of Mexico, Andrés López Obrador; that of)
(Uruguay, Tabaré Vázquez; the president of Argentina, Alberto Fernández, and the)
(Legislative Power of that country; 6 that of Nicaragua, Daniel Ortega; that of)
(Cuba, Miguel Díaz-Canel, Venezuelan government of Nicolás Maduro and the Foreign)
(Ministry of Russia, Latin American presidents such as Ollanta Humala of Peru,)
(Lula da Silva of Brazil and José Mujica of Uruguay agree in this definition.)
(Some political scientists also agree, such as Andrés Malamud (Univ. of Lisbon),)
(Juan Negri (University of San Martín) and Jaime Yaffe.14 The Mercosur Parliament,)
(meanwhile, spoke of "civic-military coup" to refer to what happened in Bolivia .)
Bolivia: Coup: Morales: Evo Morales exige garantías para regresar a Bolivia |
Entrevista completa: Noticias Telemundo / (Full interview: Evo Morales demands)
(guarantees to return to Bolivia | Telemundo News)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr1IEDGv4cE (191126,NoticiasTelemundo) Spanish
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Abuso Policial en el Alto (Police Abuse in el Alto) 0:09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AF2LTte6o0w (200120,PrensaWiphala [WiphalaPress])
(Before yesterday there have been scenes of free repression & police abuse in el)
(Alto. Militarization serves to intimidate, they try to create an atmosphere of)
(widespread fear, but they are managing to generate great popular outrage.)
(ViewerRem [Transl]: Av: This is how these sold cops and riot police are sold.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Activista: "Las acciones del Gobierno de Áñez en Bolivia
revelan su miedo a Morales (Activist: "The actions of the Government of Áñez in
Bolivia reveal their fear of Morales") 6:14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RS18LIQrno (191220,RTenEspanol) SUMMARY:
(After issuing an arrest warrant against the deposed president of Bolivia, Evo)
(Morales, the interim government of Jeanine Áñez has consulted with the UN to know)
(if ex-president has the right to make policy from Argentina. Gabriel Rodríguez, a)
(member of the La Resistencia Bolivia platform, estimates Áñez's actions reveal)
("fear" of his Executive that Morales participates as an "advisor" in the Bolivian)
(presidential elections and helps defeat the "unstructured" right.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Añez pide evitar el retorno de los 'salvajes' al poder y
expresa dudas sobre el caso racismo en Sucre (Añez asks to avoid the return of the
'savages' to power and expresses doubts about the racism case in Sucre)
http://www.la-razon.com/nacional/Anez-violentos-salvajes-procesosinfundados_0_3287671243.html (200105laRazion,Nacional)
(President Jeanine Áñez received the City Keys from the mayor authorities of)
(Sucre, in an event held at the historic House of Freedom. In his speech he)
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(called to prevent the return of the "savages" in allusion to the party of Evo)
(Morales and questioned the trial for racism due to the events of May 24, 2008.)
("Let us not allow any personal ambition... to spread the vote & get away with it &)
(much less than the arbitrary, the violent & that the savages can return to power..)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Announces “final phase of pacification” (NotVid)
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2019/12/02/boli-d02.html (191202,WorldSocalistWebS)
(Excerpt: The Bolivian Congress, controlled by the Movement Toward Socialism (MAS))
(party, voted unanimously in favor of an agreement with the far-right regime that)
(overthrew MAS president Evo Morales to call new elections.)
(The Peruvian novelist & right-winger Mario Vargas Llosa boasted Sunday in El País:)
(“Bolivia is calm,... He concludes that all international opposition to Bolivian)
(coup is “racist” for being “spellbound” by the “zoo monkey” Morales.)
(Since the coup, at least 32 demonstrators have been killed & hundreds suffered)
(injuries. On November 15 in Sacaba, a mass march was met by gunfire, even from)
(helicopters, killing nine & leaving dozens injured. / Then, Nov. 19, protesters)
(occupying a refinery in Senkata were driven out by state forces using live)
(ammunition, killing 10. Videos and bullet holes at scene have exposed use of)
(machine guns by the military. / Attacks on the media have also been widespread.)
(The day after canceling the impunity law, the government founded the Special Anti-)
(Terrorist Center (CEAT), a militarized elite unit as part of the Santa Cruz police)
(with the stated task of “searching for the components of terrorist cells.” /)
(The “interim” regime headed by Áñez has moved swiftly to realign Bolivia’s)
(foreign policy with the interests of US imperialism, restoring diplomatic.../)
(“False cops came to kick open our doors. They told us we had to leave due to loot-)
(ing. Afterward they shot us mercilessly.” Amid shots, beatings, tear gas by "real)
(& false officials,” women were ordered to strip & kiss shoes of their attackers./)
(The same ruling circles that have directly organized these attacks were also)
(behind the economic sabotage and assaults against peasants in 2008 demanding)
(“autonomy” for Santa Cruz and four other departments. ...)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: (La) Asamblea Legislativa de Bolivia acepta la renuncia de)
(Evo Morales y García Linera (The Legislative Assembly of Bolivia accepts the)
(resignation of Evo Morales and García Linera.) 2:03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsQWYHvzepE (200121,RTenEspanol)
(The Plurinational Legislative Assembly (ALP) of Bolivia on Tuesday accepted the)
(resignation of Evo Morales to the Presidency and Álvaro García Linera to the Vice)
(Presidency of the South American country.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Asamblea Legislativa lee y acepta renuncia de Evo Morales
(Legislative Assembly reads and accepts resignation from Evo Morales) 3:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UI8R5u1DluU (200121,TeleSURtv)
(The parliamentarians who are the minority in the National Assembly of Bolivia and)
(who agree, even participated in the coup d'etat, were opposed to accepting the)
(resignation of President Evo Morales and the parliamentarians of the MAS, who are)
(the majority, approved finally the resignation of the president and his vice pres.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Autoproclamada Jeanine Áñez desconoce logros de Evo Morales
(Self-proclaimed Jeanine Áñez ignores Evo Morales achievements.) 3:53
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYMqkSYlD5k (200122,TeleSUR)
(On the 14th anniversary of the decree of the Bolivian Plurinational State, the de)
(facto government, led by self-proclaimed Jeanine Áñez, ignores and criticizes all)
(the achievements of Movement To Socialism (MAS), headed by President Evo Morales.)
(On the other hand, citizens who reject the coup against them do recognize it.)
(VwRem: (JP: KEYS OF BOLIVIA WERE GIVEN TO DEVIL. NOW TO REMOVE IT YEARS WILL PASS)
(SR: Why didnt he report massacres, persecution of everyone who thinks differently?)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Bitter Pill, The, Episode 3 (Just vlog about Coup) 1:08:25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P13hOQMt1jc (191215,TheBitterPill)
(US imperialism and support for regime change is a constant. 4:10 US media ignore.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Bolivia Así aterrizó un helicóptero en el Lago corani - show
de Murillo después culpar a campesinos / Bolivia: Thus a helicopter landed on Lake
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Corani - Murillo show after blaming peasants. Corani Cochabamba Lake.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8Blsrq-odU (191123,NoticiasBolivia) Spanish
(ViewerRem (Translated): CS: Damn Murillo God punishes you for the damage you are)
(causing to humble people because no one makes fun of God.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Bolivia emite orden de aprehensión contra Evo Morales: "No
me asusta", responde el exmandatario / Bolivia issues arrest warrant against Evo
Morales: "It doesn't scare me," the ex-president replies. 17:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlY-_lKKWRI (191218,CNNenEspanol) SUMMARY:
(After the request for detention in Bolivia, the former president of that country)
(Evo Morales considered that it is an “unfair, illegal & unconstitutional” measure.)
(Morales recalled between 1989 and 2005 he was prosecuted for terrorism, sedition,)
(drug trafficking & even murder, & he won all processes. “We work for the humblest.)
(That is our sin, that is our crime, ”said the ex-president from Argentina.)
(Bolivian Public Ministry issued an arrest warrant against former President Evo)
(Morales for the alleged crimes of sedition, terrorism and terrorist financing.)
(On the other hand, the Legislative Assembly of Bolivia begins the election of the)
(new members of the Supreme Electoral Tribunal.)
(ViewerRem: JM: Mr. Murillo, you are a Guerellista, you sent to kill the true)
(Bolivian brothers with the military and motorcycle pilots, and you are trash.)
(MG: You also have to go to jail. Self-proclaimed murderous massacres. You are a)
(black card for the country./ PC: And the videos? Then they Were Hollywood movies?)
(EC: "The wisdom of true people has victory do not make yourself to gringo bingo.")
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Bolivian Senate Approves Mandate Extension for Jeanine Añez
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8lsH95Px0g (200116,TeleSUR Eng.BolCovEnd1:15) 23:16
(Mandate ext. approved by 2/3 [stacked senate]? Bolvian protests planned 22 Jan.)
(After Bolivia, covers clearance of rainforests in Brazil by Bolsinaro allies.)
(VwRem: NR: Bolivian people have togo into the street to take back their country)
(from the criminals, calling themself a government. They are not elected and are)
(robbing the country for their own benefit.)(DV: Arm the citizens.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Chapare sufre una Violenta Intervención Golpista 0:55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeKk15_yT_4 (200120,PrensaWiphala)
(Chapare suffers a violent coup intervention. [Person being detained by military.]
(Summary [Translated]: Chapare, a region where Evo Morales has his largest support)
(base, is a self-governed territory since the coup d'etat of Nov. 10. The police)
(and the army had to fight in retreat. The media, controlled by the national)
(oligarchies, are immersed in a campaign of demonization of their communities,)
(which is feared to be the prelude to a military invasion.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Coup Administration In Bolivia Arrests Journalists And Doctors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Wh27x33ZrA (200113,TeleSUR English) 1:17 SUMMARY:
(Snapshot | In a bizarre show of force the right-wing administration backed by the)
(US Govt. presented Journalists & Doctors like terrorists on National television.)
(Current administration...is trying everything to make sure the right wing secures)
(a victory in upcoming elections by taking out MAS & anyone affiliated w/the party.)
(ViewerRem: FM: Fascism has spread like a cancer here in the Americas.)
(v1: Sounds like the people of Bolivia need to take care of your leadership.)
(What a bunch of cowards and SHILLS who have NO IDEA what they are doing. Just)
(silencing the very people who are actually trying to tell the world the truth!)
(F6: arrest opposition on bogus charges, silence the press, then hold elections.)
(Democracy like US loves it RIGGED / DO: Disgusting Facists who hate Indigenous!)
(NU: Disgrace to that country.) [My remarks: Looks like Soviet-eta show trials.]
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Coup government seeks to arrest Evo Morales (NotVid)
https://www.plenglish.com/index.php?o=rn&id=50796&SEO=bolivias-coup-governmentseeks-to-arrest-evo-morales (200111,PrensaLatina.AgenciaInformativaLatinoamerica)
(EXCERPT: The coup regime in Bolivia issued an international arrest warrant against)
(ex-president Evo Morales on Friday, amid a wave of repression that affected two)
(other ex-ministers of Morales' administration. / The Attorney General, Juan)
(Lanchipa, turned into an instrument of repression, sent to Interpol -an)
(international police cooperation mechanism- the so-called 'red notice', which)
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(calls for the arrest and delivery of Morales for 'terrorism and sedition'... /)
(The arrest warrant ignores Morales' status as a political refugee in Argentina..)
(..the Public Ministry considered the arrest of the former Minister of Government)
((Interior), Carlos Romero, to be imminent, after a judge denied him guarantees)
(against a group of supporters of the regime who were besieging his house,)
(preventing him and his family from going out and getting food. ...) !
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Dictator Plans to Stay in Power, Pundits Feign Surprise
(Andrés Oppenheimer is a JOKE)[Anez running for pres, in spite of promising not to.]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AT5X6yGd83o (200131,EmpanadaReport,Vlog) 6:43
(ViewerRem: RZ: Evo never censored the media, he never murdered innocent protesters)
(Anez has done both, but Evo is the bad guy. TT: We need more woman despots.)
(DR: Stupid eat sheet, you love drugs, thats the reason you defend Evo. ER: Drugs)
(are extremely good Daniel. FM: @ER I love how you pinned this. Obv. top comment.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: DIPUTADA DENUNCIA QUE PRETENDEN CONVERTIR A BOA EN UN BOTÍN
POLÍTICO (MP DECLUDED THAT THEY INTEND TO MAKE BOA (airline) A POLITICAL BOOTY) 2:08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdV_EEdT2k0 (200111,WernerER) Partial Translation:
(The Deputy, Claudia Mallón Vargas (UD), said she has evidence that a privileged)
(group intends to turn Boliviana de Aviacion (BoA) into a political booty. "We are)
(talking about these people trying, in a few days, to go to the detriment of the)
(company that belongs to the Bolivian State," he said.) /
(The legislator said actions are being taken to obtain legal evidence & initiate)
(criminal proceedings against people who would be affecting the state company.) /
(“We believe that these people come from a dubious designation. In other words,)
(people in key positions were designated as Telecommunications & Transportation)
(Regulation & Control Authority (ATT), General Directorate of Civil Aviation (DGAC),
(Bolivian Airport Services (SABSA)& we even talk about National Taxes,he explained.)
(Mallón deputy referred to some names... we talked about favoritism of Mr. Camacho,)
(key positions of Bolivian aeronautics are given to favor Amaszonas, itineraries)
(are changed, strangely this company makes a public call to call new crew”.) / ...
(Mallón announced in recent hours, the designation of former employees of Amaszonas)
(in hierarchical positions in BoA and other state agencies, and said they have)
(initiated an investigation before alleged irregularities in those appointments.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: (Eighty One) 81 politiciens suisses disent à propos de la
Bolivie: " C'est un coup d'Etat !" (French) 7:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wu4hduxbPQ (200118,Syriuse)
(81 Swiss politicians say about Bolivia: "This is a coup!) Summary [Translated]:
(Since the end of October, Bolivia, a country in full swing and therefore very)
(promising, has been in the headlines alarmingly. It has experienced a real boom)
(in recent years, after government of President Evo Morales has managed to wrest)
(the country's resources from the big multinationals and bring them back under the)
(control and management of the Bolivian people. Evo Morales is also committed to)
(the equality of the indigenous population. As in Brazil and Venezuela, efforts,)
(in particular from abroad, were made to overthrow the President in office.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Exministro de Gobierno denuncia persecución política 6:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYkas1jyGEw (200117,TeleSURtv.Spanish)
(Bolivia: former government minister denounces political persecution.)
(One day after the militarization began throughout Bolivia through the deployment)
(of heavily armed troops, tanks, tanks and assault cars, no incidents have been)
(recorded. Meanwhile, a judge has sent the former government minister, Carlos)
(Romero, to jail for the next six months in pretrial detention.)
(ViewerRem [Transl]: hm: Min. Romero strength & courage have faith ... not alone!)
(How outrageous that coup plotters are doing the destruction of their destruction)
(with their terrorist motorbikes later to blame the Chapare peasants, and then)
(slaughter them? What a terror plan that those snort coupists have in their heads?)
(NV: The persecution that is being carried out in the system is incredible.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Face 2 Face with Flavia Fontes (South America Incl Bol) 23:54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thT8sY2UKGY (200108,Face2FaceShow)(5:15 Evo Morales)
(7:30 Notes interview w/Rafael Correa of Ecuador (not Guatemalan Rafael Carrera of)
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(1840s) by British reporter: During upheval was asked: Why is there upheval when)
(he had given opportunity to both the poor and to business. His answer:)
("The powerful class is not happy in just continuing to making money. They want to)
(be superior. Having lives of others improved doesn't make them happy because they)
(are no longer [as] 'superior'." This is obvious in Bolivia. Vand Evo sister house.)
(9:10 Going back to a time where there is no law for the rich. They do what want.)
(14:00 Right after overthrow in Ecuador, opposition arrested, Assange given up.)
(18:20 Catholic priest made video claiming socialist pres's have overseas accounts.)
(20:20 Have to read 5 newspapers and more to try & find out what truth vs fake is.)
(21:45 Police now protect dishonest elites, not the people. Many blind from teargas)
[My comment: 7:30 Rafael Correa of Ecuador is ECACTLY right. Fits 1994 and 2019.]
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Gobierno de AMLO tolera actitudes hostiles de Evo: canciller
de Bolivia (AMLO government tolerates Evo's hostile attitudes: Bolivia's fgn minist)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fGVDtcgwe4 (191115,Milenio) 33:52
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Golpistas en Bolivia cerraron Radios comunitarias 12:34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N09Xee6SFq0 (200110,AeminpuBrazil)
(Coup in Bolivia closed Community radios. [Interview]) ViewerRemarks [Translated]:
(mr: There is no domocracy or freedom of expression with the self-proclaimed gov't.)
(RC: In what era we are living ... We all have the right to free expression.)
(AD: Force mates the union make the force against these abuses.)(JO: The world)
(supports you Bolivian peasant brothers, people of good will, country or death.)
(VN: Well, that prostitute will have to report how many Bolivians killed, how many)
(disappeared, how many injured, & how much persecution & t murderous coup & fasist)
(murderer dragged with a rope to pay all the mistreatment that the people) with)
(the military motorbike pair.)(DO: STRENGTH!!! LATE OR EARLY JUSTICE WILL ARRIVE.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Hay más de 100 exautoridades del MAS asiladas, procesadas,
buscadas o en prisión (There are more than 100 ex-authorities of the MAS isolated,
prosecuted, searched or in prison) (Around 20 took refuge in asylum; Most of those
arrested are for electoral fraud in the October elections. There are seven major
cases and economic damage to public companies totals millions.)
https://www.paginasiete.bo/nacional/2020/1/2/hay-mas-de-100-exautoridades-del-masasiladas-procesadas-buscadas-en-prision-242178.html (200102,PaginaSiete.bo)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: I am the ARCH NEMESIS of BOLIVIA COUP SUPPORTERS 10:31 CLICK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QCnNH8ujb8 (200109,EmpanadaReport.GeoG.Arg) BAIT!
(Coup supporters in Bolivia report author as terrorist, trying to get him banned.)
(Per author, Bolivians, etc, who directly/indirectly harass Empanada Report author:)
(NataliaKn***T calls him "intimidating manipulative extremist" who lies about "what)
(happened in #Bolivia. AvaroA.Qu**** try get Empan. banned & tries to Dox him.)
(Bolivia Un*** calls Empan. terrorist. LorenaGu**** accuses him of search pvt info)
(But oddly enough, AvaroAQu**** searched for provate info on Empanada Rep. author.)
(IreneTr*** claim no coup Bolivia. German ancestry only school. Says indig. bkwrds.)
LorenaGu**** searches him, falsely accuse of being violent extremist.)
[My comment: WASTE OF TIME. Is just a guy without a life showing attacks on him by]
[other young people (most priveleged) who don't have lives either. Those attacking]
[him act like SJW's, but their racism is what northern SJW's would tend to attack.]
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Interim Sports Minister destroys Morales bust in Quillacollo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAtzOS8779s (200114,RT)(Milton Navarro also) 0:28
(changed the name of the sports center, which was named after the ousted leader.)
VoewerRem: ER: Parasitic Imperialists at work for you... / JR: Sick people.)
(g: This is not democracy that took over the country. It's called corporatocracy.)
(ff: The statues of the slave owning presidents in the US will last forever.)
(FL: That's how they removed Saddam Hussein Statue in the invasion of Iraq in 2003.)
(w3: It reminds me Saddam Hussein statue from Iraq.. And look where they are today.)
(P4: 10 people there & 2 or 3 are clapping lol! Democracy right lol! What a joke!)
(AT: What these people don't know is they'll also be replaced one day by America.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Iran False Flag, Bolivia’s Coup Gov Seeks Israel’s Help,
Israel's Been In Yemen 'Since Day One’ (So-Called "Anti-Terror" Death Squads)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TJHnYrTD4A (191208,LastAmericanVagabond) 1:10:19
(2:00 Claims Israel bombing Syria. Other video of black sky claims Iran attacking.)
(30:40 MintPresNews. Bolivian "Anti-Terror" Death Squads attack so-called Foreign)
(Groups. Any who disagrees with Coup Regime IntMin labeled as agents of Venezuela.)
(33:20 Murillo claims "grand conspiracy against all of the Americas". [Yeah,Right])
(Claiming it is Venezuela working out of Colombia.)
(ViewerRem: AF: Thank you for saying what few have the guts to say.)
(35:50 Murillo claims all civilians coup regime murdered are Maduro terrorists.)
(36:25 Coup regime murders, censors news, arrests oppos, then cry "Maduro bad guys")
(37:40 Per "Times of Israel" Bolivia IntMin seek Israel help against so-call terror)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Jeanine Añez reivindica su gestión y fustiga la de Morales)
(en su mensaje del 22 de enero (Jeanine Añez vindicates her management and)
(criticizes [whips] Morales in her message of January 22 2020.) 30:55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfDJrbig_YQ (200122,InterBolivia)
(In front of her cabinet standing in the stands of the Republican building and)
(surrounded by military chiefs and policemen in campaign clothing, and members of)
(the group called Resistance inside and outside the building, Áñez reviewed the)
(episodes of his coming to power, still calling to authoritarian Morales.)
(ViewerRemarks [Translated]: JV: Murderess! PG: You and your minions are the)
(terrorists and liars by the way. Talk about your nephew and your lady husband.)
(GA: La Porno-usurpadora oxigenada! The Oxygenated Porn-Usurper!)
(RR: ..She does not report how much he bribed police to send country to slaughter.)
(PM: Hopefully a good judge, act and take this specimen to a good cage.)
(FR: Seeing and hearing this woman disgusts. JM: Murderer, she & her accomplices.)
(JR: When you planned the coup with Camacho, Mesa, Goni Sánchez versain tuto among)
(thieves we will vote for you from Bolivia.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: LA REALIDAD DE LOS GOLPISTAS DE BOLIVIA A LA CABEZA DE
CAMACHO CARLOS MESA JEANINE AÑEZ MARCO PUMARI (THE REALITY OF THE BOLIVIA
COUPISTS IN THE HEAD OF CAMACHO CARLOS MESA JEANINE AÑEZ MARCO PUMARI) 1:11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us308v3qe78 (200110,8Multicolor.MobAndPoliceTearGs)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: MAS-IPSP Lawmakers Denounce Persecution (FtS 10-01) 23:03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpBOJ0zKkTw (200110,TeleSUR English. 1st 4 min-Bol)
(2:50 Defacto government still persecuting MAS members. Investigating 592 of them.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Mensaje presidencial 22 de enero 2020 (Long by Anez) 35:42
Presidential Message January 22, 2020 (Anez)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTgZVE4Wih8 (200122,Bolivision)(Al Día, transmite)
(el mensaje de la presidente constitucional Jeanine Añez en fecha 22 de enero 2020)
(Today, transmits message of constitutional president Jeanine Añez on Jan 22, 2020)
ViewerRemarks [Transl]: mm: They do not know that Hitting, repressing, persecuting,)
(& even killing their own countrymen & opponents is not pacifying the country, but)
(sedition & terrorism, as well as taking government by force & through an illegal)
(& anti-democratic coup d'etat, not emanated from popular will of the true people,)
(but from the mafia foreign interests & terrorist criminals who are dedicated to)
(steal and deceive entire peoples to plunder their resources with impunity...)
(SB: Hopeful and concrete the message of the President of Bolivia. VR: Terrorist)
(coup añez aims at military & police submits the people and says that peace came.)
(What a liar this woman.)(AM: Excellent message of difference to burrera narco evo.)
(JC: I am not a masist. But what a shame to see that lady telling so many lies.)
(She is a murderer and has false comparison of the poor & continues to intimidate)
(the country with the murderous police and military.)(AF: Garbage murderess.)
(HO: What peace and freedom are you giving us surrounded by murderous military)
(mercenaries.)(ya: Good speech but I don't like drama.)(op: Murderess.)(Fi: To jail)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Ministro de Gobierno, Arturo Murillo denuncia conspiración
de narcoterroristas contra Bolivia / Government Minister Arturo Murillo denounces
conspiracy of narcoterrorists against Bolivia (_)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4k0WkDI0r8 (191202MinisteriodeGobierno-Bolivia3.7k)
(Minister of Government @ArturoMurilloS and Bolivian Police denounce conspiracy of)
(narcoterrorist organizations linked to Álvaro García Linera and Nicolás Maduro to)
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(destabilize the governments of #Bolivia, #Colombia, # Peru and #Chile )
Bolivia: Coup Regime: "NO QUEREMOS METER GENTE INOCENTE A LA CÁRCEL” DICE EL
MINISTRO ARTURO MURRILLO QUE OPINAS TÚ? 3:21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHUa9ErzpHg (200118,SantaCruzCommentarios)
(WE DON'T WANT TO PUT INNOCENT PEOPLE TO THE PRISON” THE MINISTER ARTURO MURRILLO)
(Viewer Answers [Translated]: JR: To Murillo because they do not open a case when)
(people, together with Camacho's father, kill university students in Palestinian)
(Banzer, these terrorists were guided by the United States and managed by a)
(Colombian terrorist, he is the husband of the usurper Anez.)
(LI: What they are doing is that people continue with the most Bolivian people is)
(painful and leave it alone if there is no correction [prison] there is no money.)
(IP: Murillo responds 38 deaths & hurts. Everyone has to answer f/so many deaths.)
(EV: Murillo, Añez, Camacho and Mesa are Murderers. They killed 40 Bolivians,)
(injured hundreds and there are more than 1200 missing.)
(TA: Where did the horse tooth satan come from?)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: One month of fascism in Bolivia (Vlog) 7:46
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NOSVnjbHDQ (191206,PeoplesDispatch)
(2:40 Supreme Decree 4708 (of 14 Nov) exempts armed forces from criminal liability.)
(2:55 IACHR verified numerous Human Rights violations by Anez regime, post coup.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Palabras de De Murillo "ir a la cacería" "aquel que trate de
hacer sedición que se cuide" (Words of Murillo "go to the hunt" "one who tries to
make sedition to take care of himself" “Go hunting” by former Evo Morales official.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lM3iP-R4Vek (191115,NoticiasBolivia)
[Shows long history of his tendency back to 1980.]
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Policía pidieron a las FFAA que no salga a enfrentarse contra
ellos (Police asked the armed forces not to go out against them) 4:45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeaXEcHGShM (200115,InterBolivia) Summary [Transl]:
(From the UTOP of La Paz, a member of Police, w/face covered, issued pronouncement)
(in which he said the police riot is not coup against the Government, but rather a)
(vindictive act & asked the Forces Armed Forces (FFAA) of country join the fight.)/
(...Bolivia is more united than ever, we ask armed forces not to face the police,)
(or the people, we are all Bolivian brothers, join & it will be historic struggle)
(because it is for present and future of Bolivia. As uniformed, we swear to defend)
(our flag, not a political party & say it is not coup d'etat, it is strengthening)
(of democracy that was stripped long ago,” said uniformed./ Bosses join the riot./)
(According to uniformed, riot also requires repeal of Law No. 101, leveling of)
(salaries w/Armed Forces, restitution of disbanded special units, 100% retirement,)
(generals' career f/merit & not for political interference & guarantee of no legal)
(or disciplinary actions against uniformed ones that are part of the action.) /
(“Actions are to recover the honor & dignity of institution, we want to recover)
(functions that were usurped & intervened by this Government, functions that were)
(part of us of our creation & not forgetting the Machiavellian plans and projects)
(that ruling party has to continue stripping us of our constitutional functions”.)/
(He guaranteed Police will fulfill constitutional role of protecting Bolivian)
(people & bring those responsible for massacres & crimes to relevant authorities.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Prosecutors order arrest of ex-President Evo Morales NotVid
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/12/bolivia-prosecutors-order-arrest-presidentevo-morales-191218181946003.html (191218,AlJazeera.com)
(Interior Minister Arturo Murillo recently brought up charges against Morales,
alleging he promoted violent clashes that led to 35 deaths during disturbances)
(before and after he left office in November.) (The former president - now in)
(Argentina - called the arrest warrant 'unfair, illegal and unconstitutional'.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Rightists destroy democracy in Bolivia! How can such coups be
stopped in the future? (191208,DemocraticSocialist01.Vlog over Video) 9:08
(Democracy is dead in Bolivia. Murdered by armed forces, OAS, and Rt Wing minority.)
(Before coup, GDP had been quadrupled, while also empowering indigenous people.)
(ViewerRem: NT: Right wingers hate democracy. In other news, the Sun is hot.)
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(WM: "how many democratically elected officials do we need overthrow bef.rl.soc.bad)
(WS: Disgusting even “progressive” libs lk pakman bought into corp propag. on Bol.)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: Tense calm under interim government (Clamp down El Alto) 2:42
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BM8oInFV804 (191206,AlJazeeraEnglish)
(1:10 Chart of MAS members being targeted by coup regime under [false] terror chgs.)
(ViewerRem: PF: Apparently, Venezuelan government is a group of "incompetent and)
(out-of-touch individuals who lost control over their bankrupt country", at same)
(time they are "cunning evil geniuses, who are capable of secretly coordinating)
(and financing massive protests in pretty much every other country in the region".)
(ra: they do not want election...)
Bolivia: Coup Regime: WaPo [WashPost] Admits Bolivia Was A Coup (Just a vlog) 14:37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iaIHO5oJMQ (200229,MajorityReportw/SamSeder)
Bolivia: Coup Relat: Economic Divide, People over Money (Morales history+now) 25:01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o11EFa9bthw (191212,PressTVPrograms,Speculative)
(17:15 Revenge coup by elites. Most of program speculation about coup players.)
Bolivia: Demonstations: La Pollera y la Wiphala se Respetan 0:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2GC7tuOaX0 (200120,PresnaWiphala)
(Pollera and Wiphala Respect each other; demand respect.)
(The repression and violence of the coup plotters will not silence our voices.)
(The Wiphala and the Woman of Pollera are respected.)
Bolivia: Demonstrations: Manifestaciones en Villa Tunari 3:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnN2BfQYRFw (200120,PresentaWiphala)
(Demonstrations at Villa Tunari #BoliviaNoSeCalla. Bolivia will not stay silent.)
(Villa Tunari - Social Organizations of the tropics reject the promulgation of the)
(exceptional law of extension of mandate [term] of Añez.)
Bolivia: Elections: Bolivia's Congress passes law for new elections w/o Morales 1:35
https://www.france24.com/en/20191124-bolivia-congress-passes-law-new-electionswithout-evo-morales-jeanine-anez (191124,France24Eng) Article+Video AnulOctElect
(1:05 Anes said no amnesty for Morales. (Any who commited crimes not have amnesty.))
(Contempt in Anez voice and on her face while she says this in video.)[MyNote: SHE)
(should be taking about crime? After her decree enabled massacre of over 30 people!)
Bolivia: Elections: Bolivia's Congress to pass law for new elections on Saturday:
lawmaker (191122,Reuters.BloatwareWebPage)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bolivia-politics-election/bolivias-congress-topass-law-for-new-elections-on-saturday-lawmaker-idUSKBN1XW2BA (_)
Bolivia: Elections: Coup Regime: Bolivia's 'second coup' and more (ArndtWorld) 7:06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQ8bvHk8KK4 (200223,PeoplesDispatch.3:12 EndBolCov)
(On 20 Feb, coup regime barred Morales, DPali from running f/Senate f/Cocha, Potosi)
(Salvador Romero tribunan said could not run because not perm residents in Bolivia.)
(2:40 Many had to flee Bolivia after filing of false charges by Coup Government.)
Bolivia: Elections: Diego Pary vuelve a Bolivia y agradece por considerarlo posible
precandidato para la presidencia (Diego Pary returns to Bolivia and thanks [Morales]
for considering him a possible candidate for the presidency.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vd9ZjcCFJLE (200105,RTenEspanol) 0:51
(ViewerRem [Translated]: LM: Well done, we already won the elections. MAS the only)
(patriotic party. The right assassinates 38 people & puts relatives in the powder.)
(AO: Long live Evo Morales. Jail to the murderous usurper and Dictator Añez.)
Bolivia: Elections: Exiled leader Morales named as election campaign chief by Boliv.
socialists. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGAd7Kf0k4c (191208,Etv.CompuVoice) 1:50
(With Bolivia under the stewardship of an interim government following the coup)
(against former President Evo Morales, the country’s socialist party has chosen)
(the exiled leader to run its upcoming election campaign from abroad.)
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(Morales’ Movement Towards Socialism (MAS) party gathered in city of Cochabamba)
(this weekend to choose its candidates, in a snap election that has yet to be)
(announced, but has been promised by interim president Jeanine Áñez.)
Bolivia: Elections: MAS: Luis Arce Catacora, como candidato a la Presidencia y
David Choquehuanca a la Vicepresidencia. (Hosted by Evo Morales in Argentina) 5:06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLFz_VWUfSM (200120,PrensaWiphala)
(Luis Arce Catacora, as candidate for Presidency & David Choquehuanca for Vice Pres)
(Yesterday they announced that the binomial representative of the MAS for elections)
(is formed by Luis Arce Catacora, as candidate for the Presidency and David)
(Choquehuanca for the Vice Presidency. Addressing Andronico "Sometimes you have)
(to make sacrifices for projects" asked young people to understand the decision.)
(The Unity Pact defines the candidacy of: 1.- Candidate for the presidency Luis)
(Arce Catacora former Minister of Economy brilliant in the management of Morales.)
(2.- Candidate for Vice Pres. former Chancellor of Plurinational State of Bolivia.)
(First Senator for La Paz Eduardo Rodríguez Veltze.)
(First Senator for Cochabamba Andronico Rodríguez.)
(First Senator for Santa Cruz Adriana Salvatierra.)
Bolivia: Elections: MAS: MAS party presents presidential candidates for upcoming
elections. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4N3jOboJEW8 (200209,Ruptly.Speech) 2:40
(SUMMARY: The Movement for Socialism (MAS) party, founded by former President Evo)
(Morales, presented its candidates for upcoming snap elections at its 1st campaign)
(event in El Alto on Saturday. / Party's presid. candidate Luis Arce along with)
(Vice-president cand. David Choquehuanca addressed the supporters from the stage.)
("We feel honoured, proud, respectful and disciplined", said Arce pledging to take)
(over a "great fight to recover what was taken from us by a bloody coup.")
(Choquehuanca said, "Let's show our good heart to the world," adding, "We are not
from culture of confrontation sis's & bros, let's go ahead with truth", he called.)
Bolivia: Elections: MAS Party Under Threat as Bolivia Moves Towards New Elections
(W/O Evo)(W/new elections scheduled in Bolivia, MAS party under attack, & resurgent)
(Right fortified by de facto interim gov't, left-Indig. unity needed more than ever)
https://nacla.org/blog/2020/01/10/mas-party-under-threat-bolivia-new-electionswithout-evo (200110,nacla.org Reporting on the Americas Since 1967) NotVid Excellent
(EXCERPT: ...Despite her limited mandate as a “caretaker” president charged only)
(with preparing the country for new elections, within days Añez wiped out Morales’s)
(cabinet and installed a new leadership team with deep ties to Bolivia’s right-wing)
(sectors. For the past eight weeks, the Añez regime, elected by no one, has mounted)
(an aggressive and vindictive campaign to undermine the MAS party by reversing its)
(policies, persecuting its leaders, and intimidating its supporters.)
(For starters, Añez deployed armed forces to repress Indigenous anti-coup pro(testers at Sacaba & Senkata, leaving a toll of 19 dead & several hundred wounded..)
(The regime issued an Interpol arrest warrant for Morales, charging him w/ter&sed..)
(To date, over 100 MAS gov't officials have been detained or are facing criminal)
(charges, ranging from terrorism to electoral fraud to misuse of state resources...)
(Murillo has threatened to disenfranchise the entire [Chapare] region in the)
(upcoming election if the police are not permitted to reenter...)
(Domestic press censorship & media blackouts have been rampant under the de facto)
(regime. TeleSUR, Russia Today, & other foreign outlets have been eliminated from)
(the national cable system, while 53 community radio stations have been shuttered.)
(While the new minister of communications has recanted her earlier pledge to crack)
(down on free speech, three journalists were detained on New Year’s Eve & charged)
(with terrorism and sedition for -criticizing the government- on social media. /)
(The regime overhauled the MAS government’s foreign policy, shifting allegiances...)
(Añez’s development minister has declared his support for privatizing public)
(enterprises & shrinking the state, raising specter of a return to past austerity)
(policies & control of the economy—including natural resources such as lithium-by)
(transnational corporations. What’s more, the interim president’s divisive racist)
(discourse—ranging from deleted past tweets scorning “satanic” Indigenous)
(celebrations, to more recent comments characterizing MAS leaders as “savages”-)
(suggests to many Indigenous Bolivians that the significant gains achieved under)
(Morales’s decolonization policies are at risk of being dismantled. ...)
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(new [MAS] Senate president Eva Copa has led negotiations with Añez government...)
(She accused Adriana Salvatierra., who resigned Senate leadership post after coup,)
(of handing over presidency to opposition in an effort to save her father f/prosec.)
(Copa defends her legislative pragmatism—attacked by some as complicity with the)
(regime—as a necessary strategy to move beyond the current political crisis. “We)
(didn’t have money to escape,” she says, “so we have to face the consequences.” ...)
Bolivia: Elections: Morales-Backed Bolivian Presidential Candidate Holds Press
Conference: in BuenosA Argentina. 3:43
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWukon0ZmXQ (200121,RedRevolutionMedia)
(Bolivian Presidential Candidate for 'Movement for Socialism' (MAS) Luis Arce,)
(held a press conference in Buenos Aires on Monday. / Arce, who was Minister of)
(Economy from 2006 to 2017 and again from January 2019 until the recent turmoil)
(in the country, described the coming elections as “not easy.”).. /
("My candidacy basically also reflects the more than 2 million people we got out)
(of poverty and there they are now in the middle class, we have entered the middle)
class in my country, with our social and economic policies" Arce added. /)
(Arce accused Interim-President Jeanine Anez of "not handling economy properly,")
(and added that "people are understanding that we are going back to the past." /)
(He criticised the high level of racism against indigenous people of Bolivia,...)
(..hoped for having "the conditions and guarantees to be able to do our campaign.")
(Former Pres. Evo Morales announced his Movement of Socialism party's candidates)
(for country's May 3 elections at a press conference, in Buenos Aires on Sunday.)
Bolivia: Elections: Morales encabeza la campaña electoral del MAS en Buenos Aires
(Morales leads the MAS election campaign in Buenos Aires. Speakers, Music) 3:28:40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVD-BYLzzRc (200122,SputnikMundo.IndigenousMusic)
(ViewerRem [Transl]: For our always Evo Morales and linera will be our president.)
Bolivia: Elections: ¿Quiénes serán los candidatos de MAS? Podrán participar, pero
sin postular a EVO ni a ÀLVARO / Who will be the MAS candidates? They may
participate, but without applying for EVO or ÀLVARO.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQUw36XUc2U (191122,NoMentirasPAT / NoLiesPAT) 12:39
(ViewerRem (Translated): LM: We will not please the coup makers. Whoever the )
(candidate of MÁS will have my vote and that of others.)
(JM: I was at the table w/previous election where I escape mistakes, but I realize)
(that with right [wing] country will be DESTROYED so we have to go for continuity.)
Bolivia: Elections: "There wasn't a coup" (BIASED video Promotes Mesa) 7:13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sqodGTvHBg (191213,TivexInforma) 5 views
(This video was made by a member of the Bolivian expats in Mexico. I decide to)
(add subtitles in English to reach more non Spanish speakers to know that what)
(happened in Bolivia wasn't a coup.) (4:45 Police mutiny start 8 Nov. MilSugRes.)
[OPINION: Fake News. Lags real time events by weeks: Time to develop narrative.]
[Accuses indigenous protesters of widesprd vandalism. Vandal by far right bef 10th.]
[Accused indigenous burn houses of opposition when right did this. Time doesn't lie]
(6:30 Claims was "revolution" of people tired of not being heard.)[That'sWhatCoupIs]
Bolivia: Elections: USAID Arriving in Bolivia to 'Monitor Elections,' Raising Fears
of US Meddling in May 3 Vote. "Trump administration has clearly picked sides." NotVd
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/01/10/usaid-arriving-bolivia-monitorelections-raising-fears-us-meddling-may-3-vote (200110,CommonDreams,EoinHigginsWr)
Bolivia: Free Media (what little is left): Prensa Wiphala (WiphalaPress) YT Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCodZJ0elhcOOXr_3HaufqwQ (200120,PrWiphala Channel)
Bolivia: Garcia Linera: ENTREVISTA: Garcia Linera ¿Qué representa Mesa y Camacho
para el MAS. (INTERVIEW: Garcia Linera What does Mesa and Camacho represent for MAS)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLylpbtgLe0 (191226,Interbolivia.) 5:01
(ViewerRem: AF: Recuerden las historias de Bolivia mesa un traidor y Camacho una)
(rata puro interés personal traidores asesinos.. / Remember the stories of Bolivia)
(table a traitor and Camacho a pure rat personal interest traitors murderers..)
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Bolivia: How to Stage a Coup! Media, Politics, Interventions in Bolivia Dr. Lee Artz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws2NP6ajyfE (191214,OpenUnivoftheLeft) 1:36:42
(20:30 Histor., coups on elections are followed by post coup "sanitized" elections.)
(Latin American capitalist class won't accept democracy, and will use violence.)
Bolivia: Human Rights: IACHR calls for int'l probe of alleged rights abuses in
Bolivia. (Inter-American Commission on Human Rights publishes preliminary report
documenting post-election rights abuses.) NotVid
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/12/iachr-calls-int-probe-alleged-rights-abusesbolivia-191211221839977.html (191211,AlJazeera,AmyBooth)
Bolivia: Human Rights: Informe de la CIDH denuncia masacres y violaciones a DDHH
en Bolivia (IACHR report denounces massacres and human rights violations in Bolivia)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPGOUn984C0 (191212,TeleSURtv) 2:58
Bolivia: Kicks out Mexican, Spanish diplomats due to spat over former president 0:37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8CGpoTvg60 (191230,ArriangNews) 0:37
(Bolivia siege to Mexicam embassy. Spain also kicked out 3 Bolivian diplomats.)
Bolivia: Las Masacres son una lluvia de Odio y Violencia Golpista 1:55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9iE76nlYos (200120,PrensaWiphala.Narrated) !!s
(The Massacres are a rain of Hate and Coup Violence.) Summary [Translated]:
(Two months after the Senkata massacre, we continue to denounce the coup government)
(of Bolivia that murdered the brothers and sisters of El Alto. / So many destroyed)
(families that have lost a loved one and not a single arrested or investigated.)
(There are no judges or prosecutors for the humble.)
(Bolivia merece mas. [Bolivia deserves more])
Bolivia: Latin America says 'No to neoliberalism!': Ecuador's ex-foreign minister
talks uprisings and Assange (Notes CEPR report debunks OAS report.) 40:41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ro4M5EUfGE (191211,TheGrayzone.FormerOASworker.)
(2:00 OAS releasing very aggeessive statements and baseless preliminary reports.)
(OAS was lying. Important as initial lies defined narrative & actions that follow.)
(ViewerRem: DL: OAS & its accomplices in CIA & elsewhere did account f/geography.)
(Is why they turned off electricity when did, just as rural votes starting come in.)
(They had to find way to discredit surge in votes they knew were going to come in.)
(vd: The world needs to get out in front of this,s america is a target.)
Bolivia: Lithium: Industry businesses hit by political crisis. 2:49
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hngkt6g1UC4 (191208,AlJazeeraEnglish)
(YOB WAS set to partner w/German firm to produce electric car batt in large scale)
(But that is off since coup. All Bolivia may rise up if attempts to privatize.)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Absolute chaos today at Inter-American
@The_Dialogue today after Bolivian activists & @codepink interrupt a “conversation”
w neo-nazi @LuisFerCamachoV / I ask him to respond to allegations he’s a fascist
before staff block access & physically attack Codepink. (Vid+Tweet) 2:20
https://twitter.com/anyaparampil/status/1205152535130099712 (191212,AnyaParampil)
Bolivia: Luis Fern. Camacho: Admite que su padre pactó con la Policía y el Ejército
(In a video that circulates on social networks, Luis Fernando Camacho, former civic)
(leader & current presid. candidate in Bolivia, openly admits it was his father who)
(reached an agreement with the Army & the Police to join his coup strategy,)
(refusing to repress the mobilizations against the Government of Evo Morales.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gTdzdvGfMs (191229,RTenEspanol) 1:28
(Quote of Camacho post: Recien te das cuenta? No solo conversamos con los politicas)
(y milirares para que no repriman; tambien coordinamos con conamaq, mineros,)
(ponchos rojos y obrereros. Hubo cabildos en todo el pais donde los bolivianos)
(decidimos como terminar tu dictadura. Tu cobarde huida fue la cereza!)
(Translated Post: Have you just noticed? Not only do we talk with the politicians)
(and milirares so that they do not repress; We also coordinate w/conamaq, miners,)
(red ponchos & workers. There were councils throughout the country where Bolivians)
(decided how to end your dictatorship. Your cowardly escape was the cherry!)
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Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Critican a Camacho y piden que se disculpe
They criticize Camacho and ask him to apologize (About recording, etc.) 1:28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KTEK-sS7_g (191217,NoticiasBolivision)
(ViewerRem: na: This donkey put both legs up to his ears, now that he says that)
ministries & institutions have received. AD: Wing jail this guy. Sorry for the jail)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Del Rincón pone en aprietos a Camacho: "Usted sabía
que estaban grabando (Del Rincón puts Camacho in trouble: "You knew they recording"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAqK0dqJG8w (191214,InterBolivia) [RecPumari] 16:12
(Journalist Fernando Del Rincón put Luis Fernando Camacho in trouble last night on)
(his CNN program by revealing that former civic leader sent him a 45-minute audio)
(before it was broadcast. Although Camacho assured him it is a different recording)
(than one that triggered his departure w/potosino Marco Pumari, in the Del Rincon)
(interview he shows that Camacho knew about the recordings to Pumari...)
("Are you transparent and forward?" -Yes. -Completely? -Yes, completely. Del Rincón)
(silence then says: I'm sorry, I'm a journalist. You sent me that audio, [of] 45)
(minutes. You knew that audio before Sun. "No, you are tell me of leak, not exist-)
(ence."... "It hadn't leaked, but you had audio in your posses.," journalist notes.)
(No, no, Marco (Pumari's) audio was two hours and fifty (minutes), not forty-five.")
(- But in audio you send me there is part that talks about 250 thousand (dollars).)
("No, you don't talk about 250k," Camacho corrects. "Why do you send audio to me?")
(- asks Del Rincón again. No no no no. What's more, we talked to you about asking)
(Marco (Pumari) there was no proof of that audio yet. It was another audio from )
(another meeting I told him, I showed him ... "But you knew they were recording,")
(interrupts Del Rincon. Camacho's new silence, until he reacts this way:)
("But it was later, it wasn't at the time." Luis Fernando Camacho had a 45-minute)
(audio of a Pumari meeting that he sent to me. Where do you know that audio is?)
("Did you listen to audio?" - Camacho answers with question. "Yes, I listened to)
(them in full 45 min." "It's not that audio," Camacho says again, "it's another)
(meeting, and we're talking about vice president." "They were recording all the)
(conversations they had with Pumari!" - Del Rincon's voice rises, and you knew)
(they were recording and the audio sends it to me.)
(ViewerRem: WG: The coup makers will have to get off to give Power to the people.)
(Down with the fascist and coup leaders.)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Descubren mural en reconocimiento a Camacho y ex
cívico cuenta pormenores y acuerdos con policías y militares para renuncia de Evo.
(They discover mural in recognition of Camacho and former civic account details &
agreements w/police & military to resign from Evo)[MyRem:MaybePaintedAfterFact) 6:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnTvfvS2Y9I (191229,BoliviaNoticias)
(VwRem: e3: Killer coup plotters, inernational capture for you. Traders vendepatria)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Fascist Bolivian coup leader fails in DC charm
offensive (Many Demonstrators decried massacres after coup.)(Anya Parampil) 6:51
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IFxh1_EZx0 (191217,TheGrayzone) !!!s
(On Red Lines, Anya Parampil covers the obliteration of Bolivian coup leader Luis)
(Fernando Camacho's big event in Wash., where he was auditioning for US support at)
(Inter-American Dialogue think tank on December 12. The presidential candidate had)
(hoped to present himself as a unifying figure, but was instead met with ferocious)
(resistance by Bolivians and US anti-war protesters denouncing his fascist past.)
(2:05 Wealthy white pro-coup Nancy Reagan wannabes acted like rabid Hyenas and)
(attacked activists & journalists, grabbed their phones, then threatened to charge)
(them with assault for being there. Claimed were paid to be there, but were not.)
(2:50 But right wing people WERE paid to attend meet, incl. State Dept., IMB, etc.)
(5:30 Inter-Amer. Dialog staff block Camacho access when ask if denounce massacres.)
(ViewerRem: RN: “Charm offensive”. — Nice. (More like, “Kiss the ring” visit.)
(TK: Codepink is great. One of only feminist movement hasn’t bowed to corp pressure)
(MB: Sad but true, and money can convince weak-minded to commit violence for their)
(fascist leaders, & all we have to do is provide "capital" & dirty deeds get done.)
(TS: Maybe every country should have nukes so this sh** would never happen.)
(That's only reason why they didn't do N Korea, sad but true. jo: I love code pink.)
(BB: “Because they are paid to be there” Classic case of projection.)
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Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Fernando Camacho vs Fernando del RINCÓN - discusión
sobre el audio filtrado entre Marco Pumari (Fernando Camacho vs Fernando del RINCÓN)
(- discussion about the filtered audio between Marco Pumari)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uNo1R9Bi5Mo (191214,XriztianRoy) 37:36
Bolivia: Morales: Áñez no puede hacer nada, Evo Morales habilitado para hacer
política desde Argentina- Diego Pary (Áñez cannot do anything, Evo Morales enabled
to do politics from Argentina- Diego Pary) (Just a vlog between 2 people.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8hpHkJ8A0c (191216,EcosLatinos) 8:35
(VwRem: SH: Let us continue to pray for Bolivia & for God to raise a leader fearful)
(president of Him, only this way things are done without personal interests.)
(JD: Que pena !! Mientras más habla camacho, más mal queda....lo que debería hacer)
(es dar un paso al costado. What a pity !! The more you talk Camacho, the worse it)
(is .... what you should do is step aside.)
(ML: That recording had only one objective to disqualify Pumari.)(JC: Pumari should)
(report the violation to his privacy because what was done was very serious.)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Cam: HOTEL CORTEZ DESMIENTE a CAMACHO No grabaron los audios!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-T168IqPX4 (191215,InterBolivia)
(The Cortez Hotel, where the Cruz Civic Committee held meetings, denied version)
(that the establishment recorded the meetings between civic leaders Luis Fernando)
(Camacho and Marco Pumari. In interview with CNN, Camacho said the hotel delivered)
(a 45-minute recording where Pumari agrees to run for vice president.)
(On its facebook page, the Hotel Cortez stated that, "The Board of Directors and)
(General Management of Hotel Cortez report that in our rooms privacy, reservation)
(and confidentiality are guaranteed for all our clients. In our rooms we do not)
(have audiovisual recording equipment of any kind, "he said. / The publication)
(highlights that a statement circulating on social networks is false.)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Increpan a Luis Fernando Camacho en Washington
#interbolivia #Bolivia (Luis Fernando Camacho is increased in Washington) 13:57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aDQ3gM3z3g (191112,InterBolivia)
(Former civic leader Luis Fernando Camacho was unbelieved by human rights activists)
(and Bolivians while participating as a guest in a discussion of the Inter-American)
(Dialogue organization "in Washington, United States. [Mostly heclking.])
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Inter-American Dialogue WDC (AmyaParam.Twitter) 2:20
https://twitter.com/anyaparampil/status/1205152535130099712 (191212,Twitter,Anyap)!
(Absolute chaos today at Inter-American @The_Dialogue today after Bolivian)
(activists & @codepink interrupt a “conversation” w neo-nazi @LuisFerCamachoV )
(I ask him to respond to allegations he’s a fascist before staff block access & )
(physically attack Codepink.)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Las declaraciones de Camacho muestran que desconoce
la historia" (Analista) (Camacho's statements show he doesn't know the story.) 2:23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuQy7PVPE80 (191212,RTenEspanol)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: Manifestantes a favor de Morales interrumpen una
entrevista a Camacho (Protesters in favor of Morales interrupt interview w/Camacho)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1asjRsMtJF0 (191212,RTenEspanol.CodePinkNoCoupSign)
Bolivia: Luis Fernando Camacho: PRESUME de como su padre PACTÓ con los MILITARES
para TRICIONAR a Evo Morales (Camacho PRESUME of how his father PACTED with the
MILITARY to TRICK Evo Morales.)(Extended version of RAW video of Camacho talking)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k939SmSPG_Y (191229,EcosLatinos) 12:23
(SUMMARY [Translated]: The ultra-conservative reference #LuisFernandoCamacho)
(boasted about his active role in the coup against deposed president #EvoMorales.)
(Camacho openly admitted that it was his father who pressured the #militaries that)
(November 10 to take Morales's support off and join his coup strategy.)
(Viewer Remarks [Translated]:yi: Well family and all now Camacho and coup to jail)
(there will be no right mercy opposition to jail. Killers thieves sells homelands.)
(NB: and they said it was not a blow [coup]!! Those genocidal coup leaders to the)
(International Criminal Court.) (ED: It's disgusting to hear this cockroach.)
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(FH: What freedom does he talk about if Evo didn't have them repressed?)
(VV: Liar talks about the bible. How many dead do you have in your conscience if)
(you have it. / CX: Cynicism of this KILLED Camacho, his father bought it from the)
(military and police. / A: Evo will return sooner or later.)
(VC: Evo the best does not kill anyone, don't stay with blood.)
Bolivia: MAS: Evo Morales' potential successor speaks out aft far-right Bolivia coup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=du-XlKquhgE (191228,TheGrayzone)
(Andrónico Rodríguez could be next president of Bolivia. 30-y-old labor organizer)
(spoke w/Wyatt Reed about the far-right US-backed coup against Pres. Evo Morales,)
(repression of their leftist MAS party, & how the upcoming election may be rigged.)
(EXCERPT: "They [coup regime] have practically all state power, they're running all)
(state agencies, and they're harassing & intimidating all our legislators who are)
(carrying out - as they should be - the selection of the Supreme Electoral court...)
(ViewerRem: BB: First, you should never trust the EU or their "observers", they)
(are in bed with the US when it comes to foreign policy. Bolivia has Lithium, the)
(globalists want that and other natural resources and don't care about the people.)
(LE: Fscists in Bolivia earned ire of majority. Backfire effect will be amazing.)
(GB: Thank you grayzone. I live in Bolivia and this is the first time I hear the)
(right questions made by a journalist. Andronico reflects the preocupations we)
(have regarding the uncoming elections.)(RS: well Spoken.)
(gr: I like the Che hat he was wearing. That said it all.)
Bolivia: MAS: Hundreds Rally in Support of Morales and MAS in Cochabamba 1:53
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Y9avsiNao (200122,RedRevolutionMedia)
(Hundreds took to the streets of Cochabamba on Wednesday to show their support for)
(Bolivia's former president, Evo Morales, and the Movement Towards Socialism (MAS))
(candidates running in Bolivia's upcoming general elections, set for May 3rd.)
(Excerpt [Transl]: First of all, greet the relatives of those who lost their lives)
(during the cou d'etat. To the wounded, to political prisoners, and the persecuted.)
(To assylym seekers, to those who'se rights are restricted, to the coup leaders.) /
(In a moment, justice will come to these who want to leave in impunity [those who)
(caused] so many dead, wounded, detained, what they did in such a short time...)
Bolivia: MAS: SE REARTICULA EL MAS, ADRIANA SALVATIERRA ENTREVISTA
(THE MAS IS REARTICULATED, ADRIANA SALVATIERRA INTERVIEW) 23:14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqquWjRCqFA (191216,RevisitaBolivia)
Bolivia: Media: Medea Benjamin (Codepink): Entrevista con Jorge Gestoso: Conversamos
con Medea Benjamin (Interview with Jorge Gestoso: We talked with Medea Benjamin)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=058x58y8pt4 (200108,JorgeGestoso) 22:39
(Emphasis is assassination of Iranian general; 3,000 more US troops to MidEast.)
Bolivia: Mexico: Gobierno mexicano alista queja ante CIJ por acoso a embajada en
La Paz (Mexican government enlists complaint to ICJ for harass.of embassy in La Paz)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9U-rX40X0o (191228,TeleSUR,Venez) 14:12
Bolivia: Mexico: Incidente agrava crisis diplomática entre Bolivia - México 1:47
(Incident aggravates diplomatic crisis between Bolivia - Mexico)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bweh7CEsw44 (191227,UnitelBolivia)
(ViewerRem [Translated]: RR: A gossipy, illegal, ephemeral government confronting)
(Spain, Mexico & Argentina; that already slaughtered people. Is no sanity there.)
(Ka: International treaties are being violated. If for these countries these people)
(are persecuted politicians. Your decision must be respected. And do everything by)
(legal means. It is first time that Bolivia has such incidents. We give bad image.)
(MB: Outside Mexico of Bolivia is same as Venezuela..& what kind Spain do you want?)
(PB: Those that aggravated diplomatic relations of Mexico & Bolivia now also Spain,)
(is regime of the DICTADURA of Añez, Camacho and Mesa, the GOLPISTA regime does not)
(represent much of the people either inside or outside the Plurinational State.)
(NB: The coup & genocidal gov't does not represent Bolivian people. The de facto)
(gov't is a nest of rats and largest w/Añez, Croatians Longaric and Murillo & that)
(paradox of Quirora that wants to impersonate Bolivian when he lived most of of his)
(life in the USA. DE FACTO GOVERNMENT = GENOCIDE RATS.)
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Bolivia: Misinformation: Cyber-Rambo w/US military ties deployed amid Bolivian Coup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbWnRCtn4kQ (200127,CalebMaupin.EditedRTvideo)
(Caleb Maupin is a widely acclaimed speaker, writer, journalist, political analyst.)
(..He was involved with Occupy Wall Street movement.., and has been involved many)
(struggles f/social justice. He is outspoken advocate of.. 21st Century Socialism.)
(VwRem: SZ: Calling out others for the things you are doing yourself. Capitalist
tactics as always. TH: Capitalism is bthe est at shouting Whataboutism. They will)
(demonize every country trying to industrialize and stand by themselves, because)
(they know the West was built on the backs of exploitation and slavery.)
Bolivia: Morales: Áñez no puede hacer nada, Evo Morales habilitado para hacer
política desde Argentina- Diego Pary (Áñez cannot do anything, Evo Morales enabled
to do politics from Argentina- Diego Pary) (Just a vlog between 2 people.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8hpHkJ8A0c (191216,EcosLatinos) 8:35
(ViewerRem: WG: The coup makers will have to get off to give Power to the people.)
(Down with the fascist and coup leaders.)
Bolivia: Morales: Evo Morales presenta a su equipo legal para enfrentar acusaciones
(Evo Morales presents his legal team to face accusations) 3:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df6ttIXcC24 (200102,TeleSURtv)
(This Thurs., Jan. 2, the legitimate president of Bolivia, Evo Morales, presented)
(his legal team that will advise him in the defense of his rights after the coup)
(d'etat consummated on Nov. 10. Gustavo Ferrerira, one of his advisors, assured)
(that the State today is based on the use of force and not on the Constitution,)
(in addition to Morales Ayma remaining the president of the country. teleSUR)
(ViewerRem [Trans]: sl: Argentines! Democracy! Recognition & respect of indigenous)
(indigenous peoples! Thank you!)(E2: I am almost certain that this year, party of)
(Jeanine Añez & OAS will do electoral fraud, they will review all candidates for)
(presidency of 2020 so they will be sure that the person who goes to the elections)
(does not go to judge them by the deaths in the repression of the coup d'etat.)
(BC: The lawyer Ferreira is right, in Bolivia there is a government of pure brute)
(force, applied by brutes and supported by gross citizens (not all of course))
Bolivia: Morales: Bolivia: revela Jeanine Áñez orden de aprehensión contra Evo
Morales (Bolivia: Jeanine Áñez reveals arrest warrant against Evo Morales) 0:51
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj8WHLS30cg (191215,TeleSURtv)
Bolivia: Morales: EL FINAL DE LA ERA DE EVO MORALES (VLOG APOYANDO EL GOLPE) 25:08
(THE END OF THE EVO MORALES ERA [VLOG SUPPORTING THE COUP])
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1537n4WcnU (200122,iLu)
(9:55 Anez: Plurinational State Day. We found hundreds of corruption cases...)
(VwRem [Transl]: MG: So many years and still can not read? His message vague hate..)
(WR: "Authentic Bolivian people" referring to the mass farmers. And the rest is the)
(false Bolivian people. Evo can never offer a speech without leaving his typical)
(hatred to other people who have no traits of being a peasant...)
Bolivia: Morales: END of EVO MORALES - VisualPolitik EN (Vlogw/vid.SaysCaught) 15:11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6q71Qcouzfg (191215,VisualPolitikEN)(Vlogger tries)
(make it look like he predicted Morales fall. Does not call it a coup) Pro-Coup Bias
(ViewerRem: MR: Sees Title. Me: Uh-oh. Grabs riot shield and helmet before diving)
(into the comment section. mj: Don't forget your troll replant.)
(Ws: Uh..you mean *repellent, unless you want to replant trolls like trees, then ok)
(DC: I am a gringo living in Bolivia and have seen first hand what has happened.)
(Finally the people of Bolivia may have a chance to really grow and enjoy a state)
(of freedom. Evo is in Argentina right now trying to come back too. I think he is)
(fighting a windmill and won't amount to anything more than another jailed thug.)
(DG: Please enlighten us, what was the freedom you didn’t have before? What was the)
(government, the police, the state stopping you from being able to do?) (No Answer)
(DJ: I bet the complete change of course recommended will be privatising everything)
(& neo liberalism. Replacing Morales with capitalist oligarchs.) (EJ: Me: Let's)
(watch this video. Looks at comments section. Me: Let's not watch this video.)
(dr: Do an episode on the Citizenship Amendment Act in India.)
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Bolivia: Morales: Evo Morales aims to shape Bolivian politics from Argentinian exile
The exiled former president of Bolivia has predicted he can steer his party to
victory in fresh elections expected in the coming months. Surrounded by a
political cadre, he has set up a base in Argentina. (191217,DW.com)
https://www.dw.com/en/evo-morales-aims-to-shape-bolivian-politics-from-argentinianexile/a-51713804 (NotVid)
Bolivia: Morales: Evo Morales: de la renuncia pasó al asilo en México y luego a un
viaje sorpresivo a Cuba / Evo Morales: from the resignation he went to asylum in
Mexico and then to a surprise trip to Cuba [then Argentina].
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmh9A5lUPak (191213,NTN24) 44:35
(- After staying four weeks asylum in Mexico, Evo Morales made decision to leave)
(country in last hours towards Cuba. Unofficial sources indicate that from there)
(he will travel to Argentina, where he would already be guaranteed a new asylum by)
(President-elect Alberto Fernández, who will take office Tuesday as new president.)
(- Evo Morales leaves Mexico at time when Organization of American States reveals)
(results of his final report on elections in Bolivia. Document concludes clearly)
(and forcefully that in elections of October 20 there was malicious manipulation)
(and serious irregularities that make it impossible to validate the results.)
(- In midst of this political crisis, Bolivia is moving forward in process that)
(seeks to elect a new president in 2020. Despite allegations of electoral fraud)
(against him, Evo Morales agreed to be the head of his party's campaign for the)
(Movement To Socialism, for the electoral contest next year.)
Bolivia: Morales: Evo Morales en TV de Argentina Rompe el [silencio] y da su punto
de vista (Evo Morales in Argentina TV breaks [silence] & gives hos point of view.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBGLBsEsDbg (191216,InterBolivia) 29:47
(ViewerRem: AC: Thanks to Mexico for saving life of Evo Morales and Alvaro Linera.)
(Thanks to Argentina for giving shelter. There they have that humble man who)
(worked and made people work tirelessly to improve conditions of all Bolivians.)
(May God bless Mexico to Argentina and Bolivia.)
Bolivia: Morales: Evo Morales llegó a Argentina en condición de asilado político
Evo Morales arrived in Argentina on condition of political asylum (NoPolStatmt) 1:09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOXPPDRbwg0 (191213,RedUnoDeBolivia) Former Bolivian
president arrived in Buenos Aires, accompanied by three of his former authorities.
Bolivia: Morales: Evo Morales retracts call for 'armed militias' in Bolivia| NotVid
(Morales's call for creation of 'armed militias' in Bolivia sparked outcry from)
(the country's interim government.)
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/evo-morales-retracts-call-armed-militias-boli
via-200116192545546.html (200116,AlJazeeraEnglish) EXCERPT:
(Morales told Reuters News Agency on Sunday that Bolivians had t right to organise)
(& defend themselves, w/o firearms, from what he said were attacks by Bolivia's)
(interim government, which he says took power in a coup late last year.)
(At the time, he confirmed that he was the voice in a recording played on Bolivian)
(radio calling for the creation of armed militias "as in Venezuela", but said he)
(meant slingshots rather than guns.) / After initially going to Mexico, he moved)
(to Argentina, where he has continued to play a key and vocal political role with)
(his Movement for Socialism party before new elections called for May 3.)
(Argentina's centre-left Peronist President Alberto Fernandez, who was inaugurated)
(Dec 10, has previously supported Morales' rights to speak freely, though granting)
(him asylum has created tensions between his new admin and the United States.)
Bolivia: Morales: How A Farm Boy Became Bolivia’s President - And Lost It All | AJ+
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z27zAA1lQFk (191213,AJ+.Rise/FallEvoMorales) 9:13
(3:40 Indigenous seats in Congress for first time in new Constitution of 2009.) !!s
(Made secular vs Catholic state. Recog. 36 indigenous groups. Set term limits.)AlJaz
Bolivia: Morales: ¿Quién es Evaliz Morales, hija de Evo Morales? 1:20
(Who is Evaliz Morales, daughter of Evo Morales?)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeO037W0cKA (191120,ElUniversal)
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(Evaliz Morales Alvarado es la hija mayor de Evo Morales y tiene 24 años. Evaliz)
(Morales, es fruto de la relación entre Evo Morales y Francisca Alvarado Pinto, ex)
(dirigente del movimiento político Eje Pachakuti.)
(Evaliz Morales Alvarado is the eldest daughter of Evo Morales and is 24 years old.)
(Evaliz Morales is the result of the relationship between Evo Morales and Francisca)
(Alvarado Pinto, former leader of the Acha Pachakuti political movement.)
Bolivia: News: What ‘The New York Times’ Got Wrong on Bolivia (_) NotVid
(By endorsing a military coup against a democratically elected government, the)
(Times betrayed its values and its journalists.) (191217,TheNation,GregGrandin)
Bolivia: Potosí: Comunicarios se dirigen al Ampliado Comunal 0:38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soeFeQCXtv4 (200120,PrensaWiphala)
(Communicators address the call of an enlarged communal in Potosí, made on January)
(19 to determine the measures to be taken in next few days within the framework of)
(the Bolivian situation. [Anez coup regime extending mandate term.])
Bolivia: Pumari: Marco Pumari no descarta conversar con Luis Fernando Camacho
(Marco Pumari does not rule out talking with Luis Fernando Camacho.) 1:48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHOxXM5IfO0 (191217,NoticiasBolivision)
(VRem: ML: You are noble..but I don't know if you are masochist or you like Marqito)
(abuse.MP:Although they swear on their bible, Bolivia doesn't believe them anymore.)
(MP: If the policy is dirty, Camacho will not get anywhere, regardless of his)
(divergence with Pumari, the people of Bolivia realized what kind of person he is.)
Bolivia: Pumari: Pumari no quiso referirse de la entrevista de Fernando Camacho en
CNN (Pumari declined to refer to Fernando Camacho's CNN interview) 2:27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lLoRuZ4frQ (191216,UnitelBolivia)
(ViewerRem: RF: These coup fighters are being fought for who best serves Bolivian)
(oligarchy and the United States. MS: Between snakes they release their poison.)
Bolivia: Putin denuncia injerencia extranjera en Bolivia (Fuente RT) 1:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGZu5hcH10M (200114,PrenseWiphala)
(Putin denounces foreign interference in Bolivia. RT source.)("When I see what is)
(happening in Bolivia when there is no power, nor a current government, it reminds)
(me a lot of situation in Libya; we speak categorically against any interference")
Bolivia: Regime: While Evo’s MAS party regroups, Bolivia’s coup leaders are eating
each other alive. Humiliating scandals are destroying right-wing leader Luis
Fernando Camacho and the right is fracturing as a more militant MAS party readies
for an uphill election battle (Grayzone) By Wyatt Reed (191215) NotVid
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/12/15/mas-regroups-bolivia-coup-leaders-eating-alive/
(191215,Grayzone) NotVid
Direct link Camacho video: https://twitter.com/i/status/1205895600962752512 (2:01)
Link to Cocha MAS meeting: https://twitter.com/i/status/1203409899297882112 (0:26)
Bolivia: Religion: MCGI in Peru and Bolivia Provide Free Transport Serv. to Citizens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkZFOslwn4k (191216,AngDatingDaan) 5:12
(Ang Dating Daan is an award-winning radio and television religious program hosted)
(by Bro. Eli Soriano and Bro. Daniel Razon.)
Bolivia: Religion: Bolivia: Una imagen vale más que mil palabras 2:08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myKkxcwoyUs (191215,Miguelon9) !D
(Bolivia: A picture is worth a thousand words. Shows what [appears] to be Interim)
(President Anez surrounded by evengelicals praying about "prophecy" and Bolivia.)
(Summary: I repeat for the umpteenth time: the evangelical mafia is the worst enemy)
(and the main threat against democracy in Latin America. Either we face them now or)
(we become Gilead.)(VwRem:s4: I already downloaded it before algorithm does its job)
(A: These religious fanatics are a danger, they commit crimes in the name of God!)
[My Note: Public association of church with so-called "Christian" regime begins.]
Bolivia: Senate: Presidenta del Senado denuncia que la senadora Adriana Salvatierra
busca obstaculizar su trabajo (President of the Senate denounces that Senator
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Adriana Salvatierra seeks to hinder her work) 1:36
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-aHu1fB9ls (191212,ATBdigital.RightWingBias)
(The president of the Senate, Eva Copa, denounced that the "radical wing" of the)
(Movement To Socialism (MAS), who would be Senator Adriana Salvatierra, seeks to)
(hinder her work. The accusation arises after the former chief of the Upper House)
(filed a lawsuit against Copa.) Viewer Remarks:
(CV: Adriana Salvatierra should be investigated as it is the one that is harming)
(this transitory government. li: I hope they put Adriana's dad in jail for a thief)
Bolivia: Villa Tunnari: Marcha Pacífica por la Democracia 9:48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8LvHutXE7U (200120,PrensaWiphala) IntroTranslation:
(Villa Tunnari: Peaceful March for Democracy.)
(January 19 2020 - A Peaceful March for Democracy was held in Villa Tunnari.)
(Their submachine guns and trucks are not going to silence the people of Bolivia.)
(We are millions, intelligence will overcome force and love will overcome hate.)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5.4.4 Bolivia: Misc (Non-Political):
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Bolivia: Aerial Images: 4K Drone Video of Bolivia - Drone Video Highlights of
Cochabamba, La Paz and Santa Cruz (Phantom 4 Drone.Cocha,Cristo,LaPaz) 35:39
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajrzQVUZWQw (190301,DroneTime)
Bolivia: Aymara: Matrimonio Aymara - Justicia Comunitaria Pt.2/4 32:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj4MF5UdUCw (140714,GamlpBolivia)
(Aymara Marriage - Community Justice)
(Second part of the production "Aymara Marriage - Community Justice")
Bolivia: Así se Vivía y se Vive aún || en el ALTIPLANO (campo) DE BOLIVIA 6:26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUVG6A_3tCM (191027,LaWarmiRosa)
(This is how you lived and still live || in the ALTIPLANO [campo](field) OF BOLIVIA)
Bolivia: Astronomy: Astronomia Sigma Octante (ASO) - Centro de Investigacion y
Estudio en Astronomia (Established 1977. Meets at: Centro Cultural Simon I Patiño)
http://www.astronomia.org.bo/index.html (191130,ASO)
Bolivia: Bolivia to Introduce 1st Domesically-Made Electric Vehicle. NotVid
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Bolivia-to-Introduce-First-Domestically-MadeElectric-Vehicle--20191002-0015.html (191002,TeleSUR English)
(President Evo Morales officially presented on Tuesday the first electric car to be)
(manufactured in Bolivia, produced by state owned company YLB. Morales presented)
(the vehicle at the official opening of a new lithium technology center in Potosi.)
(The technology center will teach students different courses related to lithium)
(and its use. The government hopes that they will provide the workforce for)
(Bolivia’s new lithium industry.)
ALSO SEE: More pics and links of Evo literally driving the first set of
domestically produced cars, two months ago.
https://twitter.com/OVargas52/status/1201650464737112064 (_) NotVid
http://www.resumenlatinoamericano.org/2019/10/06/bolivia-estrena-su-primer-autoelectrico-100-nacional/
https://energialimpiaparatodos.com/2019/11/19/la-bolivia-genero-empleos-dignospara-indigenas/ (191202,OllieVargus @OVargas52 )
[MyNote: Shows Evo in car. On 2 Dec., Coup Pres. tried steal credit f/what Evo did.]
[See: "The coup president 'unveils' Bolivia's first domestically manufactured car."]
Bolivia: Cocinando sin cocina ni Gas || Super FÁCIL. (Indigenous video) 9:18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0HIN33sIfI (191118,LaWarmiRosa)
(Cooking without cooking or Gas || Very easy.) ViewerRemarks [Translated]:
(VT: I suggest more tutorials like this, invite friends to show how to spin, how)
(to make the charque, how to make chuño and then salteña.)
(VG: Que linda eres digna mujer de llevar la pollera Boliviana.)
(VGt: How beautiful you are worthy woman to wear the Bolivian skirt [pollera].)
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(AS: In times of economic crisis in my house we cooked like this. Bravo !!!)
(Greetings from Peru and live Bolivia Free and without discrimination.)
Bolivia: Eclipse: Total Solar Eclipse of 3 Novemner, 1994 (Not Video)
- Photos: Total Solar Eclipse of 3 November, 1994. Images of a Corona and Umbra
to Remember. Jeffrey R. Charles (Posted 1997, updated 2017)
http://www.eclipsechaser.com/eclink/image/total94.htm
- Journal: Eclipse Chaser's Journal, Part 3. The Wild One: Total Solar Eclipse of
November 3, 1994. (Section 1 of 2) by Jeffrey R. Charles.
http://www.eclipsechaser.com/eclink/ecjrnl/ecj94p1.htm
- Journal: Eclipse Chaser's Journal, Part 3. The Wild One: Total Solar Eclipse of
Nov. 3, 1994. (Sect. 2 of 2) by Jeffrey R. Charles. (Also briefly covers 2019 coup)
http://www.eclipsechaser.com/eclink/ecjrnl/ecj94p2.htm
Bolivia: La Paz: My City, La Paz. (Financial Times. Reporter lives there.) 8:52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3HgSew2Chw (151227,FinancialTimes)
Bolivia: Los Tiempos (Cochabamba newspaper) https://www.lostiempos.com/ (NotVid)
Bolivia: Los Tiempos: Retrato necesario de Alfonso Canelas Tardío (Died 090226)
(Necessary portrait of Alfonso Canelas Tardío / Presents (190225,LosTiempos)
https://www.lostiempos.com/oh/actualidad/20190225/retrato-necesario-alfonsocanelas-tardio (190225,LosTiempos,Marco Zelaya) EXCERPT:
(Outstanding Alfonso Canelas stood out for his human and professional quality,)
(always very respectful of the work of journalists and very aware of what this)
(work implies... A GOODBYE. We maintained until his death, which occurred on Feb.)
(26, 2009 in Santiago, Chile, a proximity of those that are only forged in an )
(editorial office... Unfortun., we could not say goodbye, but I would have said,)
(in words of the great Cicero, what an apprentice would say to the teacher from)
(whom he learned a lot & to whom he intends to emulate: Amicitiae nostrae memoriam)
(spero sempiternam fore (I hope that the memory of our friendship is eternal ).)
(MyNote: Alfonso Canelas was the person in the seat next to me on my circa 26 Oct.)
(1994 flight to Bolivia for the 3 Nov. 2019 total solar eclipse.) (If he had been)
(alive and at the helm of Los Tiempos when the 2019 coup occurred, there no doubt)
(would have been a far greater degree of integrity in the local corporate media.)
(You will be missed by many, even decades after your passing.)
(But maybe your memory can help bring Bolivia together again.)
Bolivia: Mudslide: People swept away by mudslide as mountainside collapse in Bolivia
https://youtu.be/jjeCDYvGJS8 (190204,Guardian.NE of Sucre)
Bolivia: Parapente / paragliding in Sacaba City of Cochabamba Department 7:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iudLmGCcyP8 (190427,LORMightyMouseTV.FromNorthMtns)!
Bolivia: Potosi: The mountain that eats men' in Bolivia - BBC News (CerroRico) 23:07
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHZS74Z9qlM (141008,BBCNews.15kWorkInMine)
(Catharina Moh has been to Bolivia to meet people living on what's known as the)
(rich mountain - a silver mine that's home to some of country's most vulnerable.)
(Bolivia's socialist president Evo Morales is hoping for re-election for historic)
(third term. He is the country's first indigenous leader, and has pledged to return)
(more of the nation's wealth to the people, and help Bolivia's poorest. PotosiPoor)
(6:25 Life expectancy for miniers is only 40 years. Silicosis, Maldemena f/dust.)
(7:45 Mines owned by cooperatives, but regular workers only get few $ per day.)
Bolivia's: Rising Indigenous Bourgeoisie | FT Wealth (Financial Times) Amiyra 7:04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbGQZpdv3eg (141204,FinancialTimes.6StoryMansn250k)
Bolivia: Sucre / [Tarabuco] Patrimônio cultural #Ayarichis (Cultural heritage) 2:56
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4vGg_x7ewA (191214,PathyyEstrellaBlogs.SmallGrp)
Bolivia: Tramway: Bolivia’s Subway in the Sky | The New York Times 2:33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbv1bZVsWu0 (140819,NewYorkTimes. LaPaz-ElAltoTram)
(For many Bolivians, the Teleférico is a symbol the country has arrived. Opened in)
(May, its two other sections will arrive as President Evo Morales seeks third term.)
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